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Abstract

The continental surfaces replesellt an important component of the Barth's clirnate system.
ÌVleteoroiogical models for climate simulations or numerical rveatirer prediction therefore re-
quire a realistic description of the land surface processes. The degree of complexity needed
for these land surface schemes is not yet completely deterrnined. Another aspect of the
meteorological models is the numerical realization of the coupling betrveen land surface and
atmosphere. This thesis investigates the sensitivity of the simulated climate to the para-
meterization of land surface plocesses compared to the effect of different numerical coupling
techniques betrveen land surface and atmosphere. For this reason, a detailed evaluation
of the two land surface schemes BCHAM and SBCHIBA in a hierarchy of model set-ups,
from off-line through one-dimensional to global three-dimensional, is conducted. In the off-
line experiments, ECHAM shows deficiencies in modelling the diurnal variations of surface
temperature and ground heat flux. This is due to the conceptual inconsistency in that the top
soil layer temperature is both used as part of the soil ternperature flnite difference scheme and
also as surface value for computing the atmospheric surface enelgy fluxes. This is improved
in SECHIBA by an extrapolation of heat capacity and ground heat flux torvard the surface.

The standard ECHAM4 climate model utilizes a semi-implicit coupling techniclue betrveen
land surface and atmosphere in a way in which energy at the land surface-atmosphere inter-
face is not conserved. This is a major deficiency. Trvo nerv model versions were developed as

part of this thesis: BCHAM4/INIPI and ECHAM4/SECHIBA. They incorporate an implicit
coupling technique which conserves enelgy. BCHAM4 and trCHAM4/IMPL are identical
rvith respect to all physical parameterizations they apply; the only difference is the coupling.
In trCHAM4/SECHIBA the ECHAIVI land surface scheme rvas replaced by StrCHIBA. The
intercornparison of one-dimensional versions of these three models shows that the energy
residual term in BCHAM4, which is part of the semi-implicit coupling and represents an
error in the surface/atmosphere energy balance, is not negligibly small. Rather, it is of the
order of the physical fluxes and therefore serves as an artifrcial (numerical) sink or source of
energy at the sutface, signifrcantlv altering the surface energy balance. Biases of more than
1300 W/m2 are found due to the coupling techniclue. These are avoided in ECHANI4IIMPL,
rvhich results in a more pronounced diurnal cycle of surface temperature and generally higher
temperature maxima during a rvarming phase.

In a global-scale intercomparison of the three models a signiflcant irnpact of the altered
coupling techniclue and land surface scheme on most surface variables and atmospheric surface
fields is found. The surface air temperature over large continental areas in the l{orthern
Hemisphere in summer is higher by ,tp to 3-5oC in the two implicit models than in ECHAM4.
For trCHAM4/IMPL this is attributed to the closure of the surface energy balance. This
allows to use energy amounts of regionally more than 40 W l^'in the seasonal mean, rvhich
are lost in ECHAM , for physical processes, e. g. for heating the land surface and lower
atmosphere. In BCHAM4/SBCHIBA a further increased surface air temperature of up to 3oC

is due to a different snorv parameterization that allows an earlier snow melt. This is in good
agreement with snow observations. Due to the changed temperature stlucture a considerably
improved Asian summer monsoon circulation with respect to stream patterns, wind velocities
and associated precipitation distributions is simulated by the implicit models. Furthermore,
the computed evaporation in StrCHIBA is more realistic, compared to measurements at some

European sites, as consecluence of a more sophisticated representation of vegetation.
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Introduction

The continental surfaces, including vegetation cover) represent an important component of
the Earth's climate system. On the one hand, they are the habitat of man, rvhich makes it
interesting to understand the governing plocesses and living conditions at the land surface
and how they may evolve in the future. On the other hand, from the point of view of
atmospheric sciettces, the land surface and biosphere interact with the lower atmosphere, and
they have a significant impact on near-surface meteorological and climatological phenomena.

Bveryone rvill probably have noticed at some time certain meteorological processes, such
as the heating of near-surface air during daytime, the development of cumulus clouds by
the end of a summer day or the occurrence of a land-sea breeze in coastal r-egions and the
change of its wind direction between night and day. Another phenomenon, occurring on
a longer time scale, may be the wilting of plants after a long period rvithout rain. All of
these processes are consequences of a complex system of interactions betrveen the surface
and lower atmosphere. When tlie soil receives radiation, its temperature is generally altered
and the energy is partially returned back to the atmosphere a,s sensible heat flux or used for
evaporation of rvater, thus heating and humidifying the overlying air. Hence, the stratiflcation
of the lower atmosphere generally becomes more unstable, stimulating enhanced turbulent
vertical mixing. Higher surface ternperatures may also cause convection. Rising of moist
air can lead to forrnation of clouds, and finally precipitation. A modifled cloud cover will in
turn affect the surface radiation budget. Therefore, it can be concluded, that the continental
surface and the overlving atmosphere clearly interact. This has primarily an effect on the
lower atmospheric layers, but the general circulation will distribute the enelgy in the rvhole
global atmosphere.

Consequently, to more substantially assess the role of the land surface in the entire cli-
rnate system, the question of interest is: How sensitive is the atmosphere or the climate of
the Earth in general to land surface processes? In order to address this question, exper-
iments with atmospheric General Circu,lation Models (GCMs) have been conducted whicli
revealed a sensitivity of climate to various land surface characteristics (see the review by
Mintz 1984). In these sensitivity experiments one or a ferv parameter values or a component
of the land surface parameterization is (drastically) changed to investigate the impact on the
atmosphere, including possible feedback effects. For instance, Shukla and Mintz (1982) found
a large reduction of the precipitation over most continents when the land surface evapotran-
spiration is changed from the rate, rvhich occurs in the case of a permanelìtly moist soii that
is completely covered by vegetation, to zero. The land surface temperature was drastically
increased due to both the loss of evaporative cooling and an enhanced heating by solar radi-
ation, the latter being a consequence of a reduced cloud cover. Therefore, they stated that
"the surface vegetation, which produces the evapotranspiration, is an important factor in

5



6 INTRODUCTION

the Earth's climate." Charney et al. (1977) showed that increasing the aibedo in the Sahel
region rvould lead to a significantly changed large scale circulation and a reduced rainfall.
Sud et al. (1988) found that also changing the iand surface roughness has a large influence
on the distribution of precipitation. Furthermore, Milly and Dunne (1994) pointed out that
the global rvater cycle of the land-ocean-atmosphere system and the atmospheric circulation
are sensitive to the water-holding capacity of land.

In this context it is interesting to explore the sources ofwater which precipitates on regions
in the interior of the continents. It may be supplied either by advection from the surroundings
or by evapotranspiration within the region. The latter mechanism is denoted as recycling
of precipitation. Koster et al. (1986) found that its contribution to the total precipitation
in continental regions tends to vary substantially with location and season. This result was
confirmed by Brubaker et al. (1993) who used analysed observational data for their study. It
is an example for a land surface-atmosphere interaction, which may contribute to regional
climate variability and may be important for the occurrence and persistence of droughts.

The models used in these early studies often conceptualized the land surface hydrology
as a "bucket" (Manabe 1969). Its rvater level is lowered rvhen evaporation exceeds precip-
itation and snow melt, and is raised rvhen the inflow is larger. When the rvater content
reaches the maximum value, additional precipitation becomes runoff. The dependence of
evapotranspiration on soil moisture is parameterized by a "B-ftnction". It usually allows
for potential evaporation when the soil is wet and a reduced evaporation rvhen the water
level is low. While this approach provides a reasonable framework for the representation of
land surface hydrological processes in GCNIs, it obviously comprises shortcomings like tlie
neglect of soil moisture dynamics or a stomatal control of transpiration by vegetation. There-
fore, rnodeiers started to develop land surface schemes that include e. g. a representation of
vegetation which is physiologically reactive to atmospheric conditions. This is a first step
torvard a fully interactive coupled biosphere-atmosphere model which is a necessity when,
for example, realistic numerical experiments regarding climate change scenarios or impact
studies shall be conducted. Two outstanding approaches focusing on the aforementioned
aims are the Biosphere-Atnzosphere Transfer Scheme(BATS, Dickinson et al. 1986) and the
Sim,ple Biosphere model (S'iB, Sellers et al. 1986). Apart from these models, numerous surface
schemes were ploposed that adopted specific features frorn these models or developed differ-
ent approaches to be used in GCNIs for climate simulations or Nunterical Weather Prediction
(NVVP) (e. g. Warrilorv et al. 1986, Abramopoulos et al. 1988, Noilhan and Planton 1989,

Blondin 1991, Xue et al. 1991, Koster and Suarez 1992, Wood et al. 1992, Ducoudré et al.
1993, Verseghy et al. 1993, Viterbo and Beljaars 1995).

With this new gerìeration of GCMs it became possible to study the impact of large scale

changes in vegetation characteristics. For instance, evapotranspiration, surface air temperat-
ure, cloud formation and precipitation in the tropics and sub-tropics show significant sensitiv-
ity to the rooting depth of tropical vegetation, as indicated by Kleidon and Heimann (1998).
Tliey stated that there is evidence that most of the state-of-the-art GCMs underestimate the
rooting depth of the vegetation, which may lead to large biases, especially in the simulation
of the tropical climate system. A series of GCM experirnents focused on the impacts of
tropical deforestation (e. g. Dickinson and Henderson-Sellers 1988, Lean and Warrilow 1989,

Shukla et al. 1990, Polcher and Laval 1994). These simulations agree in terms of predicting
a reduced evapotranspiration and an increased surface ternperature as consequences of the
deforestation. But different results were found for the expected I'esponse of precipitation.
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Polcher (1995) pointed out that the sensible heat flux may play an important role here, as
its increase wa,s found to lead to an enhanced number of convective events.

This large number of surface treatments provokes the call for intercomparison experi-
ments. In particulat, two international projects have been dedicated to that aim, which are
tlre project or Spatial Varialtility of Land Surface Processes (S:LAPS, Dooge et al. 1994, Pol-
clrer et al. 1996), which is already completed, and the ongoing Project for Intercomparisort,
of Land-surfo,ce Parameterization Schen"¿es (PILPS, Henderson-Sellers et al. 1993, Chen et
al. 1997, Schulz et al. 1998). These projects were designed to systematically intercompare
a large number of land surface schemes which are operational in current GCMs or ISWP
models. The PILPS science plan comprises of comparison and validation of the models,
including sensitivity studies, ranging from zero-dimensional off-line simulations up to fully
coupled three-dimensional global scale experiments.

In off-line - or stand-alone - simulations the surface schernes are forced by prescribed
near-sulface atmospheric conditions that rvere either derived from a GCM simulation or
observed. Therefore, the surface schemes do not affect the atmospheric variables, and any
feedback effects are excluded. In the intercomparisons the same forcings and corresponding
surface parameters were used for all schemes. This procedure allorvs one to compare the
behaviour of the various schemes and to examine the role of specific model characteristics,
rvhile excluding effects resulting from feedbacks with the atmosphere.

The analyses of the off-line intercomparisons show that the schemes behave very differently
(e. g. Henderson-Sellers et al. 1996). It is even difficult to separate the models into different
classes of typical behaviour (cf. Ciren et al. 1997). Results like these shorv that it is very
difficult to assess how future climate projections using current GCMs are influenced by their
treatment of land surface plocesses (IPCC 1996). Preliminary results from astudy presented
by Polcher et al. (1998b), investigating the climate impact of doubling the atmospheric CO2-
concentration using four different GCMs, suggest that the uncertainties in climate change
experiments due to land surface processes are comparable to those linked to other plocesses.
The latter may include the treatment of clouds and water vapoul or cloud-radiation feedbacks,
which represent major uncertainties in current climate models as well.

PIPS just recently started to set up fully coupled global models to continue the inter-
comparison at the global scale. Therefore, no f,nal results can be reported from this time.
Previous studies using GCMs with different land surface codes were plesented e. g. by Sato
et al. (1989), who investigated the impact of replacing a simple bucket hydrological scheme
by the sophisticated SiB model (Sellers et al. 1986), and Stamm et al. (1994), who replaced
a bucket scheme by the more complex VIC model (Wood et al. 1992). Large differences
rvere found in the simulated land surface fluxes. The bucket model commonly tends to com-
pute higher evaporation than the more complex schemes, which contributes to a modified
hydrological cycle. There are only very few publications in which two different complex land
surface schemes implemented in the same atmospheric GCM are compared, with one of them
not just being a simple bucket model. Peylin et al. (1997) compared two simulations rvith
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR, Boulder) GCM coupled either to the
BATS (Dickinson et al. 1986) or the SBCHIBA (Ducoudré et al. 1993) land surface model,
rvhich were both regarded as complex. SECHIBA was originally the operational land surface
scherne of the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamiclue (LMD, Paris) GCM. Considerable
differences in the simulated climate were found on the regional scale, rvhile on a global scale
the effect appeared to be small.
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This large number of studies, intercomparing land surface parameterization schemes on
different temporal and spatial scales in numerous model set-ups (from off-line to fully coupled
three-dimensional), has demonstrated that a great variety of approaches for representing land
surface processes in numerical m.eteorological models currently exists, that lead to consider-
ably different climate simulations. An important cluestion that arises, and rvhich is also a
general research topic of this work, is what level of complexity of the land surface representa-
tion in GCIVIs is needed (Garratt 1993)? Very sophisticated models of the detailed processes

in e. g. soil hydrology or vegetation may not be consistent with the degree of complexity of the
representation of other components in the global climate system and, additionally, may be
computationally too expensive. Simpler rnodels rvith suitable parameterizations may provide
cornparable acculacy. Having this in mind, two models are compared in this thesis, both
incorporating much of the computational simplicity of the bucket model but with a more
realistic representation of vegetation (in terms of interception of precipitatioll or a physiolo-
gical control of transpiration), and mole advanced soil hydrology and surface runoff schemes,
respectively.

The global scale GCM sensitivity experiments ale very complex with so many degrees of
freedom that the results are often difficult to interpret, thus they often remain very general.
On the other hand, in off-line simulations feedback effects between surface and atmosphere
are excluded rvhich limits the transferability of their findings to the coupied land-atmosphere
system. A compromise between these two cases is to use a coupled one-dimensional model of
th.e entire vertical soil-atrnosphere column (of a GCM). This rvill allow the study of surface-
atmosphere interactions and feedbacks rvith a, focus on the surface exchange processes, while
no large scale atmospheric effects like horizontal advection complicate the interpretation of
the results. Such a one-dimensional model rvill be utilized in this thesis for these reasons.

Another aspect of the meteorological models, beside the physical parameterization of
the relevant processes, is the numerical realization of the coupling betrveen land surface and
atmosphere and its possible impact on the simulations. Very little attention has been paid to
this in the past. Nevertheless, Polcher et al. (1998a) stated that "changes to the numerical
framervork of the land surface scheme rnay have a strong impact on the behavior of the
scheme." Two commonly used coupling techniclues are the implicit and the semi-implicit one.
The former determines the prognostic variables at the surface and the lowest atmospheric
level and the corresponding surface fluxes consistently at the same level in the time-stepping
scheme. It is thus erìergy conserving. The latter uses the atmosplieric and surface variables
at different subsequent time levels to compute the surface fluxes. Tliis recluires a correction
of the flux terms after the surface ternperature has also been updated. To avoid an energy
imbalance, this correction term needs to be taken into account in the calculations at the
subsecluent time step. Examples for land surface schemes used in GCMs, which are coupled
implicitly to their host models, are SECHIBA or the surface scheme of the IIK Meteorological
Office (lVarrilorv et al. 1986). On the other hand, SiB or the surface scheme of the ECHANI4
GCM (Roeckner et al. 1996) are coupled semi-implicitly to their atrnospheric hosts. ECHAM4
is the fourth generation of the trCHAX{ GCM which is a spectral climate model that was

developed at the Max-Planck-Institut (MPI) für Meteorologie, Hamburg. Its land surface
scheme rvill be denoted as ECHANI in this thesis. When comparing climate simulations of
these GCMs, it is not a priori clear horv they are affected by the diferent treatments of the
numerical coupling, but it is reasonable to assume that it has sorne impact.

Against this background of land surface modelling in GCMs the central objectives of this
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thesis are

1. Select a few land surface schernes of a comparable degree of complexitv (rvith ECHAM
being one of thern) out of the range of models that participated in the off-line inter-
comparison presented by Chen et al. (1997) and examine them in much more detail to
provide insight in their key features and horv these determine the simulated energy and
water cycles.

2. Assess the impact of the numerical coupling technique between land surface and atmo-
sphere in a one-dimensional vetsion of the BCHANI4 climate model and compare this
to the effect when the land surface scheme is replaced by one of the others selected in 1.

3. Bxtend the study in 2. to the fully coupled three-dimensional ECHAM4 GCNI, rvith the
intention to benefit from the findings in 1. and 2. for the interpretation of the global
simulations. Bvaluate the sensitivity of the simulated climate to the modifications of
the land surface parameterization and the numerical coupling scheme.

Accordingly, the thesis is organized as outlined here: Three land surface schemes are selec-
ted from the Chen et al. (1997) off-line intercomparison study, which are ECHAM (Roeckner
et al. 1992, 1996), SECHIBA (Ducoudré et al. 1993) and SSiB (Sim1tlifi,ed Sim,ple Biosqthere
ntnrlel, Xue et al. 1991). The latter is a simplified version of SiB (Sellers et al. 1986). Their
model characteristics are described in chapter 1.

A detailed evaluation of the three schemes mainly with respect to their simulated energy
and moisture budgets and a description of the atmospheric forcing data used is given in
chapter 2. The observations are also used for validation purposes of the cluantities of the
surface energy cycle. Additionally, sensitivity experiments with ttre ECHAM model aïe con-
ducted, which investigate the impact of prescribed changes in land surface characteristics on
the atmosphere and surface.

To address the issue of the numerical coupling technique between land surface and atmo-
sphere, an implicitly coupled version of tlie BCHANI4 GCM has been developed as part of
this thesis. It can be used for one-dimensional studies and as well for global scale simula-
tions in different spatial resolutions. It is denoted as ECHAM4IIMPL in the thesis. Chapter
3 presents theoretical details of the different coupling techniques and an overview of their
impact in the ECHAM4 and ECHAM4/IMPL one-dimensional models. A comprehensive
evaluation of the energy residual term is given, that appears as part of tlie semi-implicit
coupling, and how it affects the simulated surface fluxes and soil variables in comparison to
the implicit scheme.

As outlined before in the list of central objectives of the thesis, the impact of these
numerical aspects shall be compared to the effect when the land surface scheme is replaced
by one of the others presented in chapter 2. SECHIBA has been selected for two reasons:
Firstly, its thermodynamic treatment of the soil is more similar to that of ECHAM than it
is in SSiB, which makes the new model easier to cornpare to the standard (or reference) one
by avoiding too many drastic changes in the model architecture. Additionally, a somewhat
peculiar behaviour is found regarding the soil hydrology in SSiB (chapter 2), rvhere the deep
soil drainage obviously plays a dominant role rvhich is not yet fully understood. This seemed
to indicate that choosing SSiB for the implementation in ECHAM4 would have introduced
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mole uncertainties making the interpretation of the results mole difficult. SECHIBA is
also implemented in the ECHAM4 GCM, as part of this thesis, using the implicit coupling
technique. Therefore, the set of the three GCMs - ECHANI4, ECHAM4/IMPL and the so-
called ECHAM4/SBCHIBA - provides a complete ensemble of models to study the impact
of the numerical coupling in a GCM and to compare this to the effects induced by a different
land surface representation.

The aforementioned correction term, needed in the semi-implicit coupling to avoid all en-
ergy imbalance, is not implemented in the standard ECHAM4 GCNI. Therefore, ECHAM4/-
IMPI represents a clearly improved model in the physical point of view, as it provides a closed
energy balance at the land surface. This makes it even more interesting to intercompare the
three GCM versions on the global scale. This is done in chapter 4. First a global overview of
the differences in the model simulations is given, follorved by a number of analyses focusing
on the regional impact. Botli global and regional investigations include validation with ob-
servational data. Attempts are made to attribute identified changes between the simulations
to differences in the representation of the various plocesses in the models.

The overall findings of the thesis are summarized in chapter 5 and recommendations for
future investigations are given.



Chapter 1

Theoretical b
descriptions

ackground and model

The surface energy balance in most meteorological situations is dominated by the total net
radiation. Its solar component provides the forcing and the longwave part is usually a sink of
energy at the surface. In the absence of water the surface temperature is mainly determined by
the balance of these two flux terms. Besides them, the energy balance includes the turbulent
fluxes of sensible and latent heat and the ground heat flux. The energy transfer from the
surface to the a,tmosphere results in a generally heterogeneous temperature distribution,
which yields spatial pressure gradients that drive the general atmosphelic circulation. Thus,
the circulation and climate in general are sensitive to changes in the surface energy fluxes,
which is well known. Due to the close relations of the terms just mentioned, the surface
energy balance is considered in GCNIs as the link between atmosphere and land surface, rvith
the surface temperature being the key variable.

The meaning of this quantity varies between different land surface schemes. It may be
defrned as the temperature of the ground, which is either a "layer" of infinitesimal thickness
at the surface-atmosphere interface or the upper layer of a soil ternperature finite difference
scheme. Alternatively, it may describe the temperature of some level rvithin the canopv.
This will not further specified here. The interface betrveen surface and atmosphere may be
understood as a "layer" at the surface wliich is in contact with the atmosphere. Tlien the
surface energy balance equation is given by:

c"*.=4'+ L.E+H+G, (1.1)"' at
where 7g is the temperature representing the surface "layer" and Cs is the heat capacity per
unit area. .R' is the total surface net radiatior't,, L.-E the latent heat flux (-[ is the latent heat
of vaporization or sublimation of water, respectively, and E is the surface moisture flux), 11

is the sensible heat flux and G the ground heat flux. The net radiation ,R' is given by

4,, = (1 - as).B"¿ * eÄla - eoT!, (1.2)

where A"¿ and .81¿ are the downward shortwave and longwave radiation, respectively. Here,
as is the surface albedo, e is the thermal emissivity, and ø is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

In the following sections the three land surface schernes ECHAM, SBCHIBA and SSIB
are described. Figure 1.1 gives a schematic overview of the schemes.

11
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1.1. ECHAM 13

1.1- ECHAM

In the ECHAM model (Roeckner et al. 1992, 1996), the surface fluxes of momentum, heat
and moisture are calculated by means of the classical aerodynamic formulae using the Monin-
Obukhov similarity theory (e. g. Stull 1997):

Fy = pCplúl(X" - Xs), (1.9)

where p is the density of air, C¡ the drag coefficient for momentum (C-) or the transfer
coefficient for heat and humidity (C¡) and ltr-l the absolute value of the horizontal rvind
speed. The value of X. may be identified with tlie atmospheric value of one of the mentioned
quantities which are subject to the turbulent exchange, while Xs is its surface value. C- and
C¡ are functions of the roughness length, which characterizes the roughness of the surface,
and the Richardson number and are calculated by following the scheme as proposed by Louis
(1979). For evaluating the moisture flux over land, each grid element is divided into four
fractions. These fractions are: snow cover, water in the interception reservoir, vegetation and
bare soil. This treatment of the vegetation is often referred to as "big leaf" approach, using
mean values for parameters like surface resistance, leaf area index or albedo, not taking into
account any information on the vegetation distribution within the grid box. The rnoisture
fltx E is calculated for each of the four fractions according to the following generic equation:

E = pC6lúl0lq"- lzr1"(Ts,ps)1, (1.4)

where q. is the saturation specific humidity at surface temperature ?g and pressure pg, and
q. is the atmospheric specific humidity at a reference level. The values of B artd /¿ have to be
specified for each fraction:

o Snow sublimation and evaporation of water in the interception reservoir are assumed
to be at the potential rate, i.e. þ = h = 7.

o Evaporation from bare soil is limited by the relative humidity /¿ at the surface, rvhich is
a function of the relative moisture in the uppel soil. The maximum amount of water,
that is available to bare soil evaporation, are the top 10 cm of the soil water column.
Por bare soil evaporation, þ = L

o Based on Sellers et al. (1986), for transpiration p is specified as

- I C¡10-lr.s(PAR)l -1,t=Lt+ffiJ (1.5)

including the stomatal resistance r"(PAR, Ws) = r"0(PAR)/f'(I4zs) which has control
over the transpiration from vegetation. r"¡ depends on the Photosyntheti,cally Acti,ue
Radiati,on (PAR):

*=hl*'"(#) -''(#)] ' (1 6)

where d = (a+bc)lQP,\R),k = 0.9, and LAI is t\.re Lecrf Area Iniler. PAR is taken
as 55% of the net surface short wave radiation. The standard parameter values in
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theGCMaler¿= 5000Jn-3,0= 10wm-2 andc = 100sm-1. Incontrast,the
values a = 2582.01J --3, ó = 1.09 w m-2 and c = 110 s m-l are used forthe trcHAM
PILPS simulations that are presented in chapter 2. This is done according to the PITPS
instructions (Chen et al. 1997). cILAI represents the minimum value of r.6 when PAR
is approaching infinity.

F(Ws) is the water stress factor which is a function of the soil water content !f/s and
describes the availability of rvater in the root zone. It is given by:

F(Ws) =

1 if W., 1Ws { ?Zs-^*

#Æ if wo*o{ws1w.,
0 if 0m(Ws{Wp*p

(1.7)

Ws,nu* is the fi,eld ca\ncify which is defrned as the maximum amount of water the soil
can lrold against gravity over periods of several days. lT{. is the critical soil moisture
level at which soil moisture stress starts to reduce the transpiration of plants in the
model. In the ECHAM4 standard model it is taken as TS% of ?T/s,,',*. I4lo*o is the
pernzanent uilti'ng ç4oint, taken as 35% of tr4ls-r*. It is defined as that soil waterlevel at
which the plants are not able anymore to further extract water from the soil. Therefore,
when the soil water content is reduced down to Wp*p, transpiration stops.

For computing the transpiration component, lz in (1.a) is set to 1.

The total moisture flux is computed as the area weighted average of the four components
that are described above.

For the calculation of the soil temperature the concept of heat diffusion is used. The
heat conduction equation is solved for five layers over land and land ice, following Warrilow
et al. (1986). The temperatures are representative for the middle of each soil layer. The
first soil layer in BCHAM is 6.5 crn deep, the second 25.4 cm, and the thicknesses of the
other layers continuously increase rvith depth. The uppet boundary condition is given by the
net heat flux (radiative and turbulent) at tlie surface. At the lower boundary a zero heat
flux condition is prescribed to ensure energy conservation in the coupled soil-atmosphere
system. In the absence of snow the temperature of the flrst soil layer fi is regarded as land
surface temperature 7s (see Fig. 1.1a). For a snow pack with a depth of less than a critical
value of 2.5 cm water equivalent the surface eneïgy balance equation is solved assuming the
characteristics of bare soil. If the snow pack is deeper than the critical value, an extra snow
layer with an owrì temperature 75r, at the middle of the snow pack evolves. In this case, the
surface temperature is determined by linear extrapolation from ft and ?sr. to the top of the
snow pack.

To enable snow melt in ECHAM when the snow depth is below the critical value, ?g
(which is ec1ual to 

"r) 
needs to be higher than the melting temperature. Otherwise, both ?s..

and fi need to exceed ()oC.

The water budget within the soil is computed for one layer with a prescribed field capa-
city (bucket model, Manabe 1969). The governing ecluation takes precipitation, snorv melt,
evapotranspiration, runoff and drainage into account. Interception of precipitation is treated
using one canopy layer. The capacity of this canopy reservoir I4/r-* ir given by

W1n* - IZI-"*[(1 - vegrat) f vegrat.LAI], (1.8)

L

I
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Table 1.1: Cornparison of the rnain characteristics of tÌre clifferent rnoclel versions of ECHAM usecl
in the present study. B is the structure parameter used in the runoff scherne (cf. (1.9)), f4l1-r* is the
tnaxirnutnamount of 'water that can be held on one layer of leaf or bare ground (cf. (1.S)), c is a key
parameter for calculating the stomatal resistance (cf. (1.6)), À is the thermal conductivity in the soil,
LAI is the leaf area index and vegrat is the vegetation ratio in the grid elernent. In the first five model
versiotts of ECHAM, LAI and vegrat are set constant to their annual mean values. In the sensitivity
test ECHVARI, these parameters follow their observed annual cycles, as shown in Fig. 1.2.

Model B Wrr,,u* (rn-) c (s m-r À (W K-t--t ¡ tAI vegrat
ECHAM 0.2 0.1 110.0 2.0 1.3 0.956
BCHFLAT 0.025 0.1 110.0 2.0 1.3 0.956
ECHWL 0.2 1.0 110.0 2.4 1.3 0.956
ECHBVAP 0.2 0.1 40.0 2.0 1.3 0.956
ECHTEMP 0.2 0.1 40.0 1.0 1.3 0.956
ECHVARI 0.2 0.1 40.0 1.0 Vari. Vari

where W\rru* is the maximum amount of lvater that can be held on one layer of leaf or bale
ground and vegrat is tlie vegetation ratio in the grid element.

In a simple bucket model surface runoff is produced by overflow when the soil water
reservoir is saturated. Here, an advanced approach is chosen that accounts for sub-grid scale
effects due to the heterogeneity within a grid area (Arno scheme, Dümenil and Todini 7gg2).
It is assumed that the fraction slS' of the grid areairì which the storage capacity is less than
or equal to an assigned value tu is given by

' 1-(r- g-)" 
(1.e)s 

: '- \'- r^)
The value of ar*.* is the maximum storage capacity in the grid element, and B is a structure
parameter that is characteristic for the grid element. Its values ïange from 0.01 to 0.5. -B
takes into account the slope of the terrain, where a value of 0.01 represents very flat terrail
which will allow a large fraction of precipitation to infiltrate the soil, while values approaching
0.5 indicate steep terrain where surface runoff will be more efficient. The drainage rate is
a linear function of the soil moisture if it is between 5% and 90% of the field capacity. For
higher values the drainage rate behaves like a potential function, and for lower values it is
equal to zero. Infiltration and drainage do not occur if the soil is frozen.

In the sensitivity tests presented in section 2.3,frve modified versions of the ECHAM land
surface scheme have been used. They are identical to the reference version ECHAM but with
some key land surface parameters changed (see Table 1.1 and Fig. 1.2).

The sixth modified version of ECHAM developed as part of this rvork is denoted as
trCH7Tt. The only modification compared to ECHAM is that it has seven soil temperature
layers instead of five, and these layers are not as deep as in ECHAM.

In order to use the model for global experiments, global fields of several land surface
parameters are necessary to define the surface boundary conditions. A global data set of
annual mean land surface parameters has been compiled by Claussen et al. (1994) for the
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(a) Leaf area index (b) Vegetation ratio
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Figure 1.2: Annual cycles of (a) Ieaf area index and (b) vegetation ratio as observed at Cabauw
(cf. Chen et al. 1997).

ECHAM4 GCM (Roeckner et al. 1996), including quantities like surface background albedo,
LAI and fractional vegetation covel. This data set has been constructed by allocating para-
meter values from different soulces to the major ecosystem complexes of Olson et al. (1983).
In the preserìce of a snow cover the albedo is modifred accordingly. The global distribution of
the total soil water-holding capacity is derived from a high-resolution data set by Patterson
(1eeO).

L.2 SECHIBA

The basic feature of the parameterization of SECHIBA (Ducoudré et al. 1993) is the rep-
resentation of the transfer of heat and moisture between the atmosphere and the vegetated
surface of the earth using a resistance formulation. In analogy to Ohm's law, surface sensible
and latent heat fluxes are calculated as follows:

Fx- potential difference AX
(1.10)

resistance Ð¿r¿

The cluantity X may be identified with temperature or specific humidity. The fluxes are driven
by AX, the gradient of X between surface and a reference level in the atmosphere, and are
limited by a sum of resistances r.;, which may be aerodynamic and/or surface resistances.
The formulations of the land surface fluxes as given by (1.10) and (1.3) can be converted into
each other.

Transpiration and canopy evaporation are computed using up to seven different vegeta-
tion types that may be present simultaneously in one grid element (besides bare soil). The
moisture flux is calculated separately for each fractional surface cover class, and the total
flux of the grid box is determined as an area weighted average. This technique is called the
"mosaic approach" and takes into account the sub-grid scale distribution of the vegetation
types. This distribution has been derived from the atlas by Matthews (1985). Figure 1.3
shows the fractional areas covered by bare soil and the seven different vegetation types (see

Ducoudré et al. 1993) used in ECHAM4/SECHIBA (in T42 spatial resolution, cf. chapter
4). These vegetation maps carì not directly be compared to the one used by the ECHAM

- 
Annual cycle

---- Annual mean
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land surface scheme, because the latter specifies only the total vegetation fraction (vegetation
ratio) in each grid box rvithout information on the sub-grid scale distribution. In order to get
an impression of the model differences, the aggregated total vegetation fraction in each T42
grid box in ECHAM4/SECHIBA is shown in Fig. 1.4 together with the distribution as used
in the land surface scheme in the ECHAM4 and ECHAM4/IMPL GCM versions. Both maps
show, as to be expected, very low values in deserts and mountainous regions (where non-zeïo
values in the central Sahara Desert and Saudi Arabia in BCHAM4 appear to be unrealistic)
and high values e. g. in the tropics. However, SBCHIBA has a considerably larger veget-
ation cover in extended regions in Burasia, America and central and southern Africa. The
reason is that Claussen et al. (1994) specifred the annual mean vegetation ratio in BCHAM4
as the arithmetic average of the values for the seasons of growing and dormancy, while the
SECHIBA distribution refers to the high (growing season) values (Matthews 1985).

Generally, both parameterizations suffer from the fact that they do not resolve the annual
cycle of the vegetation cover (which definitely has a high variation for many vegetation types
like e. g. deciduous forest in the extratropics). Claussen et al. (1994) argue that the best thing
to do in this case is to use annual arithmetic averages for the vegetation covel'. Therefore, they
will generally overestimate transpiration in the season of low insolation and underestimate it
during high insolation. In the latter season transpiration is an important component of the
surface moisture budget (depending on soil water availability). Therefore, underestimating
the transpiration in this season will cause an higher absolute error than the overestimation at
low insolation. This may serve as a reasoning for choosing a higher than the annual average
vegetation fraction value (outside the tropics), as done in SECHIBA, to better represent the
transpiration in the important seasolì of high insolation.

In contrast to the seasonally constant vegetation fraction, a summel and a winter value
of the LAI is specified for each vegetation type in SECHIBA. A seasonal cycle is calculated
by linear interpolation between these values, depending on deep soil temperature whicir is
not influenced by diurnal variations. Figure 1.5 compares the annually constant LAI global
distribution of ECHAM4 (and BCHAM4/IÌvIPI) to the maps of the LAI maximum values
in the warm season and the minima in the cold season in ECHAM4/SECHIBA. For this
illustration, the LAI values of the predominant surface cover class in each grid cell have been
plotted. Both parameterizations shorv roughly the same global structure, and in rnany region
of the globe the ECHAM4 LAI values are within the range between the two rvinter and
summer extremes of the ECHAM4/SECHIBA LAI (cf. Fig. 1.6). Again, non-zero values in
deserts in ECHAM4, where no plants are expected, appear to be unrealistic. Most striking
differences between the summer and winter values in SECHIBA are visible in regions with
deciduous forest, namely Europe, northeast Asia, eastern United States, India and southern
Africa (Fig. 1.6). In these regions the LAI varies between 0 and 5 in rvinter and summer.
Mainly due to the mosaic approach and the inclusion of the LAI seasonal cycle SECHIBA is
expected to much better represent the global vegetation cover and the global and seasonal
transpiration.

The global distribution of the total soil water-holding capacity in SECHIBA is determined
according to the predominant surface cover class in each grid cell. Figure 1.7 shows the
distributions of the plant-available soil rvater-holding capacity, that is the difference between
field capacity and wilting level, as used in the land surface scheme in the ECHAM4 and
ECHAM4/IMPL GCM versions and in ECHAM4/SECHIBA, both in T42 spatial resolution.
The figure also shows that particularly large differences between the two maps are found in
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Asia and Soutli America.

A difference in SBCHIBA to BCHANI is the formulation of the hydrological stress that
limits the transpiration. In SECHIBA it is an exponential function of the ratio of the depth
of dry soil above the water table and the total depth of the soil moisture layer rvhere the
water table is located. The evaporation of foliage rvater is controlled by the aerodynamic
resistance and an architectural resistance, the latter representing the aerodynamic resistance
between the ieaves and the canopy top (see Fig. 1.1b).

The soil temperature is computed similar to ECHAM, using the heat conduction equation.
But different from BCHAM, SECHIBA utilizes a discretization in seven layers that are not
as deep, instead of five. For instance, the upper one is about two-thirds as deep as in
BCHAM. A characteristic difference from trCHAiVi is the method used to determine the
surface temperature (cf. Fig. 1.1a). In SECHIBA it is calculated using the surface energy
balance ecluation and the soil properties obtained by an extrapolation of heat capacity and
ground heat flux toward the surface. This procedure is expected to yield more realistic diurnal
variations of the soil temperature proflle and ground heat flux close to the surface.

In the plesence of a snorv pack the heat conduction equation is solved, using the thermal
conductivity and heat capacity of snow. To enable snor.v melt in StrCHIBA only the surface
temperature, that is extrapolated from the two upper tliermal layers to the surface as melì-
tioned in the paragraph before, needs to be above the melting point. This is likely to produce
a more realistic snorv melt than trCHAM, in particular for deep snow packs.

The soil tvater is stored in two conceptual layers. The depths of the soil moistuïe reseï-
voirs in the two other models, ECHAM and SSiB, are fixed, rvhile in SBCHIBA, the upper
layel lras a variable depth (Choisnel scheme, Choisnel 7977). If the soil is dry, an upper
moisture layer will be created from top to bottom in the soil during a precipitation event.
When the rain stops, first the soil moisture in the uppeÌ layer will be depleted by subsequent
evaporation, again from top to bottom until the upper reservoir may disappear. Then evap-
oration continues from the lower reservoir. This design allows a fast response of bare soil
evaporation to precipitation events, as the soil resistance which limits bare soil evaporation
directly depends on the depth of dry soil above the water level in the uppermost moisture
layer that contains water. Surface runoff only occurs when the soil is saturated, drainage is
not computed.

L.3 SSiB

The parameterization of the SSiB model allorvs a detailed description of the land surface
fluxes in the presence of different biome types, while their number is limited to one biome
type per grid box. The fluxes are also computed by a resistance formulation. The model is
described and extensively used in numerous studies (e. g. Xue et al. 1991, Xue and Shukla
1ee3).

In the SSiB model five compouents of the dorvnward radiation flux through the lowest
layer of the atmosphere are treated: direct beam and diffusive radiation in the visible and
near-infrared wavelength intervals and diffusive thermal radiation. The surface albedo and
the net-absorbed radiation at the canopy and at the ground are parameterized as functions
of solar zenith angle and sllow cover on the canopy and ground.
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For the calculation of ground and deep soil temperature, the force-restore method (e. g.
Deardorff 1978) is used. Additionally, a canopy temperature is computed. Hence, in contrast
to the two other models, SSiB solves independent energy budges for canopy and ground.

For the interception of precipitation, one canopy water store is used. Inflltrated water
may be stored in three soil layers. For the simulations at the Cabauw site (see chapter 2)
their prescribed depths are 0.1, 0.9 and 9.0 m from top to bottom. Transfer of water between
the layers is described by diffusion. In the Cabauw simulations the roots of the vegetation
can penetrate the two upper layers, called the root zone. The water content of these two
layers may be reduced by transpiration. From the third layer, the recharge layer, water can
be abstracted by gravitational drainage. A snow cover can appear on the canopy and ground.



Chapter 2

Single point off-line simulations

2.L The Cabauw observational data

The Cabauw site is located in the center of the Netherlands (at 51o 58'N,4o 56'E). The flat
terrain is almost cornpletely covered with grass so that the vegetation ratio is nearly eclual
to 1. This means that the soil water is almost exclusively extracted by transpiration and
not by bare soil evaporation. Details about the measuring program at Cabauw are given by
Driedonks et al. (1978). The set of observational data includes the meteorological quantities
that are used as atmospheric forcing to drive the land surface schemes, that is, solar and
thermal downward radiation, precipitation, horizontal wind components, air temperature
and speciflc humidity. As shown in Fig. 2.1, radiation, temperature and hurnidity undergo a
marked a,nnual cycle with a maximum in summer; the wind speed has a maximum in winter.
For precipitation no annual cycle is obvious. For validation, measurements of sensible and
latent heat fluxes, total net radiation, surface ground heat fluxes and soil temperature are
available. The observations cover a 1-year period (the year 1987) at a time resolution of 30
min. It must be noted that the three schemes were all forced rvith the observational data at
a 30-min time step AÍ. In Fig. 2.1 the daily mean values were smoothed applying a 31-day
running mean with periodic boundary conditions. The same procedure has been applied in
most other figures in this chapter showing annual cycles of certain quantities. This rvas done
only for the sake of clarity of the figures.

Studies of the data accuracy (Beljaars and Bosveld 1997) have shown that some observed
quantities of the surface energy balance were seriously biased. Therefore, while the forcing
variables of tlie PILPS Cabauw experiment have been extracted from an earlier version of
the Cabauw data (Beljaars and Viterbo 1994), the energy fluxes for model validation were
derived from a version of the Cabauw data which includes bias corrections (Beljaars and
Bosveld 1997). The same procedure as described above was also applied to the Cabauw data
by Chen et al. (1997) for the model intercomparison in PILPS. According to Chen et al.
(1997) the remaining minor inconsistencies between the forcing and the validation data can
be toierated.

25
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Cabauw atmospheric forcing
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Figure 2.1: Annual cycles of the Cabauw observational atmospheric forcing quantities, that is,
shortwave (SW) and lougwave (LW) radiation (Rad.), precipitation (Prec.), atmospheric temper-
ature (Temp.), absolute wind speed (Wind) and atrnospheric specific hurnidity (Sp. Hurn.). The three
schemes were all forced with the observational data at a S0-min time step. For the clarity of the figure,
the curves were smootlted using a 31-day running mean.
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2.2 Model intercomparison

The basic idea of this model intercomparison is to use ecluivalent parameter values for soil
and vegetation of every land surface scheme and to force them with the same atmospheric
values. By this procedure the results of the simulations should only reveal similarities and
differeuces of the model structures while excluding differences induced by feedbacks with the
atmosphere or the choice of different parameter values. This study does not attempt to assess

the quality of the land surface schemes. For this task several datasets rvould have to be used
representing different climatological situations. This comparison shall only give a general
idea about the features, properties and sensitivities of the models.

Parameters such as roughness length, leaf area index and albedo, and the initial values
of the moisture reservoirs and temperatures were prescribed for all schemes in a consistent
way. The third soil moisture layer of SSiB, the recharge layer, was set to saturation during
the entire period of simulation. More details are given in Chen et al. (1997). Each model
was rull for a few years applying the 1-year forcing dataset repeatedly until equilibrium was
reached.

2,2,L Surface energy balance

Figure 2.2 shows the annual cycles of the surface temperature simulated by the individual
models and also the observed surface radiative (effective) temperature ?}6 and the soil tem-
perature ?g2 measured at a, depth of 2 cm. ?"n is calculated from the observed uprvard
longwave radiation. All curves show a clear seasonal variation with a minimum in January
and a maximum in July. Tiie value of 7"n is less than that of Ts2 during tlie whole year with
a difference in the range from 1 to 5oC. The three model surface temperatures are very close
to each. other and their curves are rvithin the range of the trvo observed temperatures almost
over the entire year. This beliaviour is a,lso represented by the annual mean temperature
values which are 7.1oC for 7"s, 10.3"C for Ts2, B.BoC for ECHAM,9.0oC for SBCHIBA and
8.7oC for SSiB. These simulated temperatures are all within the range betrveen the observed
Iis and 7s2.

To better understand these results, the diurnal variations of the temperatures shall be
discussed. An example for this is given in Fig. 2.3, which shows the diurnal variations of the
surface temperature from 15 to 19 September as observed at Ca,baurv and as simulated by
ECHAM, SSiB and SECHIBA. The diurnal cycles of the three model surface temperatures aïe
very similar. But there is a tendency for the characteristic shape of the diurnal temperature
curve of ECHAM to be closer toTs2 than that of the other models. This can be explained by
a thermal damping of ECHAM's top soil layer wliicli rvill be discussed in the following text.

As the BCHAM model soil temperatures ale lepresentative for the middle of each soil
layer, the temperature ft of the top layer, which is 6.5 cm deep, is expected to be comparable
rvitlr the measured value at a depth of 3.25 cm (cf. Fig. 1.1a). The amplitude of the diurnal soil
temperature variation decreases with depth due to the heat conduction (diffusion) process in
the soil. Additionally, there is a phase delay of the temperature signal with depth. Therefore
the amplitude of the diurnal variations of the BCHAM model temperature is expected to be
smaller than that of ?s2 but, as seen in Fig. 2.3, it is larger instead. Tlie temperature curve
is within the range of Tsz and [6 almost all the time. This behaviour is mainly due to the
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Surface temperature [oC]

17 - 
obs. TS2

--- Obs. Tefl
---- ECHAM

--- ssiB
tr--trSECHIBA

12
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Figure 2.2: Annual cycles of soil temperature ?s2 measured at a depth of 2 cln and observed surface
radiative (effective) temperature Tetr conÌpared io the surface temperatures as simulated by BCHAM,
SSiB and SECHIBA. The observations were made at Cabauw. The curves were smoothed using a

31-day running rnean.

discrepancy in the model that on the one hand the frrst model layer temperature T1 represents
the soil temperature at a depth of 3.25 cm according to the soil heat conduction scheme; on
the other hand, it is also used as surface temperature for cornputing the atmospheric enelgy
fluxes. (Thermal upward radiation and sensible and latent heat fluxes are computed using Z1

as land surface temperature (see Fig. f .ia and (1.2), (1.3) and (1 4)) ) In reality, the relevant
surface temperature for these energy fluxes is the one which is "seen" by the atmosphere at
the soil-vegetation-atmosphere interface. With regard to the thermal upward radiation, this
is ?"n. For the turbulent energy fluxes, this is not ft either. As shown, this aspect of the
nrodel palameterizatiott leads to some problems.

This may be explained using the diurnal evolution of surface temperature on 17 September
as an example (cf. Fig. 2.3). During the night from 16 to 17 September ?}s and ECHAM's
fi both decrease to a minimum value, but the minimum of 7"r is lower. In the early morning
liours both begin to rise because of the incoming solar radiation. According to the model
structure ECHAM can not represent a "skin temperature", therefore it rises more slowly
than Qs and is below it from about 0700 to 1300 UTC. This "thermal inertia of the surface
layer" was also found by Betts et al. (1993) with a Cycle 39 version of the Euroqtean Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECIVIWF)model. This is of relevance here since the
ECHAM climate model was originally derived from an earlier version of the ECMWF model
(Cycle 31). As BCHAM's temperature is used to compute thermal upward radiation and
sensible and latent heat fluxes, these atmospheric energy fluxes are underestimated in the
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Surface temperature fOl
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--- ssiB
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Time [Days, 15 - 19 September]
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Figure 2.3: Diurnal cycles of soil ternperature ?s2 measured at a depth of 2 cm and observecl surface
radiative (effective) teurperature Q6 frorn 15 to 19 September compared to the surface temperatures
as simulated by ECHAM, SSiB and SECHIBA. The observations were rnade at Cabauw.

Ground heat llux [Wm'z]
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Figure 2.4: Diurnal cycles of surface ground heat flux G0 as observed at Cabauw from 15 to 19

September cotnpared to the model results of ECHAM and ECHTTL. Additionally shown is the grouncl
heat flux as measured at a depth of 5 cm (Obs. G5) and as simulated by ECHAM at a depth of 6.5
cm (ECHAM G6.5).
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mornirìg. The residual energy in the rnodel has to go into the ground, rvhich leads to a highly
overestimated surface ground heat flux in the model as compared to the observation (cf. Fig.
2.4). The model shorvs a peak with a maximum of about 260 W m-2 in the surface ground
heat flux on 17 September, rvhile a peak of only about 90 W m-2 was observed.

In this context another aspect of the parameterization needs to be discussed. According
to (1.1) the temporal evolution of the surface temperature ?s, which is equal to fi in ÐCHAM
in the absence of snow (cf. Fig. 1.1a), is calculated from the balance of a1l vertical energy
fluxes entering the surface layer. These are the atmospheric fluxes at the top and the ground
heat flux at the bottom. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1.1a, the suitable flux in ECHAM to be
considered for validation of the surface energy balance and for comparison to the observed
surface ground heat flux should be that one computed at the bottom of the surface layer,
i. e. at a depth of 6.5 cm. This flux is denoted as G6.5 in Fig. 2.4 and indeed matches
much better the observed surface ground heat flux than ECHAM's surface flux G0. This
correspondence is due to the numerical finite difference scherne used to solve the soil heat
conduction equation. But this mealls that the geometrical corresponding, i. e. at the same
depth in the soil, measured and simulated heat fluxes can not be expected to be identical.
Beside the surface flux G0 this is also shown by the measured ground heat flux at a depth
of 5 cm which is included in Fig. 2.4 as rvell. The amplitude of the diurnal ground heat flux
variation decreases witli depth due to the heat conduction in the soil. This is similar to the
behaviour of the soil temperature as discussed earlier. Therefore the amplitude of the diurnal
variations of the ECHAM flux G6.5 is expected to be smaller than that of the measured G5
but it is larger instead.

As a consequence of the overestimated ground heat flux, in the sense that measured and
simulated fluxes at the same depth in the soil are compared, the amplitude of the diurnal
variations of the simulated soil temperature is overestimated a,s well. This is the reason why
the temperature of the first soil layer in ECHAM, which is expected to represent the temper-
ature at a depth of 3.25 cm, shows a too-high diurnal amplitude, which is even significantly
lrigher than the one observed at a depth of 2 cm (Tsz). hi the cooling phase during the second
half of the day the processes described above are reversed. This causes an overestimation of
the negative ground heat flux (cf. Fig. 2.4).

In SBCHIBA the flrst soil layer is only 4.3 cm deep and the second is 12.9 cm deep.
But the surface temperature at the soil-atmosphere interface is computed using the surface
energy balance equation and the soil properties obtained by an extrapolation ofheat capacity
and ground heat flux toward the surface. Tlie impact of this procedure on the simulated
heat flux is analysed in sections 3.3 and 3.4 in more detail. It increases the dependence of
surface temperature on atmospheric conditions by decreasing the effective heat capacity used
in the surface energy balance equation. We would therefore expect the simulated surface
temperature to be closer to the observed Qs than the temperature of the first layer which is
computed in the middle of the layer.

hi SSiB surface radiative temperature is an average of canopy temperature and the up-
per ground temperature, the latter of which is calculated by the force-restore method. It
represents the region in the soil that is influenced by the diurnal temperature wave. These
are typically the top 10 cm (cf. Hillel 1982). This is of the same order as in the other two
models. But by taking into account the lower heat capacity of the canopy, SSiB should be
able to follow more closely the diurnal variations of the surface radiative temperature under
vegetated conditions.

I
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Figure 2.5: Soil temperature profiles as observed at Cabauw at different times on 17 Septernber
compared to the profiles as sirnulaied by ECHAM and ECHTTL. The three upper layers of ECHAM
and the five upper layers of ECHTTL are shown. The triangles indicate the values of the observed
surface radiative (effective) temperature ?is and the soil ternperature ?s2 measured at a depth of 2

In fact, during the evening hours of 15, 16 and 18 September SSiB better reproduces
tlre fast decrease of surface temperature, which is seen in the evolution of T.s (cf. Fig.2.3),
than ECHAM. At midday on 16 and 17 September and during the nighttime minimum on
19 September SSiB and SECHIBA are veÌy similar. Due to their model structures these
schemes show less damping of the diurnal sulface temperature variations than ECHAM.
So the simulated surface temperatures of all three schemes are consistent with their model
structures. None of them is able to exactly match the evolution of the observed radiative
temperature which would be necessary, for example, for a realistic computation of the thermal
upward radiation (see also section 2.3.2).

Figure 2.5 compares six soil temperature profiles on 17 September as observed at Cabauw
and as simulated by ECHAM and ECHTTL. Model version BCHTTL is identical to ÐCHAM,
only the soil temperature layers are modified. ECHTTL has 7 layers instead of 5, and the
depths are reduced. The original idea of choosing 7 layers was to compare this to SECHIBA,
but then the layer depths wete chosen smaller to get a visible effect. The first layer in
ECHTTL is 2.I cm deep instead of 6.5 cm in ECHAM, the second 6 cm instead of 25.4
cm etc. This version is used to test if due to an increased spatial resolution in the soil
the simulated temperature profrle can follow the diurnal variations of the observed one more
closely. Figure 2.5 shorvs that tlie diurnal variations of the soil temperature (on 17 September)
in ECHAM are represented by the upper 2 layers, and in ECHTTL by the uppeÌ 3-4 layers.
The geometrical depths of the regions influenced by diurnal variations of temperature and
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Surface temperature ["C]

- 
obs. TS2

--- Obs. Teff
---- ECHAM
tH ECHTTL

15 16 17 18

Time [Days, 15 - 19 September]
19

Figure 2.6: Diurnal cycles of soil ternperature ?s2 measured at a depth of 2 cm and observed surface

radiative (effective) ternperature ?in frorn 15 to 19 Septernber compared to the surface temperatures
as simulated by ECHAM and ECHTTL. The observations were rnade at Cabauw.

the profiles are similar in both model versions. So the reproduction of the soil temperature
profile does not change with the spatial resolution of the numerical scheme which is used
to solve the heat conduction ecluation. This is a successful quality check for the numerical
scheme.

But nevertireless, there is the tendency that the higher resolution scheme BCHTTL is
closer to the observed profile. This can be seen, for example, in Fig. 2.5f, when in the
cooling phase of the day the temperature of the first layer of ECHTTL has already been
decreased below the temperature of the second layer, rvhile this change in the profile can
not be resolved by the thicker layers of BCHAM. However, here it can be concluded that
there is only very little difference between the flrst soil layer temperature and the surface
ground heat flux as simulated by ECHAM and trCH7TL (cf. Figs. 2.6 and 2.4). This means
that the temperature of the top soil layer ft is mainly determined by the surface energy
balance which is dominated by the atmospheric fluxes, but the use of layers with flnite
depths for the soil thermal discretization prevents fi from being able to closely follow the
diurnal variations of T"x. In ECHAM and trCH7TL these layers are still to deep. Using a
finer discret'ization with a higher number of thinner layers would reduce the problem, but this
would be computationally too expensive and rvould require shorter time steps for accuracy
I'easolts, which is not acceptable for GCM applications. More suitable are the methodologies
as used in SECHIBA or SSiB, or a so-called skin temperature formulation as plesented by
Viterbo and Beljaars (1995).

Now the total net radiatior-r ,R,, which is given by (1.2) shall be considered. From the
variables and parameters in this equation only the surface temperature ?g is computed by
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Figure 2.7: Annual cycle of totaÌ net radiation as observed at Cabauw compared to the model results
of ÐCHAM, SSiB and SECHIBA. The curves were smoothed using a 31-day running mearì.
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Figure 2.8: Diurnal cycles of total net radiation as observed at Cabauw from 15 to 19 Septernber
cornpared to the model results of ECHAM, SSiB and SECHIBA.
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Figure 2.9: As Fig. 2.7 but for latent heat flux
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Figure 2.10: As Fig.2.7 but for sensible heat flux.
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the models. The downrvard radiation components are part of the atmospheric folcing, and e

and o ate constants. In ECHAM and StrCHIBA the albedo as is set to the Cabauw estimated
value 0.25 (in the absence of snow). In SSiB crs is pledicted every time step with diurnal
variation, but the daily rnean surface albedo is constrained to be close to 0.25. As shown in
Fig. 2.7, -R,, has a distinct seasonal cycle rvith a minimum of -20 W *-', on the basis of the
31-day running mean) in January and a maximum of 120 W m-2 in July representing the
solar forcing. The observed annual mean value is 39.2 W m-2, the simulated values are 38.1
W m-2 for ECHANI ,37.4W m-2 for SECHIBA and 38.5 W m-2 for SSiB. The model curves
are vely close to eacir other and are also in good agreement with the Cabauw observations
during most of the year. The models underestimate the net radiation by up to 10 W m-2
during some periods from April to July and from Septernber to January. This is consistent
witlr the simulated surface temperatures whicli are up to2oC higher than the observed Q6.
Higher surface temperature causes enhanced uprvard longwave radiation, and the result is a
decreased total net radiation if the other radiation cornponents are fixed. The same behaviour
is shown by the three models also on a diurnal timescale (cf. Fig. 2.8). Similar results were
found by Betts et al. (1993).

Figure 2.9 illustrates the seasonal cycles of observed and modeled latent heat fluxes.
The observation shows a minimum in January and trvo maxima in May and July. Tlie
three models roughly reproduce this evolution, but they underpredict the latent heat flux in
spring and summer. ECHAM shows an underprediction over the entire year except January,
SECHIBA in the rnonths from April to August and SSiB from February to August. But from
September to January SSiB simulates a too-high evaporation. SECHIBA also allows for a
small overprediction in winter except in December. Underestimation by the models in spring
and sumrner amounts to up to 20 W m-2. This is also represented by the annual means of
latent heat flux which is 40.5 W m-2 for the observation and 38.0 W m-2 for SSiB, followed
by 35.7 W m-2 for SECHIBA, and 33.3 W m-2 for ECHAI4.

SECHIBA and BCHAM are in agreement with each other and in good agreement with
the observations concerning the phase of the annual cycle of latent heat flux. They show a
maximum in May-June, which is follorved by a coincident local minimum in the middle of
June and a second maximum in July. SSiB's latent heat flux evolves differently. There is no
local minimum in the middle of June, but two weeks later, and the second summeï maximum
is also delayed by more than two weeks. From the comparison to the annual cycle of sensible
heat flux (Fig. 2.10) it becomes clear that SSiB's missing local minimum in latent heat flux in
the middle of June is balanced by the sensible heat flux. Figure 2.10 shows a local minimum
of sensible heat flux predicted by SSiB at that time which is less pronounced in the other
model simulations or the observations.

The sensible heat flux is negative in winter and positive in surnmer. The models tend
to be close to the observations in the months from October to April, but tlieir behaviour is
different. For instance, from January to April ECHAM and SSiB show some variations, and
SSiB is somehow oscillating around the observation; on the other hand, SBCHIBA agïees
very well witlt it during this period. All three schemes overestimate the sensible heat flux
during the summer months from May to September by up to 20 W m-2. The observed annual
mean is -1.3 W m-2. ECHAM computes the highest annual mean at 2.6 W m-2 followed
by SECHIBA with 1.6 W m-2 and then SSiB with 0.4 W m-2.

From these considerations it becomes clear that the models show deficiencies in estimating
the partitioning of the net radiation into latent and sensible heat flux, which are most obvious
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in the summer'. In this period the models shorv a systematic trend to underestimate latent
heat flux and overestimate sensible heat flux. In the sumlrrer months ECHAM and SECHIBA
behave similarly concerning the phase of variations of latent and sensible heat flux. SSiB
shows a different phase, most obvious in latent heat flux. This distinctly different behaviour
of the models is partly due to the different model structures applied to the surface moisture
fluxes. This will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.2 Surface v/ater balance

Figure 2.11 shows the annual evolution of the relatiue plant-auailable soil moisture in the
root zone as computed by the different schemes. For the calculation of this variable, we
first subtract the wilting level (see (1.7)) from the root zone soil water content, as simulated
by the models, and from the field capacity, and then divide both quantities by each other.
This means if the relative plant-available soil moisture is 0%, then the soil is at the wilting
level (i. e. there is still moisture stored in the soil that is unavailable to plants). A relative
soil moisture of 100% means that the soil is at field capacity. For the bucket-type models,
ECHAM and SECHIBA, the field capacity is taken as the maximum soil water content. For
SSiB the maximum value is the total saturation. This allows relätive soil moisture values of
more than 100% for SSiB. ECHAM and SECHIBA simulate annual cycles of soil moisture
with maxima in January of more than gTVo for ÐCHAM and 100% for SÐCHIBA and minima
in Julv of about 36% and 68%, respectively. SSiB's lelative soil water content stays in the
range between about 98% and 119% throughout the year without showing an annual cycle.
This was expected because the lowest soil layer rvas set to total saturation at every time step
(cf. Chen et al. 1997), and this prohibits any rapid dorvnward transport of soil water from
the upper layers and acts as a restoring reservoir when the soil water in the upper layers
is depleted by evapotranspiration. The annual mean relative plant-available soil rnoisture is
higlrest in SSiB with704.4% followed by StrCHIBA with 96.7% and trCHAM with 75.I%.

Figures 2.12 to 2.14 show the annual cycles of plecipitation, evapotranspiration, root zone
drainage and surface runoff for the ECHAIVI, SBCHIBA and SSiB models. The data were
smoothed using a 31-day running mean. The precipitation is part of the atmospheric forcing
that was used to drive the schemes and is therefore the same for each model. Precipitation
is frequent during the whole year with an annual total of 776 mm. The maximum rainfall
rate is 4 mm d-1 when filtered with a 31-day running mean. Daily mean values reach up to
23 mm d-1. The three other quantities were simulated by the models.

In ÐCHAM there is a close corlespondence of surface runoff to precipitation regarding the
plrase (cf. Fig. 2.I2). If there is high or low precipitation, there is also enhanced or reduced
runoff, respectively. The amplitude of runoff depends on precipitation rate and soil moisture.
The Arno scheme, which is used in ECHAM, allows saturation of the soil to occur in parts
of a grid element. The higher the soil water content, the larger the fraction of saturated area
and the higher the part of precipitation that will go into surface runoff. This is reflected
in Fig. 2.72. The ratio of runoff to precipitation is higher in March than in lVlay-June, for
instance. The reason is that in March the soil water content is higher than in Nlay-June
(Fig. 2.11).

The drainage rate is substantial from October to April. During the rest of the year it is
almost zero. In ECHAM drainage rises linearly with the plant-available soil moisture between
0% and 75.7%. These are empirical threshold values. Above the 75.7% level drainage rises
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Figure 2.11: Annual cycles of relative plant-available soil moisture in the root zone for ECHAM,
SSiB and SECHIBA. Shown are unsrnoothed daily means.
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Figure 2.12: Annual cycles ofprecipitation, evapotranspiration, root zone drainage and surface runoff
for ECHAM. The curves were srnoothed using a 3l-day running mean.
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Figure 2.13: As Fig.2.l2 but for SECHIBA
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rapidly as a poteutial function. So the drainage rate is consistent rvith the evolution of soil
moisture content that drops below 75.7% in April and exceeds this value again in October
(Fig. 2.11). Observations of the root zone drainage at Cabaurv are not available. Typical
drainage rates observed at other sites are 0.6 mm d-1 in the Vindelälven catchment (Sweden)
which was derived frorn meteorological observations (Hagemann and Dümenil 1998) and 0.5
to 0.8 mm d-1 in the catchments of Bothnian Bay and Bothnian Sea in winter (S. Hagemann
1996, pers. comm.; data provided by Carlsson). There is a good agreement with the ECHAM
simulations at Cabauw (Fig. 2.12).

A comparison of Figs. 2.I2 and 2.1 shows that the annual variations of evapotranspiration
in BCHAM closely follow that of solar radiation.

Figure 2.13 shows the surface moisture fluxes of SBCHIBA. Tlie runoff has a similar phase
relation to precipitation to ECHAM. But the amplitude has an annual cycle which is much
more pronounced than in ECHAM. During the months from November to March a high part
of the precipitation runs off. The reason is that in this period of time, the soil moisture
is close to its maximum value (Fig.2.11), so vely little water can infiltrate. In April, the
first half of May and in July runoff is lower than in trCHAM. In the second half of May
and in June and August runoff is similar to ECHAM. These changes are due to the overflow
runoff formulation in StrCHIBA. In April-May and July soil moisture is reduced in both
models because of decreased precipitation and simultaneously increasing evapotranspiration.
The Arno scheme in ECHAM still produces substantial runoff in this situation, as previously
discussed. But in SBCHIBA soil moisture has to reach its maximum value again before runoff
is produced. So BCHAM's surface runoff in summer closely follows the phase of precipitation,
rvhile the onset of the runoff in SECHIBA is a bit delayed due to the runoff scheme.

Due to the formulation of the Choisnel scheme SECHIBA has no root zone drainage.
Similar to ECHAM the evolution of evapotranspiration is mainly determined by the amount
of incoming solar radiation.

It can not be decided whether the surface water balance simulated by BCHAM or by
SBCHIBA is more realistic for the Cabauw site because there are no observations available
for surface runoff, drainage and soil water content. According to Beljaars and Bosveld (1997)
the Cabauw site is very wet during almost the entire year. Therefore, the annual cycle of the
soil moisture simulated by SECHIBA seems to be more realistic than tlie one by ECHAM
(Fig. 2.11). On the other hand the high water table at Cabauw is the result of a regulation
by a system of ditches. It is likely to observe an annual cycle of soil moisture as the one
by ECHAM at a different site in central Europe with flat terrain but without artificial soil
moisture reguiation.

In Fig. 2.14 SSiB's surface moisture fluxes ale compared to each other. Surface runoff
is close to zero throughout the year. This is consistent with the evolution of root zone soil
moisture, which is below 70% of the total water-holding capacity during the entire year (Fig.
2.71), as surface runoff is rnainly produced by infrltration excess. In contrast to ECHAM
and SECHIBA, SSiB's root zone drainage shorvs a pattern similar to that of precipitation.
Maxima and minima in the drainage rate are closely related to periods of high and low
precipitation, respectively, throughout the year. During the months of low evapotranspiration
from November to iVlarch a major part is lost through drainage. But during some periods in
Aprii, June and August-September, when precipitation is reduced but evapotranspiration is
high, SSiB also allows negative drainage. This represents an upward motion of soil moisture
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Figure 2.15: Evolution of precipitation, evapotranspiration, root zone drainage and surface runoff
during the period from day 91 to day 211 as simulated by SSiB. Shown are unsrnoothed daily means.
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Figure 2.16: As Fig. 2.15 but for relative plant-available soil moisture in the root zone
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into the root zone which is possible because the exchange between the soil layers in SSiB is
formulated as a diffusive process. SSiB is the only one of the three schemes compared in this
study which allows recharge from the rvater table.

A comparison of Figs. 2.15 and 2.16 shows the relationship betrveen precipitation, root
zone drainage and soil moisture in SSiB in more detail. In these figures, daily means of
the surface moisture fluxes and the relative plant-available soil moisture are compared for
a period of 720 days starting from day 91. Precipitation events a,re often accompanied by
downward drainage. Rises of soil moistule ale caused by precipitation events or, apparently
more often, by upward drainage. Reductions result from evapotranspiration or downward
drainage. So in ECHAM and SECHIBA soil moisture is mainly influenced by precipitation
and evapotranspiration, thus showing a distinct annual cycle; however, in SSiB the root zone
drainage obviously plays an important role in the regulation of soil moisture. This is held
at an almost constant value. In this context we have to emphasize that SSiB's lorvest soil
moistule layer was set to saturation during the entire simulation, as recluested by the PILPS
instructions (cf. Chen et al. 1997). Therefore, the water table stayed at a depth of 1 m, and
rvater supply for the uprvard water motion from the recharge layer into the root zone was
nevet restricted. This was supposed to represent the conditions at the Cabauw site. This
feature may not be representative for SSiB in general but rather site or simulation dependent.

Another feature of the simulation results of SSiB can be identified frorn the comparison
of Figs. 2.72 and 2.I4. As mentioned before, evapotranspiration in BCHAM is mainly de-
termined by the incoming solar radiation with maxima at the beginning of May and in the
first half of July. In contrast to this, evapotranspiration in SSiB follows more closelv the
precipitation rate. Both quantities show maxima simultaneously in the second half of May
and at the end of July. The annual variations correspond to each other also during the rest
of the year. This different behaviour of SSiB gives rise to differences in the Bowen ratio
compared to ECHAM and SECHIBA (cf. discussion in sections 2.2.7 and,2.3.1).

The results in Figs. 2.7I-2.14 show that all three schemes have relatively similar annual
cycles of simulated evapotranspiration. However, for the other hydrological components, each
of the model simulations can be quite different. The surface runoff and drainage of ECHAM
and SECHIBA show moderate variability, while their root zone soil moisture undergoes a
pronounced annual cycle. In SSiB this is the other way around: the root zone soil moisture
varies only in a small range, while the root zone drainage shows an annual cycle with a high
variability. Although the models behave very differently internally, they are able to respond
to the atmospheric forcing in a similar way.

2.3 Model sensitivity studies

In this section it shall be investigated if the underestimation of latent heat flux and over-
estimation of sensible heat flux in sumrner is due only to the systematic deficiencies in the
parameterizations of the three models or if also a more careful choice of the appropriate para-
meter values for a realistic representation of the conditions at the Cabauw site can improve
the simulations.
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(a) Surface runofl [mm/d] (b) Relative soil moisture [7o]

(c) Root zone drainage [mm/d] (d) Evapotranspiration [mmid]
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Figure 2.17: Cornparison of the annual cycles of (a) surface runoff, (b) relative plant-available soil
moisture, (c) root zone drainage and (d) evapotranspiration simulated by ECHAM and ECHFLAT.
The curves were smoothed using a 31-day running mean except in (b).

2.3.L Surface water balance

One could argue that due to the Arno scheme) runoff is calculated too high in ECHAM so

that there is not enough water left for evapotranspiration. This could explain why evapo-
transpiration is underestimated. In BCHAM a structule parameter of B = 0.2 is used. This
is a typical average value representing a moderate steepness of the terrain. Model version
ECHFLAT uses a value of B :0,025, that indicates a very flat terrain which may be more
appropriate for the Cabauw site. Figure 2.17 shows that in fact surface runoffis reduced in
trCHFtAT. More precipitation can infiltrate into the soil so that the relative plant-available
soil moisture stays higher during the entire year. But as a result, the drainage rate is in-
cleased, in particular from October to March. The evapotranspiration itself is, however,
almost insensitive to the variation of the structure parameter. The reason is that the relative
plant-available soil moisture in ECHAM and ECHFLAT stays above the threshold value of
the critical soil moisture (33.3% of the plant-available soil moisture) all year'. Below this
value, transpiration will be reduced by soil water stress; above this value, there is no water
stress. In general, little differences in evapotranspiration between ECHAM and ECHFLAT
are due to a changed bare soil evaporation rvhich depends on relative soil moisture, but the
fraction of bare soil in the grid area is very small. Therefore, this is not a way to improve
the simulated annual cycle of latent heat flux for this particular site simulation.

Figure 2.18 shows the annual evolution of latent heat flux as a result of a changed min-
imum stomatal resistance r.¡s (model version ECHEVAP) and maximum canopy water con-
tent tr4l1-.* (version ECHWL). A reduction of r"¿s and/or an increase of W¡..* gives higher
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Figure 2.18: Annual cycle of latent heat flux as observed at Cabauw compared to the results of the
models ECHAM, ECHWL and ECHEVAP. The curves were smoothed using a 31-day running rnean.
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Figure 2.19: As Fig. 2.18 but for sensible heat flux
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Figure 2.20: Contributions of snow sublimation, canopy evaporation, transpiratiou and bare soil

evaporation to the total latent heat flux for ECHAM compared to the Cabauw observed latent heat

flux. The curves lvere srnoothed using a 3l-day running rnean.
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Figure 2.22: A,n:nual cycle of latent heat flux as observed at Cabauw compared to the results of the
models SSiB and SSiBEVAP. The curves were smoothed using a 31-day running rnearl.

evapotranspiration and lower sensible heat flux (cf. Fig.2.19). The sensitivity to f"¡¡ is
greater than to Wrrnu* since a relatively smaller change has an even larger effect. The reason
is that r.¡6 determines the stomatal resistance which controls transpiration, which is the ma-
jor component of the latent heat flux in the simulations. This is illustrated by Fig. 2.20,
which shows the contributions of snow sublimation, canopy evaporation, transpiration and
bare soil evaporation to the total latent heat flux for ECHAM. The increase of the total
latent heat flux in ECHWL in comparison to ECHAM is mainly due to an enhanced canopy
evaporation, while the transpiration is reduced (cf. Figs. 2.20 and 2.27).

As seen in Fig. 2.18, latent heat flux (as computed from the ECHAM scheme) can be
improved by prescribing a more appropriate stomatal resistance for the Cabauw ground
cover than was specified in the PILPS study initially. The PILPS instructions specified the
constant c and the LAI from which the stomatal resistance is computed (cf. section 1.1). In
the original SiB scheme (Sellers et al. 1986), from which the stomatal resistance formulation
in ECHAM was derived, the stomatal resistance of the standard ground cover (biome type 7)
is calculated using a value of c = 110 s m-1. This biome type was assumed to be appropriate
for the Cabauw site. On the other hand, Dorman and Sellers (1989)indicate a different biome
type for the location of Cabauw in their global dataset (i. e. broadleaf-deciduous trees with
winter wheat, biome type 12). The gr-ound cover part of this biome type has a value of c = 25 s
m-1. At Cabauw, this ground cover would be appropriate to match the observations. Koster
(1995, pers. comm.) reports that the land surface scheme MOSAIC (Koster and Suarez
1992) gives better results when using the parameter set of this biome type. MOSAIC has

a formulation of stomatal resistance similar to SiB. The ECHAM3 standard model uses the
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combination of LAI : 4 and c = 100 s m-l for all land points in the global GCM covered
with vegetation. The PILPS instructions require a major change to LAI : 1.3 (annual mean)
for the Cabaurv site but specify only a small change to c = 110 s m-1. As it uses an algorithm
different from the original SiB, ECHAM requires a consistent modiflcation of the c parameter
in order to operate in a realistic way. The scheme gives best results for latent heat flux if a
value of c = 40 s m-1 is chosen, as is shown in Fig. 2.18 for model version ECHEVAP. For an
incoming solar radiation of 900 W rn-2, rvhich is about the maximum value at the Cabauw
site, the minimum stomatal resistance ?'"¡s in model version BCHAM is g5 s m-1, while it is
41 s m-1 in version ECHtrVAP. The latter value compares veïy weil with the observations of
Russel (1980), which show surface resistance values of 40 s m-1 for a well-watered pasture.

Figure 2.22 compares the annual evolution of the latent heat flux as observed at Cabauw
and the simulations of SSiB and the slightly modified model version SSiBEVAP. In SSiBEVAP
a parameter value of c = 25 s m-1 is used (for reasons mentioned before). The value of the
albedo computed by the model became lorver than the value of 0.25 prescribed by PILPS.
Therefore, in SSiBEVAP the albedo was adjusted to flt as closely as possible 0.25 for non snow-
covered conditions. With these modifications the model's variations of evapotranspiration in
the summer are in better agreement with the observations and ECHAM and SECHIBA.
In particular, the simulation better meets the observed local minimum in June and the
maximum in July. This seems to confirm the results of Koster as mentioned before. Why the
evapotranspiration in SSiBEVAP in autumn and winter still follows the precipitation rate,
such as SSiB does during the entire year, is not clear at this stage and is currently under
investigation. hi this context the root zone drainage seems to be irnportant as it plays a
major role in the regulation of soil moisture and is also likely to affect the evapotranspiration
(cf. discussions in section 2.2.2 and" Xue et al. 1996).

Sensitivity studies similar to the one conducted rvith BCHEVAP have shown that SECH-
IBA's latent heat flux also gets verv close to the observations when the minimum stomatal
resistance is reduced (V. Quiniou 1995, pers. comm.).

2.3.2 Surface energy balance

In the trvo modified versions of BCHAM which are presented in this section (ECHTBMP and
BCHVARI (cf. Table 1.1)), a changed parameter value of c = 40 s m-l as in ECHEVAP is used
because, as in the section before, this value was found to be more appropriate for the Cabauw
site. Therefore, a more realistic simulation is expected. The temperature top soil layer has
an inertia that is due to the discretization of the soil layers in trCHAþI. For this reason the
ground heat flux tends to be too large in ECHAM (cf. section 2.2.1). This behaviour is also
characteristic for the earlier version of the BCMWF scheme and is documented by Betts et
al. (1993). As a consecluence there is not enough energy left for the turbulent surface fluxes.
This is obvious, for example, for ECHEVAP in the summer when the sum of simulated latent
and sensible heat fluxes is less than observed (cf. Figs. 2.23 and 2.24).

One way to reduce the simulated ground heat flux is to decrease the soil thermal con-
ductivity À (cf. model version ECHTEMP). This consecluently enhances the amplitude of the
diurnal variations of the surface soil temperature (see Fig.2.25). The simulated surface tem-
perature gets closer to the observed effective radiative surface temperature, even closer than
in SSiB and SBCHIBA (cf. Fig. 2.3). This reduces the deviations of the simulated sensible
heat flux especiallv in summer. But the feature remains that the diurnal evolution of the
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Figure 2.23: Annual cycle of latent heat flux as observed at Cabauw compared to the results of the
models ECHEVAP, ECHTEMP and ECHVARI. The curves were smoothed using a 31-day running
mean.
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Figure 2.24: As Fig.2.23 but for sensible heat flux.
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Figure 2.25: Diurnal cycles of soil temperature 7s2 rneasured at 2-crn depth and observed surface

radiative (effective) ternperature 7i¡¡ from 15 to 19 September cornpared to the surface temperatures
as sirnulated by ECHAM, ECHEVAP and ECHTEMP. The observations were made at Cabauw.
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sirnulated surface temperature is delayed in phase compared to the observed Qs (cf. Fig.
2.25). Due to the model structure this has to be expected. This can only be improved by
changing the model structure, for example, by introducing a near-surface soil or vegetation
layer with a srnall Ìesponse time or a skin temperature as in Viterbo and Beljaars (1995).
SSiB makes use of an independent canopy temperature, and SECHIBA tries to better rep-
resent the soil temperature profile; in fact, both models shorv a closer phase relation to the
observed effective temperature than BCHAM (Fig. 2.3). l{evertheless, ground heat flux is
closer to the observed in BCHTEMP (Fig. 2.26) and thus allows a more realistic partitioning
of surface total net radiation into ground heat flux and turbulent surface fluxes. Sensitivity
tests with the soil heat capacity showed only a very small effect for the simulated surface
temperature.

The values that have been chosen for the soil thermal conductivity À correspond to the
cases of wet soil (,\ = 2 W K-1 m-1 for trCHEVAP) and drier soil (À = 1 W K-1 m-1 for
ECHTEMP). They mav be compared to the results of Beljaars and Bosveld (1997) who show
an annual time series of daily values of À rvhich they derived from the Cabauw observations.
Their results suggest that À follows a seasonal cycle with higher values in winter and lower
in summer. They compale their results to typical values tabulated by Hillel (1982), rvhich
cover a similar range as the values used in the different model versions of ECHAM. At about
0.8 W K-1 m-1, the "observed" À given by Beljaars and Bosveld (1997) is systematically
lower. At the time of writing they were not able to give a reason for this behaviour. The
standard value of À used in the ECHAIVI3 GCM at Cabauw is 1.8 W K-1 m-1, and in the
ECHAM4 GCM 1.7 W K-1 m-l. The value of ,\ used in ECHAM may also be compared to
the range of values of ,\ in the CLASS scheme, rvhere soil thermal conductivity depends on
soil moisture (Verseghy 1991). During annual cycle sirnulations with CLASS for PILPS the
interactively computed À varied in the ïange between 1.5 W K-1 m-1 (wet soil) and 1.1 W
K-1 m-1 (drier soil) (D. Verseghy 1995, pers. comm.). Figs.2.23,2.24 and 2.26 show that in
the summet, when the soil gets drier, the simulated latent, sensible and ground heat fluxes in
ECHTEMP are closer to the observations than in ECHEVAP, or both model simulations are
almost similar. This may be seen as an indication that the simulation results are expected
to be closer to the observations when taking the dependence of the soil thermal conductivity
on soil moisture into consideration.

It should be emphasized that the sensitivity study rvith model version ECHTEMP does

not imply that an exact agreement of the simulated surface temperature 7s of ECHTEMP
and the observed radiative temperature ?}s is desired. Due to the model structure ?s is the
soil temperature of the top 6.5 cm. The study shall only show that, if the interface variable of
the land surface scheme to the atmosphere, the surface temperature, is closer to the observed

7"s, the ground heat flux and latent and sensible heat fluxes get closer to the observations.

If a time-varying LAI and vegetation ratio are used in BCHAM (as in version ECHVARI),
the vegetation effect on evapotranspiration is expected to be represented more accurately than
by constant values. Fig.2.23 shows that the simulated latent heat flux in ECHVARI is even

closer to the observation in May than in ECHTEMP. But in June it is overestimated. Cor-
respondingly, sensible heat flux is underestimated during the same period (cf. Fig. 2.24). Bú
in general the simulated turbulent fluxes are not very different in trCHTEMP and BCHVARI
for this site. The reason is that two opposing effects tend to compensate each other when
the parameters are changed. The increase of the vegetation ratio in May compared to the
annual mean (cf. Fig. 1.2) reduces the bare soil part of the grid element and thus reduces
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total evapotranspiration. This is due to the fact that in BCHAM daily evapotranspiration
from a certain area is lower if it is covered with vegetation instead of bare soil, if the soil is
relatively wet. On the other hand, the increase of the LAI enhances transpiration.

For this site and biome type it seems appropriate to use constant values for the parameters
mentioned above. But for different biome types with more plonounced annual cycles of these
parameters (like deciduous trees), it is expected that a more realistic representation of tlie
vegetation, provided by time-varying values rather than constant parameter values, gives
results e. g. for the energy fluxes closer to the observations. Future modei development
should incorporate this representation.



Chapter 3

Single column model studies

In the previous chapter the behaviour of the ECHAM land surface scheme has been analysed,
when the model is integrated in off-line mode using atmospheric forcing. Therefore, feedback
effects between the surface cluantities and the atmospheric variables were excluded. In this
chapter results from the one-dimensional (or single column) version of the ECHAM4 GCM
(Roeckner et al. 1996) are presented. It calculates the entire vertical column, including the
atmosphere and the soil, at one point, considering all physical processes included in the global
model, e. g. radiation, vertical diffusion, formation of stratiform and convective precipitation
and land surface processes. Thus feedback effects can be studied. Advective transport is
either set to zero, ol an advective forcing, extracted from a GCM simulation, is used. For
the initialization, data from a GCM experiment are utilized, as well.

In the standard version of ECHAM4 the land surface and the atmosphere are coupled
semi-implicitly, as explained in the next section. One major deficiency of this model structure
in ECHAÀ¡I4 is that the energy balance at the land surface is not closed. Under certain
circumstances this can lead to significant errors in the components of the surface enetgy
balance equation (1.1), rvhich will be demonstrated in this chapter. Since the energy and
moisture cycle are coupled via the latent heat flux, the components of the moisture cycle are
altered in an erroneous way as well. It should be emphasized that this is not a, problem of
the land surface scheme itself, but mainly of the coupling procedure between land surface
and atmosphere. This shows that the coupling procedure is an important issue for the model
performance, which needs to be addressed. As a consequence, to investigate the impact of
the coupling techniclue on the simulated model climate, a model version has been developed
as part of this work, where land surface and atmosphere are coupled implicitly. This has the
great advantage that the energy at the surface is conserved. This model version is denoted
here as ECHAM4/IMPL. In the following section the basic elements of the two different
numerical coupling techniclues are explained.

3.I- Coupling between land surface and atmosphere

As noted already in section 1, solving the surface energy balance ecluation (1.1) is the most
important task of any land surface scheme, as it closes the energy balance and determines the
temperature at the surface. A discretization of (1.1), using a leapfrog time stepping scheme,
leads to:

51
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c.,Td*' -Tj-' -o';r:.ÞlÃ;:.Þ- - Ã;""o, * IÆconpl f llcoupl f G.o.pl, (3.1)

rvhich gives the evolution of the surface temperature Ts over a 2Lt time step from time level
ú-1tof *1. Therneaningof theothercluantitiesareasin(1.1). Thesuperscriptsof theflux
terms on the right hand side of (3.1) indicate wiiich numer:ical coupling techniclue between
land surface and atmosphere is used.

The turbulent fluxes of latent and sensible heat in BCHAM4 are given as follows (notation
as in (1.3) and (1.a)):

¿ ' BcouPI = Lpc,^lúlplqt^- hq"(Té)], (3.2)

¿couPr : pc¡lúlfsr^- sb]. (3.3)

Here, s is the dry static energy which is defined as

s(z) = CoT(z) + gz' (3'4)

where Co is the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure, 7 the air temperature at
lreight .¿ above the ground and g the acceleration of gravity of the earth. i, and j indicate
the time levels of the variables. Their choice determines the type of coupling. Two different
coupling procedures are discussed here, rvhich are given by the follorving choices of i, and. j:

i: nerv time step =ttI, j: n"* time step -t*I: Implicit coupling,
¿ -previous timestep - t-I, j =new tirnestep:t*1: Semi-implicit coupling

In the next trvo sections it is described horv the trvo different coupling techniclues are applied
to the surface energy balance ecluation. As the focus is on the coupling between land surface
and atmosphere, and in order to simplify the equations, the expression for the ground heat
flux will not be given. It is calculated from a heat diffusion ecluation in the soil, which is of
the same type as the one used for the vertical diffusion in the lower atmosphere (see appendix
A).

3.1.1 Implicit coupling

The objective of this method is to provide numerical stability of the solution of the equation
and to calculate the prognostic variables and fluxes synchronously at the same level of time.
This leads to a consistent solution for the atmospheric proflles of temperature and humidity
including the surface conditions and the vertical heat fluxes.

In order to apply this method to the surface enelgy balance equation, the atmospheric
values of temperature and humidity, used in the formulation of the surface heat fluxes, need

to be known. As shown in appendix A, these quantities are related to the surface conditions
by (4.7). In this ecluation the prognostic variable for level k is XIla. For the clarity of the
implicit treatment of the surface energy balance equation, here we prefer to use the relations

,f:' : ¿åñt*r¡rc.("J*t ) + 41ñ'*r¡r,

= Ejñ'*,¡rrå*' + 4,ñI,zr...t+7òa

(3.5 )

(3.6)
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rvhich give, sirnilarly to (4.7), the variables at the lowest atmospheric level as functions of the
surface conditions, but here both at time step ú*1. The surface energy balance equation can
also easily be formulated using the XIla variables, but here the description of the numerical
scheme shall be kept as simple as possible. Thus, the expressions for the total net radiation
(cf. (t.Z)) and the latent and sensible heat fluxes (cf. (3.2), (3.3), (3.5) and (3.6)) become:

= (1 - crs).R"¿ -l e-81¿ - eø(?j+1)4, (3.7)

= t pcnlúlþl(E'r,ji*rpq,(j*t) + 4ñ'*r¡r) - ¡,,q"(rj+t)1, (3.8)

= pc¡lúll(¿jñt*r¡rtå*t + 4',*t*r7r) - tftl
= pc¡lalt(øj,t'* r¡rcoT!+'+ 4',ñt*r¡r) - Co"J*tl. (3.9)

Inserting these expressions in (3.1) gives a fully implicit equation for the surface energy
balance:

- TÅ*'- ?¿-1

"s 2Lt

r?hpl

trgirnvl

¿rimnl

: (1 - os).R"a * e.R1¿ - eo(r!+t)a

+ t pc¡lúl0ïEã+rtrq"(73*t) + 4ñt*r¡r) - /rq"("J+t)l

+ pcr,lr-lt(¿jñt+,¡rcoT!+t + 4',ñt*r¡r) * CoTS*t)
, ¡imol-f L7

eo(r!-r)a ¡ aeo(T!-r)t(rj*t - 
"J-t) 
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As an equation is desired that is linear in Ts, the nonlinear terms are replaced by their trun-
cated Taylor expansions. These terms are the upward iongrvave radiation and the saturated
specifrc humidity:

eo(r!+t)a x

q"(4+t) È q"("J-') - 
ffilr*_, {rJ*' - 4-')

(3.11)

(3. 12 )

With this linearizations Ec1. (3.10) can be resolved for ?j+1. Subsequently the back substi-
tution can be performed, which yields the atmospheric profiles of temperature and humidity
(see appendix A). The latent and sensible heat flux are calculated from (3.8) and (3.9).
These expressions are incorporated in the surface energy balance equation (3.10) which en-
sures erìetgy collservation in the coupied system, since the GCM consistently receives the
same enelgy fluxes as used in the land surface scheme.

As the radiation module in ECHAM4 has already completed its calculations before the
vertical diffusion component starts operation, care has to be taken of the upward longwave
radiation concerning the energy conservation. Once the surface energy balance (3.10) is
solved, the so-called radiative temperature will be computed which is related to i?ff,l (cf.
(3.tt.)) by

AIJ' = €o(r:Ï1)4. (3.13)

Passing the radiative temperature to the radiation scheme rvill ensure that the time-averaged
balance of the longwave radiative fluxes is closed.

In tlre model versions ECHAM4IIMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA the soil temperature
schemes are also coupled implicitly to the surface enelgy balance. This leads to a closed set
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of equations rvhich describe the vertical heat exchange in the entire colurnn from the top of
the planetary boundary layer to the bottom of the soil.

The irnplicit coupling method is numerically stable and it conseÌves energy, as the surface
fluxes are consistent with the atmospheric profiles of temperature and humidity. Problems
rnay arise, for instance, if the water supply is not sufficient for the calculated evaporation.
This may happen because the fluxes are computed implicitly in (3.10), but with explicit
coefficients. Therefore, a lirniting condition like a soil moisture stress formulation may fail in
effectively reducing excessive evaporation. This problem is avoided by a predictor-corrector
method, as implemented in SECHIBA.

3.L.2 Semi-irnplicit coupling

In contrast to the implicit coupling, in this method the surface energy fluxes are calculated
using the surface temperature value at the previous time step (cf. (3.2) and (3.3)). Thus, the
following ecluations are obtained for the fluxes (see (3.7), (3.8)) and (3.9):

Ãå'-i = (1 - as)-R.¿ * eÄra - €o(Tå-1)4, (3.14)

trpseni = tpcnlúl0KU'o,1.]*rpq"("J-t) + 4ñ*r¡r) - l,q"(4-')1, (3.15)

¿'semi = pCr,lali(¿jñt+ r¡rcrT!-, + 4,,ñt*r¡r) - CoTå-,]. (3.16)

These formulations for the latent and sensible heat flux ((3.15) and (3.16)) are used to
close the vertical diffusion scheme which computes the new atmospheric temperature and
humidity profiles. In order to provide numerical stability when solving the surface energy
balance equation (3.1), truncated Taylor expansions of the flux terms with respect to the
(fast varying) surface temperature are used:

"rW = Ãi"-, +ffi|r,_,(rJ*'-ré-'l

+ ¡¿serni - y:l 
. ("J*' - 

"J-.)dTs l7¿-t

+ ¿rsemi + #l tr{*t - ri-'l)Ts l13-t'

+ 6'semi. (3.17)

In ECHAM4 this equation is solved after the radiation and the vertical diffusion schemes have
calculated the surface eneÌgy fluxes using (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16). Therefore, the fluxes that
are balanced by the surface energy equation (3.17), and which correspond to the new value
of the surface temperature, are different frorn those received by the atmosphere. This means
that the energy balance at the surface is not closed in the model. It is not implied here that
this is a principal deflciency of the semi-implicit method; but the imbalance has to be taken
into account in the temperature calculation at the subsecluent time step. This is not done
in the standard trCHAM4 GCM. The surface residual energy, given by the sum of the three
Taylor expansion terms in (3.17), is presumed to be small, but as shorvn later, this may not
necessarily be the case in all situations. By design, the semi-implicit coupling only allorvs the
surface temperature to feedback on the atmosphere at the subsequent time step, rather than
simultaneously. More information on the coupling techniques can be found in Polcher et al.
(1ee8a).

j

¡
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3.2 July simulation for central Europe

In this section results from the one-dimensional (1D)version of the standard BCHAM4 GCM
(Roeckner et al. 1996) and the modified model versions BCHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/-
SBCHIBA are presented. As explained before, this set of three different model versions
ailows a systematic analysis of the impact of both the numerical couplirig and the land
surface parameterization on the simulated ciimate.

A lD-simulation for July at a site in central Europe (54oN, 11"E) was performed with each
of the three schemes, using the same initialization, taken from a previous ECHAM4 GCM
simulation. An advective forcing was not applied. The vegetation is grass with a coverage
of 80%. For the field capacity in BCHAM4 the typical value 0.23 m is chosen which yields
a rvilting point (i. e.35%t of the field capacity in the model, cf. (1.7)) of 0.08 m. Therefore,
the maximum plant-available soil moisture, that is, the difference between field capacity and
wilting level, amounts to 0.15 m. In the model structure of SECHIBA the wilting level
is at zero by definition. Thus, the active soil moisture volume is equal to the maximum
plant-available soil moisture. The three models were initialized at 7.7% of the plant-available
soil moisture rvhich represents very dry conditions. Here, some characteristic aspects of the
numerical and physical differences between the three models can be analysed.

Figure 3.1 shows the diurnal variations of the surface energy fluxes of BCHAM4 for the
first three days of the 1D-simulation. Tlie total net radiation is characterized by periodicallv
similar diurnal cycles with maxima of about 550 W m-2 at noon time and minima of about

-80 W m-2 at the beginning of the nights. This energy should be balanced by the other
flux terms of the surface erìergy equation and a change in surface temperature (cf. (1.1)). As
the soil is very dry and there is almost no water in the interception reservoir, the evapotran-
spiration and thus latent ireat flux is small on days 7 ard 2. Therefore, the sensible heat
flux dominates the flux terms which balance the net radiation. The surface energy residual
term appears for reasons discussed in section 3.1.2. When formulating the equations for the
semi-implicit coupling, it was assumed that this residual term, which represents an error in
the surface/atmosphere energy balance, would be small compared to the physical fluxes. But
as seen in Fig. 3.1, on day 1 ard 2 the residual is actually of a magnitude similar to these
fluxes. It is positive, which represents an energy loss at the surface due to the numerics.
On day 3 tlie residual term shows a large negative peak at noon, while a very large positive
peak appears in the latent heat flux, lasting for several hours and reaching a maximum value
of about 1250 W m-2, a completely unrealistic value! The energy flux is more than twice
as high as that of the total net radiation. The ground heat and the sensible heat flux are
inverted during this period, but the major part of the energy is provided by the residual
term, that means it has no physical source but is artificially created by the numerics! Later
in the afternoon of the same day there is another similar but smaller peak in the latent heat
flux.

In order to get a better understanding of this behaviour, the moisture source of this
enormous evapotranspiration shall be analysed. Figure 3.2 shows the different components
that are aggregated to the total latent heat flux. During the first two days transpiration
dominates, showing diurnal cycles of a realistic order of magnitude. Bare soil evaporation is

zero during the entire period of simulation due to drought stress. The third day also starts
with transpiration which is rapidly superposed by two peaks of canopy evaporation at noon
and in the second half of the day. Why is the canopy evaporation so heavily overestimated?
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ECHAM4 1D Surlace energy lluxes [Wm2]: Central Europe
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Figure 3.1: Diurnal cycles of total net radiatior (4,), latent heat flux (,LE), sensible heat flux (11),

ground heat flux (G) and the surface energy residual terrn as simulated by ECHAM4 lD from 1 to 3

July at a site in central Europe. Note that the residual is not small, rvhich was assumed, but of the

order of the physical fluxes ol even much higher, Ieading to significantly erroneous flux simulations
(e. g. on 3 July).

Figure 3.3 compares the total precipitation and evapotranspiration simulated by ECHAMa
on these three days. While there is not a large amount of rain on the flrst two days, two
convective precipitation events take place on the third day coincidently with the canopy
evaporation peaks; the higher one reaching a maximum value of about 42 mm d-1. This
implies, once the convective rain starts, the interception reservoir is moistened, allowing for
canopy evaporation, which in turn triggers convective precipitation. The result is a positive
feedback that is desirable when it evolves in a realistic way and which may be an important
effect at certain locations, e. g. in the tropical rainforest. But in the example presented here
the latent heat flux is highly overestimated due to the erloneous residual energy term, which
is part of the semi-implicit coupling scheme implemented in the standard trCHAM4 GCM.
This is a clear model deficiency and shows that great cale needs to be taken in the choice of
numerical methods applied.

The results presented above shall be compared to the case when an implicit coupling
scheme is used, i. e. to ECHAM4/IMPI. Figure 3.4 shows the diurnal variatious of the
surface energy fluxes of ECHAM4/IMPL 1D from 1 to 3 July. The total net radiation evolves
similarly as in BCHAM4 with diurnal cycles similar in shape and amplitude. The obvious
difference to the semi-implicit model is the absence of a residual energy term. Comparing
Figs. 3.1 and 3.4, this energy residual would appear to contribute mainly to the sensible
heat flux on days 1 and 2 in the irnplicit model. This appears reasonable for the prevailing
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ECHAM4 1D Latent heat llux [Wm2]: Central Europe
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Figure 3.2: Contributions of canopy evaporation, transpiration and bare soil evaporation to the total
Iatent heat flux as simulated by ECHAM4 lD frorn 1 to 3 July at a site in central Europe.
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Figure 3.3: Diurnal cycles of precipitation and evapotranspilation as sirnulated by ECHAM4 lD
from 1 to 3 July at a site in central Europe.
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dry conditions. On day 3 the convective precipitation event appears again (see Fig.3.5),
but compared to that in ECHAM4 it is much smaller. As in ECHAM4 a positive feedback
between convective precipitation and canopy evaporation occurs, but here the energy available
for the latent heat flux is under much better control. It must be provided ol compensated by
the other surface energy fluxes or a change of surface temperature. As seen in Fig. 3.4, the
total net radiative flux is about an upper limit for the latent heat flux on day 3, and when
this limit is exceeded it is compensated by the sensible heat flux, rvhich becomes negative
at noon on day 3, and the ground heat flux. Additionally, the latent ireat flux causes a
distinct cooling of the surface, as shown later. Thus, the relations between the different
quantities of the erìergy and moisture cycles just presented are physically reasonable. Due
to the evaporation-precipitation feedback this has also implications for the precipitation.
As shown, the semi-implicitly coupled BCHAM4 simulates an unrealistic high evaporation
peak on day 3 which is associated rvith a maximum precipitation of about 42 mm d-1. In
ECHAM4/INIPL the corresponding precipitation maximum value is at about 21 mm d-1, a
much more realistic value under the conditions at this location.

The simulated energy fluxes in ECHAM4/SBCHIBA, shown in Fig. 3.6, look essentially
similar to those in trCHAM4|IMPL with respect to their orders of magnitude and the enelgy
partitioning between the different fluxes. This is expected because the numerical coupling
scheme is the same and the thermodynamic parts are very similar in both models. Further-
more, one of the main features of SECHIBA that makes it different to ECHAM, the mosaic
approach for the treatment of the vegetation within a grid cell, does not apply here as only
one biome type is used in these experiments. Therefore, the main differences between these
schemes in this case are the soil hydrology scheme together with the soil moisture stress
formulation. On the flrst day the evapotranspiration and thus the associated latent heat flux
are higher in BCHAM4/SECHIBA compared to BCHAMa/IMPL; consecluently, the sensible
heat flux is lorver. This is an artefact of the soil moisture initialization in combination rvith
the different soil moisture stress term. Due to the enhanced transpiration, convective pre-
cipitation is triggered on the second day already (cf. Fig. 3.7), i. e. one day earlier than in
BCHAM4/IIVIPL. As in the two other experiments, this is accompanied by a peak in canopy
evaporation. The maximum precipitation value is similar as in ECHAM4/IMPL.

As expected, the irigher latent heat flux in ECHAM4/SECHIBA on the first two days
causes a lower surface temperature, best visible on day 2 (Fig. 3.8). On the third day a rapid
cooling is seen in trCHAM4 as result of the peak in latent heat flux around noon (cf. Fig. 3.1).
ECHAM4/IMPL shorvs a cooling on the third day as well, but not so pronounced. On days
1 and 2, rvhen the energy partitioning between the different surface fluxes in ECHAM4 and
BCHAM4/IMPL is comparably similar, the surface temperature of the t'rvo models shows a
sirnilar evolution as well. But there is a tendency for the temperature maxirna to be slightly
lrigher in ECHAM4IIMPL. This is due to the fact that in ECHAM4 some energy is lost to the
enelgy residual. In ECHAM4IIMPL, this energy is mainly used, in this example, toincrease
maximum surface temperature and sensible heat flux, as discussed earlier.

Another feature of the ECHAM4 pararneterization shall be mentioned here, concerning
the soil moisture budget. Figure 3.9 shows the evolution of the relative plant-available soil
moisture of the three models during the entire 30-day period of simulation. They are initial-
izedat7.7%. Asonaverage,evapotranspirationexceedsprecipitationinallthreemodels,the
soil water content decreases gradually in a similar way until the zero level is reached, which
represents the wilting point. This is defined as that soil water level below which transpiration
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ECHAM4/IMPL 1D Surface energy lluxes [Wm2]: Central Europe
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Figure 3.4: Diurnal cycles of total net radiation (4,), latent heat flux (/,8), sensible lieat flux (FI)
and ground heat flux (G) as simulated by ECHAM IIMPL 1D frorn 1 to 3 July at a site in central
Europe.

ECHAM4/IMPL 1D Surface moisture fluxes [mm/d]: Cenlral Europe
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Figure 3.5: Diurnal cycles of precipitation and evapotranspiration as simulated by ECHAM /IMPL
1D from 1 to 3 July at a site in central Europe.
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ECHAM4/SECHIBA 1D Surface energy lluxes [Wim2]: Central Europe
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Figure 3.6: Diurnal cycles of total net radiation (Ã,), latent heat llux (LE), sensible heat flux (fl)
and ground heat flux (G) as simulated by ECHAM4/SECHIBA 1D frorn 1 to 3 July at a site in central
Europe.

ECHAM4/SECHIBA 1D Surlace moisture fluxes [mm/d]: Central Europe
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Figure 3.7: Diurnal cycles of precipitation and evapotranspiration as simulated by ECHAMa/-
SECHIBA 1D from 1 to 3 July at a site in central Europe.
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1D model surface temperature ["C]: Central Europe
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Figure 3.8: Diurnal cycles of surface temperature as simulated by ECHAM4, ECHAM4/IMPL and
ECHAI,I4/SECHIBA 1D from 1 to 3 July at a site in central Europe.
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of relative plant-available soil moisture as simulated by ECHAM4, ECHAM4/-
IMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA 1D from 1 to 30 July at a site in ceutral Europe. The O%-level indi-
cates tlre rvilting point. The ECHAM4 and ECHAM4IIMPL values below it are physically unrealistic,
and they occur due to a coding error (cf. text).
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is zero. At this point SECHIBA remains with a zero level while the water content of the
other models further decreases. Bare soil evaporation is zero in BCHAX4 during this simu-
lation due to drought stress. Therefore, only transpiration should be able to reduce the soil
moisture in BCHAM4 and ECHAM4/IMPL according to the equations. But transpiration
should stop at the wilting point by defrnition (see Bq. (1.7)), which is obviousiy not the case
in these sirnulations! The reason is a pure coding error in ECHAM which allows the re-
moval of additional water from the soil when required, which occurs rvhen ever the calculated
canopy evaporation exceeds the available rvater in the interception reservoir. This was not
modified in BCHAM4IIMPL because the idea is to study the impact of the different numer-
ical coupling in ECHAL4/IMPL while the physical equations remain completely unchanged.
In SBCHIBA such an effect is avoided by a predictor-corrector-method which reduces the
canopy evaporation accordingly to the available rvater on the carìopy. Besides that, due to a
different formulation of the soil moisture stress SECHIBA additionally allows some bare soil
evaporation in this situation. This can happen after heavy rain showers when the upper soil
moisture layer is filled. This is the case on d,ay 2, for instance (cf. Fig. 3.7). Furthermore, in
StrCHIBA the wilting level is at zero by definition. This appears to be a reasonable approach,
as transpiration is zero,by definition, belorv it, and bare soil evaporation is very low there as
well, or also zero as in BCHAM in tliis example. An exception is when there is water in the
upper soil rvhile the total soil column is very dry on the average, but this case is rvell-treated
by the SBCHIBA hydrology scheme.

In order to get an impression of the evolution of the surface temperature in the three
models during the simulation, Fig. 3.10 shorvs the period from 16 to 19 July. On day 16
the temperatures in ECHAM4 and ECHAM4/IMPL increase similarly in the morning but
at noon BCHAM4's temperature suddenly decreases while ECHAN,I4/IMPL's furtirer rises.
The reason is a pea,k in latent heat flux, enlarged by an energy supply from the residual (see
Fig.3.1i). This effect, and the energy rvhich is lost through the residual every day, tend to
diminish the temperature increase in trCHAM4 during a warming phase, especially under
dry conditions. Therefore, ECHAIVI4/IMPL shorvs a more pronounced diurnal temperature
amplitude and generally higher temperature maxima during a warming phase. Th.e surface
temperature in ECHAM4/SECHIBA is even higher than in ECHAM4IIMPL for most of
the time. The reason is that the soil moisture in SECHIBA can not be further reduced,
which leads to a lower evapotranspiration and therefore less cooling. Sensitivity experiments
with the same model set-up, but higher initial soil moisture, have shown that due to its soil
hydrology and stress formulations, SBCHIBA is generally more effective in keeping the water
stored in the soil under dry and medium-wet conditions than ECHAM. Therefore, SECHIBA
tends to simulate higher surface temperatures under these conditions.

On day 19 there is an example of a negative peak of the residual energy term in ECHAM4
of less than -1300 W m-2 supporting a veïy unrealistic latent heat flux of more than 1700
W rn-2 (Fig. 3.11). This again forces an abrupt decrease of the surface temperature, followed
by some oscillations during the subsequent time steps (see Fig.3.10). Similar oscillations are
also visible in the two other models at different times. They are mainly due to the leapfrog
time stepping scheme used in the other physics modules of the atmospheric model, e. g. tlie
vertical diffusion scheme. It is characterized by two different alternating chains of values
which use a 2Af time step to calculate the next value, while passing the other chain. For
some reason these chains may diverge, especially after strong temperature gradients. This
causes the oscillations. In order to reach a convergence of the two chains in such a situation,
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1D model surface temperature ["C]: Central Europe
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Figure 3.10: Diurnal cycles of surface temperature as sirnulated by ECHAM4, ECHAM4/IMPL and
ECHAM4/SECHIBA lD from 16 to 19 July at a site in central Europe.
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Figure3.11: Diurnalcyclesof totalnetradiation(Ã"), latentheatflix(LE),sensibleheatflux(I1),
ground heat flux (G) and the surface energy residual term as simulated by ECHAM4 lD from 16 to
19 Juìy at a site in central Europe.
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a time fllter is used which connects them.

Former versions of the BCMWF numerical weather forecast model that used a semi-

implicit coupling scheme had similar problerns (L. Dümenil 1995, pers. conìrn.). The ECHAM
climate model was originally derived from such an ECMWF model version. And its Cycle 48

version, which includes a skin temperature scheme that is implicitly coupled to the vertical
diffusion module (Viterbo and Beljaars 1995), has to deal with that as well (P. Viterbo 1996,
pers. comm.).

An osciilation problem also emerges in the soil moisture simulation in BCHAM4, in par-
ticulal in the second half of the 30-day period (cf. Fig. 3.9). In ECHAM4/StrCHIBA this
is avoided by the use of a 1Aú forward time stepping scheme in the hydrology part of the
model.

As demonstrated here, the land surface schemes of all three models suffer from the effect
just described, causing oscillations of the simulated surface temperature. This happens in
both the semi-implicitly and the implicitly coupled models to a comparably similar extent.
But it shall be recalled that the implicit models have the great advantage of the conservation
of energy.

3.3 May simulation for \Mestern Russia

In this section the different behaviour of the three models regarding the melting of snow shall
be investigated. To enable snow melt in ECHAM, the upper soil layer needs to be warmer
than the melting temperature, if the snow depth is below a critical depth of 2.5 cm water
equivalent. It is recalled tliat the temperatures in the soil represent the values in the middle
of the respective soil layers, which is at a depth of 3.25 cm for the top soil layer in ECHAM. If
the snorv pa,ck is deeper than the critical value, an extra snorv layer with an own temperature
is added. In this case, to get snow melt both the temperature of the middle of the snorv

pack and the upper soil layer need to be higher than the melting temperature (rvhile the
temperature at the upper boundary of the snow pack is not allorved to exceed 0'C). This
seems to be unrealistic, as besides the snow pack, the top soil iayer needs to be heated, where
the latter is only possible by heat conduction through the insulating snow pack. The effect
of e. g. producing snow melt by contact with warm air at the surface is therefore poorly
represented. For melting snow in SBCHIBA only the surface temperature needs to be above

the melting point. The temperature is extrapolated from the trvo upper thermal layers to the
surface as shown in Fig. 1.1a. This is likely to produce a more realistic snow me1t.

A lD-simulation for May at a site in western Russia (60'N, 59"8) was performed with
each of the three schemes with the same initialization, which was again taken from a previous

ECHAM4 GCM simulation. The initial snorv depth amounts to 15 cm water equivalent.
Figure 3.12 shows the evolution of snow depth in the three models during the 30 days of
simulation. All three models immediately start melting the snow and proceed until the snow

covel has disappeared. In ECHAM4 and BCHAM4/SECHIBA the rate of decrease of snow

depth is similar with a delay of ECHAM4/SBCHIBA of 1-2 days. But on day 12 rvhen

the critical snow depth is reached, the melting slows down in ECHAM4. 
^t 

that time the
discretized extra snow layer disappears, and after that melting is not as efficient. Hence, the
snow is completely melted first in ECHAM4/SBCHIBA (day 14), followed by ECHAMa (day
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1D model snow depth [m water equ.]: Western Russia
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Figure 3.12: Evolution of snow depth as sirnulated by ECHAM4, ECHANI4/IMPL and ECHAM4/-
SECHIBA lD from 1 to 30 May at a site in westem Russia.
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Figure 3.13: Evolution of surface temperature as simulated by ECHAM4, ECHAM4/IMPL and
ECHAM4/SECHIBA lD from 1 to 30 May at a site in western Russia.
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ECHAM4 1D Surlace energy fluxes [Wm2]: Western Russia
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Figure 3.14: Diurnal cycles of total net radiation (Ã.),latent heat flux (,1,Ø), sensible heat flux (fI),
ground heat flux (G) and the surface energy residual term as simulated by ECHAM4 lD from 16 to
19 May at a site in western Russia.

17). In BCHAM4/IMPL the melting is slow at the beginning, but it accelerates during the
simulation until the snow is melted (d,ay 22).

Figure 3.13 shows the diurnal cycles of the surface temperature of the three models over
the same period of time as the previous figure. As long as there is snow on the ground
the maximum surface temperature is fixed to the melting temperature of OoC in all three
models. If the temperature would exceed this value, due to balance of the surface energy
fluxes, this additional energy amount would lead to melting. Once all snow is melted, the
surface temperature can then exceed OoC.

Figures 3.14 to 3.16 show the surface energy fluxes of the three models, each for a period
of four days, centered around the time rvhen the snow cover of the respective model has
disappeared. Sirnilar to the example for central Europe, presented in section 3.2, a large part
of the available energy in BCHAM4 disappears in the energy residual (see Fig. 3.14). On
16 and 17 May, when there is still snow in ECHAM4, the residual peaks above 200 W m-2,
while the absolute ground and turbulent heat fluxes are significantly lower than 100 W m-2
most of the time. On the two following days, when the snow is melted, the maximum residual
is still in the range of 150-200 W --', which is of the order of magnitude of the latent heat
flux. Thus, similar to the example for dry soil (cf. section 3.2), the semi-implicit coupling
scheme shows significant numerical deficiencies regarding energy conservation when the soil
is wet or snow covered.

In BCHAM4IIMPL (cf. Fig. 3.15), on the other hand, there is no energy ioss through
a residual term, and this mainly leads to more pronounced turbulent heat fluxes than in
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ECHAM4/IMPL 1D Surlace energy lluxes [Wm2]: Western Russia
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Figure 3.15: Diurnal cycles of total net radiation (4.), Iatent Ìreat flux (.LE), sensible heat flux (f1)
and ground heat flux (G) as simulated by ECHAM IIMPL 1D from 2I to 24 May at a site in western

Russia.
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Figure 3.16: As Fig. 3.15 but for ECHAM4/SECHIBA from 13 to 16 May
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1D model mean ground heat llux [W/m2]
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Figure 3.17: Multi-day average of the diumal cycles of the ground heat flux as sirnulated by
ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA. The flux sirnulations of both models were averaged over

several days under similar atrnospheric and soil conditions after the snow rnelt.

ECHAM4 and a much faster melting of snow (just before the snow pack vanishes) orì 21 and
22 May, see Fig. 3.12). Furthermore, on 23 and 24 May, it produces a larger latent heat
flux and a faster increase of the surface temperature after the snow melt (see Fig. 3.13).
ECHAM4/SBCHIBA behaves similar to ECHAM4IIMPL with the difference that the latent
heat flux maxima on the days after the snow melt are smaller (cf. Fig. 3.16). The reason
is that the interception storage in ECHAM4/StrCHIBA is smaller at that time, causing a
smaller canopy evaporation which is the main component of the total evapotranspiration. The
maximum amount of water that can be held in the interception reservoir depends on the LAI.
In ECHAM this is fixed in time, but in StrCHIBA it is calculated interactively a,s a function of
soil temperature. As the soil is still cold after the snow melt, the LAI in ECHAM4/SECHIBA
is smaller than in ECHAM4/IMPL, which explains the smaller interception storage.

As mentioned in section L2, the surface energy balance equation in SBCHIBA is solved
using the soil properties obtained by an extrapolation of heat capacity and ground heat flux
toward the surface. To assess the impact of this procedure, mean diurnal cycles of the ground
heat flux as simulated by ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/StrCHIBA are plotted in Fig. 3.17.
For this figure the flux simulations of both models were averaged over a period of several days
just after the snow is completely melted, rvhile there are similar atmospheric and soil con-
ditions in both models. Hence, these results do not represent two different meteorological
situations in both models, but indicate systematic differences between the two parameteriz-
ations themselves. The frgure shows that in ECHAM4/SECHIBA the diurnal cycle of the
ground heat flux has a higher amplitude and is earlier in phase than in ECHAM4/IMPL.
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Surface ground heat flux [Wm'?]
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Figure 3.18: Diurnal cycles of surface ground heat flux as observed at Cabauw frorn 15 to 19 Septem-
ber cotnpared to the model results of ECHAM and SECHIBA. ECHAM res. denotes the surface energy
residual in ECHAM.
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Figure 3.19: As Fig. 3.18 but for sensible heat flux.
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This means that the extrapolation of the ground heat flux toward the surface in SECHIBA
works as desired.

3.4 Comparison to the Cabauw observations

In order to verify that the numerical studies, rvhich are the main focus of this chapter, are
compatible with observational evidence, the Cabauw data set (cf. chapter 2) is used. For
this reason a version of SBCHIBA that is implemented in the trCHAM 1D model has been
developed, which can also be forced by the atmospheric observations. As an example Fig. 3.18
compares the ECHAM and SECHIBA simulations of the ground heat flux to the observations.
In section 2.2.7 the overestimation of the amplitude of tlie ground heat flux in BCHAVI is
discussed. In the morning hours before noon there is a too high downward flux into the soil
and in the evening and night tliis situation is reversed. A comparison with Fig. 3.19 shows
that the energy of the overestimated ground heat flux is missing or provided, respectively, to
the sensible heat flux. Additionally, there is energy lost to or created by the energy residual
term, respectively. The rise of the sensible heat flux in the morning is delayed by op to several
hours and the decrease in the afternoon as well. This leads to a phase shift of its diurnal
cycle. Two distinct examples for an erroneous sensible heat flux are on 17 and 18 September
where even the sign, i. e. the vertical direction of the flux, is reversed.

The simulation of the ground heat flux by SECHIBA, which is very similar to the obser-
vation, is a remarkable improvement when compared to ECHAM (cf. Fig. 3.18). The sensible
heat flux is significantly improved, too (Fig. 3.19). In particular, the simulation now much
better meets the phase of the observed diurnal cycle. Together with the results of section
2.2.1this shows that solving the surface energy balance equation with an implicit method,
that prevents energy loss or creation by the numerics, in combination with a model structure
as in SECHIBA, where the heat capacity and ground heat flux are extrapolated toward the
surface, yields more realistic surface heat fluxes.



Chapter 4

Global experiments

As consequent extension of the intercomparison of the one-dimensional versions of the three
GCMs BCHAX{4, ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA in the previous chapter, here
the models are compared in three-dimensional global experiments.

Each of the three models was integrated for a 10-year period after at least one year of spin-
up. A T42 spatial resolution was chosen which is equivalent to about 2.Bo x 2.8o on a latitude-
longitude grid. In all simulations arì annual cycle of monthly mean climatological Sea Surface
Temgteratu,re (SST)was used, and the land-sea-mask and glacier-mask and the distributions
of background albedo and roughness length were identical. The underlying idea is to exclude
differences betrveen ECHAM and SBCHIBA rvhich are known to cause major modifications
of the simulated climate and rvhich rvere already studied in previous sensitivity experiments.
For example, the albedo is a key parameter which determines the available energy at the land
surface. This has a large impact on the general circulation of the atmosphere and the entire
near surface climate (e. g. Charney et al., Ig77), as already mentioned in the introduction
of the thesis. Furthermore, Sud et al. (1988) found that also the roughness length has a
significant influence on the large scale circulation and rain fall. By excluding these first-order
differences which are directly caused by different values of important key parameters, this
set-up allows one to study changes in the sirnulated atmospheric and near-surface variables
which result from the altered land surface representations themselves.

4.L Global model intercomparison

In tlris section a series of flgures is presented (Fig. 4.1 - Fig. 4.I3), which sliall provide an
overview of the global simulations of ECHAM4, ECHAiVI4IIMPL and ECHANI4/SECHIBA.
Shown are a number of surface quantities and atmospheric fields that characterize the simu-
lated energy and water cycles and atmosplieric dynamics.

The figures are organized as follows: Each figure comprises eight panels (except Fig.
4.2) rvhich are arranged in two columns, the left one for the Northern Hemisphere winter
season (December-January-February, DJF), the right one for the summer season (June-July-
August, JJA). An exception is Fig. 4.3, which shows the spring season (March-April-May,
MAM) instead of the winter season. The top panels show the global distributions of the
respective cluantity as simulated by the standard - or control - model ECHAM4 (semi-
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Figure 4.1: The top panels shorv DJF and JJA seasonal rneans of the global 2-rneter air

temperature [oC] as sirnulated by trCHAXtt4. The other panels show the llodel differences

ECHANI4/INIPL - ECHAN,I4, ECHAM4/SECHIBA - ECHAX,I4/INIPL and ECHAN{4/SECHIBA -

ECHANI4. The shadings indicate llte gSTo confidence level of the Student t-test. Contours are at

0, :|5, +10, +15, +20, +25, +30, +400C (top panels) and t1, +2,+.3,+5, +8oC (lorver six panels).
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irnplicit). The second row of panels shows the differences of tire flrst modified model version
trCHAM4/IlvIPt (implicit) to the control model, the third row of panels the differences of
the second modified (ECHAM4/SBCHIBA, implicit) to the flrst modified model versions and
the bottom panels the superposition of the second and third row panels, i. e. the differences
of the second modified model version to the control model. Therefore, the second row of
panels indicates the changes in the simulations due to the modified coupling technique from
BCHAM4 to ECHAM4IINIPL, whereas the third rorv of panels reveals the effects of an
altered land surface parameterization from BCHAM4/IMPL to ECHAM4/SECHIBA while
the coupling scheme is unchanged. The total changes due to both model modificatiorìs ate
manifested in the bottom panels.

The frgures show that there is a significant impact of the change of the coupling technique
and the land surface scheme on most surface variables and atmospheric surface frelds. The
shaded areas indicate the 95% confidence level of the Student t-test. Generally more pro-
nounced differences are found in the I'Iorthern Hemisphere summer season JJA than in the
winter season DJF. Therefore, the following discussion of these results will mainly focus on
the intercomparison of the three models in the JJA season.

4.L.L Surface air temperature and related fields

Figure 4.1 shows the model differences of the global 2-meter air temperature. The temper-
ature over large continental areas in the f{orthern Hemisphere is generally higher in JJA in
the two modified model versions than in the standard ECHAM4.

For BCHAM4IIMPL this can be attributed to the model improvement compared to the
standard ECHAM4 regarding the energy conservation at the land surface. Energy which was
lost over wide regions of Eurasia and North America in JJA due to the implementation of the
semi-implicit coupling scheme in ECHAM4 is conserved in ECHAM4/IMPL. Figure 4.2 shows
the global distribution of the land surface energy residual in ECHAM4, which represents the
error in the surface energy balance in the model. Positive values indicate regions where
energy is lost for the physical system due to the nurnerical coupling, negative values indicate
unphysical creation of energy by the numerics. The energy error is high in regions with large
temperature changes (see Eq. (3.17)). These occur in regions of high insolation, especially
when they are dry, due to the lack of evaporative cooling. This explains the zonally extended
band of a high energy error between about 30o and 50oN with maxima in'central southern
Asia and the southwest of the United States. The Sahara desert, for instance, also receives a
high insolation but there is no pronounced seasonal temperature trend rvithin the JJA season

in ECHAM4, therefore the energy errors associated with the daily raises and reductions of
the surface temperature compensate each other. There are regions in northeast Russia and
far northern America where ECHAM4 also exhibits enhanced surface energy errors, although
they are not dry. The reason is that due to the late snow melt in these regions (cf. Fig. 4.3,
top panels) they experience a considerable warming in June and July, whereas e. g. in west
Eurasia the main warming period is earlier in the year.

As this error in the surface energy balance is corrected in ECHAM4IIMPL, the energy
is conserved and may contribute to the heating of the surface, upward thermal radiation
and/or turbulent surface heat fluxes. The former can be confi.rmed by comparing the giobal
distribution of the surface air temperature difference between ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4
in JJA (Fig. a.1) and the regions of high energy balance errors in ECHAMa (Fig. 4.2). Both
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show a good agreement in the regional distribution as well as in the locations of the maxima.
A similar correspondence is found in DJF (India and Africa).

In ECHAM4/SBCHIBA the increased surface air temperatures are mainly due to a dif-
ferent snow parameterization whìch accunulates less snow or allows the melting about one
month earlier, respectively. The main reason is a different snow melt criterion (cf. discus-
sion in section 3.3). Figure 4.3 shows that ECHAM4/SECHIBA simulates a significantly
smaller snow depth than ECHAM4/IMPL in Canada, a wide region in Eurasia polervard of
about 55oN, and in the region of the Tibetan plateau and the Himalaya in spring. Between
ECHAÀ{4/IMPL and ECHAM4 only non-uniformly distributed small differences in snow
depth appear in these regions, and they are mostly not significant. The reduced srìow cover
in ECHAM4/SECHIBA causes a reduced surface albedo which leads to an enhanced ab-
sorption of solar radiation (see Fig. 4.4). The likely consecluence is an increased surface
temperature rvhich in turn accelerates the melting of snow. Hence, here a snow - albedo -
solar radiation - surface temperature positive feedback is found, that gradually increases the
surface temperature, compared to BCHAM4/IMPL, over the weeks and months from spring
to summer, which results in a temperature difference of more than 3oC in some Eurasian
regions.

As a result of the enhanced surface and also tropospheric temperature the relative air
humidity is reduced which leads to a reduced cloud cover, which further enhances the afore-
mentioned feedback. In ECHAM4/SECHIBA this is best seen in JJA in northern Burasia
(Fig. a.5). This mechanism is discussed in more detail in section 4.3.2 for a region in north-
east Siberia. A sirnilar behaviour is shown by ECHAVI4IIMPL (compared to BCHAM4) in a
region extending from the Baikal lake to the Caspian Sea and further on to southeast Europe.
The raised surface temperature in this region is associated with a reduced cloud cover and
an increased insolation.

A further comparison of the JJA maps of total cloud cover and solar radiation differences
betrveen the three rnodels (Figs. 4.5 and 4.4) reveals an - expected - clear anti-correlation
of these two cluantities: an enhanced cloud cover is associated with a reduced surface solar
radiation and vice versa. Very striking is the increased cloud cover in ECHAM 4IIMPL (com-
pared to ECHAM4) in a region covering the Indian subcontinent, parts of Saudi Arabia, the
Indian Ocean and east Africa. This is related to an enhanced southeast Asian monsooll activ-
ity in ECHAM4/IMPL, which is further analysed in section 4.3.1. In trCHAM4/SECHIBA
the cloud cover increase is even intensifred over northeast and central Africa.

Analysing the Outgoing Longwcr,ue (or thermal) Radiation (OLR)at the top of the atmo-
sphere can reveal some information on the height of the cloud top. As the emitted thermal
radiation depends on the temperature of the emitting body and the tropospheric temperat-
ure decreases with height, there will be less OLR, relative to the surface thermal radiation,
the higher the emitting clouds are. Figure 4.6 (top panels) shows the top thermal radiation
as simulated by ECHAM4 in DJF and JJA. Very high clouds (i. e. low values of OLR) are
found in the InterTropical Conuergence Zone (ITCZ). This is a region of low-level corìver-
ging and high rising air. It roughly follows tlie position of the sun and is therefore usually
located in the summet Hemisphere. This periodic motion between Southern and Northern
Hemisphere is well represented in the DJF and JJA plots in Fig. 4.6. The figure also shows
that ECHAM4/IMPL simulates higher clouds in JJA in a wide region over India and the
northrvest Indian Ocean and also some parts of the rvest and east Pacific in the domain of the
ITCZ. This indicates an overall stronger convective activity in tlie ITCZ in trCHAM4|IMPL.
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In trCHAM4/StrCHIBA there ale everì higher clouds over northeast and central Africa. A
comparison of these differences in the model simulations with the changes in the simulated
total cloud cover (Fig. 4.5) shows an almost perfect agreement of the regions rvith an increased
total cloud covet and those with a reduced OLR (which means an enhanced number of high
clouds). Furthermore, there are regions with increased OLR, for instance in ECHAM4IINIPL
in a band extending from central Eurasia westwards over southern Europe and north Africa,
or in ECHAM4/SBCHIBA at the north rim of Eurasia. These areas agree very well rvith
regions of reduced total cloud cover and enhanced surface temperature (Figs. 4.5 and 4.1),
which explairis the increased upward thermal radiation.

4.L.2 Global viater cycle

In tltis section the differences between the simulated global water cycles in the three models
are discussed. Figure 4.7 presents the computed total surface evaporation. On the continents
differences between the models are mainly determined by changes in available surface energy
and moisture. This mearìs, if there is enough water available in the soil to sustain the season of
high evaporation, then the enhanced surface temperature in the two modifred model versions
can lead to a higher evaporation. In ECHAM4/IMPL (compared to trCHAM4) in JJA this is
the case in northeast Russia and parts of central China. In most of these regions the relative
plant-available soil moisture in ECHAM4 is higher than 60% up to 80% and more (Fig.  .B).
In ECHAM4IIMPL it is reduced by up to 20% but it stays around or not much below the
value of the critical soil moisture. This is the level when soil moisture stress starts to reduce
the transpiration (i. e.67.5% of the plant-available soil moisture in the BCHAM4land surface
scheme, cf. Eq. (1.7)). In a large region extending from the Baikal lake to southern Europe
and in the southern central USA and Mexico the soil moisture in BCHAM4IIMPL is reduced
in JJA as well. In the Asian section tliis drying is persistent troughout the year, as the DJF
plot shows. These regions are already relatively dry in ECHAM4, therefore the additional
drying leads to a reduced evaporation which is likely to amplify the warming, especially in
Asia (cf. Fig. 4.1).

The opposite effect of the mechanism just described is, that a cooling of tlie surface reduces
the evaporation. This can be seen in ECHAM4/IN{PL in JJA over the Indian peninsula. The
soil moisture is unchanged or increased compared to ECHAM4.

Over the oceans the situation is different. As the same SST is prescribed in the three
models, no differences in the evaporation as result of different evolutions of the surface tem-
perature carì occnl as in the case over land. Furthermore) the limiting boundary condition
regarding the availability of water as on continents does not exist over oceans. But changes
in the simulated evaporation over oceans can be caused by an altered surface wind speed (see

Bq. (t.+)). This is the case e. g. in ECHAM4/IMPL in JJA over large parts of the Indian
Ocean. As a consequence of an enhanced southeast Asian summer morlsoon circulation the
surface rvind speed is increased over the northwest Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal, whicli
leads to ahigher evaporation (Fig. a.7). This serves as a source of humidity, rvhich moistens
the air which is advected over southeast Asia. As a result the atmospheric precipitable water
in ECHAM4IIMPL is increased in this region compared to ECHAM4, as well as the cloud
cover (Fig. 4.5). Figure 4.9 shows that this has also a considerable impact on the summer
monsoon precipitation which is substantially increased over large areas. The Asian summer
monsoon is discussed in more detail in section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.7: The top paneìs show DJF and JJA seasonal means of the global iotal surface evaporation

þnrn/d] as simulated by ECHAM4. The other panels show the rnodel differences ECHAM4/IMPI
- ECHAM4, ECHAM ISECHIBA - ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA - ECHAM4. The
slradings indicate the g5% confidence level of the Student t-test. Contours are at 0, 1, 2,4,8 mrn/d
(top panels) and *0.4, +1, *3 mm/d (lower six panels).
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Figure 4.8: As Fig.4.7 but for relative plant-available soil moisture [%]. Tlie shadings indicate the

95% confidence level of the Student t-test, the black areas are regions where the soil water content
in ECHAM4 (or ECHAM4IIMPL, respectively) is below the wilting level (cf. (1.7)) which is possible

due to bare soil evaporation or the coding error that is discussed in section 3.2. The structure of the
soil hydrology scheme in SECHIBA does not allow moisture values below the wilting level. Therefore
these regious are excluded in the difference plots. Contours are at -10, 0, 30, 60, 80% (top panels)
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Figure 4.9: The top panels show DJF and JJA seasonal rneans of the global total precipitation
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Comparing the global differences of evaporation and precipitation in ECHAM4/IMPL to
trCHAM4 in JJA (Figs. 4.7 and 4.9) shows that the patterns resemble each other. The differ-
ences of precipitation and evaporation (cf. Fig.4.10)indicate that both change by almost the
same amount in many regions. For instance, in northeast Asia precipitation and evaporation
both increase but their difference shows no change. In the aforementioned region extending
from central Asia to southern Europe precipitation and evaporation both decrease, again
their difference is unchanged. Hence, these are two examples where the regional hydrological
cycle in ECHAM4/IMPL is intensified or slowed down, respectively, by an alteration of the
local (or regional) moisture recycling. This is mainly determined by local changes in the
availability of surface energy and moisture.

The temporal evolution of the moisture content of a vertical atmospheric column extend-
ing frorn the Earth's surface to the top of the atmosphere is given by a continuity ecluation
as the convergerìce of all moisture fluxes at the boundaries of the column. In the horizontal
direction this is the convergence of air humidity which is advected into or out of the column,
and in the vertical direction it is the difference between precipitation and evaporation at
the surface. Averaged over long periods of time, e. g. seasons, the temporal change of the
atmospheric moisture content of the column can be assumed to be small compared to the
flux convergence terms in this equation, therefore a regional moisture convergence is directly
given by precipitation minus evaporation in the region.

Figure 4.10 shows the moisture convergence where, for instance, the ITCZ, as simulated
by ECHAM4 in DJF and JJA, is clearly depicted (top panels). The source regions of the
moisture are to a large extent the subtropical oceans. The main differences of the moisture
convergence in BCHAM4/IMPL in JJA occur in the tropics and subtropics, over continents
as well as over oceans. They are mainly related to changes of the ITCZ. The moisture
convergence in the Indian monsoon region increases as well as over the west Paciflc at about
20oN. Southward of these regions the convergence tends to be reduced, wliich also seen in
the Sahel in west Africa. Further changes occur over the oceans close to Central America.
This suggests alarge scale northward shift of the ITCZ in ECHAM IIMPL in JJA which is
likely due to the extensive rvarming of the Northern Hemisphere continental surfaces. This
emplrasizes the large scale global character of the ITCZ and its relation to the Asian monsoon
circulation system (Gadgil et al. 1997).

In ECHAM4/SECHIBA, changes in the simulated evaporation in JJA compared to ECH-
AM4/IMPL (Fig. a.7) are caused in many regions by a different soil water availability induced
by different global distributions of total soil water-holding capacity in SECHIBA and ECHAM
(cf. sections 1.1 and 1.2, Fig. 1.7). Examples for regions with smaller storage capacities in
SECHIBA are the southern and central USA and eastern South America. In these regions
less soil water is available to sustain episodes of high evaporation or little rain fall. In the
USA this leads to a drying in the summer (JJA) (Fig. a.8) which significantly reduces the
evaporation. In eastern South America tliere is the dry season in JJA, and due to the smaller
moisture reservoirs ECHAM4/SECHIBA simulates an intensified drying of the soil which also
causes a decrease in evaporation. There is no change seen in the precipitation at the same

time (Fig. 4.9) which means that there is an enhanced atmospheric moisture colìvergence in
JJA (see Fig. a.10).

The reverse mechanism is found further westwards in central and western South America
between about 10o and 15oS. Larger soil water reservoirs in ECHAM4/SBCHIBA allow for a
higher available soil moisture and an increased evaporation in JJA (Fig. 4.7). A comparison of
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Figure 4.11: The top panels show DJF and JJA seasonal rrreans of the global geopotential height [gpn]
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Figure 4.12: The top panels show DJF and JJA seasonal means of the global veiocity potential

[10-6 m2/s] at 850 hPa as simulated by ECHAM4. The other panels show the model differences
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these evaporation change patterns with the diflerences in the simulated surface temperature
in ECHAM4/SECHIBA in JJA (cf. Fig. 4.1) shows the well-known relation between these
two quantities: a reduced evaporation (and associated reduced latent heat flux) results in a
warming of the surface and vice versa (here the temperature effect amounts up to 3oC). The
importance of an accurate rooting depth distribution in climate models (which determines the
plant-available soil moisture), especially in the tropics, has been demonstrated by Kleidon and
Heimann (1998). They showed that by introducing deeper roots in the ECHAM4 GCM much
more realistic annual cycles of simulated soil moisture and surface air temperature, compared
to observations in Amazonia, are obtained. This confirms the importance of vegetative effects
for the simulated regional climate.

In large areas in northeast Russia the relative plant-available soil moisture simulated
by trCHAM4/SECHIBA is generally increased compared to ECHAM4IIMPL (Fig. 4.8) due
to the different bucket size distribution in SECHIBA. It appears as a striking point of the
evaporation in ECHAM4/SBCHIBA that it is not changed, and in particular not enhanced, in
most of this region (Fig. 4.7). This means that the soil water reservoirs in ECHAM4IIMPL
in this region are already large enough to allow for an evaporation that is not limited by
insufrcient soil water supply. It is rather determined by the available surface energy in this
region (energy limited) in both models.

4.1.3 Atmospheric dynamics

The altered temperature distributions in BCHAM4/IMPL and BCHAX{4/StrCHIBA in JJA
cause significant changes of the simulated geopotential height (see Fig. 4.77). As indic-
ated by changes in the simulated velocity potential in ECHAM4IIMPL (cf. Figs. 4.72 a:nd
4.13), the circulation associated to the southeast Asian summer monsoon is intensified in this
model version. It appears to be further enhanced in ECHAM4/SECHIBA. This is consist-
ent with the increased moisture convergence in the Indian region in trCHAM4/IMPL and
BCHAM4/SBCHIBA (Fig. 4.10). The changes in the velocity potential further suggest that
there is an intensifled subsidence over the western central Atlantic Ocean and the Caribean
Sea in JJA in the two modified models. This leads to a reduced total cloud cover (Fig.
4.5), which allows for a higher net surface solar radiation (Fig. a.a). Furthermore, the total
precipitation decreases in this region (Fig. a.9).

In can be noticed that the changes in the velocity potential due to the modifled numerical
coupling in ECHAM4IIMPL are generally more pronounced than those due to the altered
land surface parameterization in ECHAM4/SECHIBA. Even at the level of 150 hPa signific-
ant changes occur in the ECHAM4/IMPL simulation in JJA. However, there are almost no
significant changes according to the Student t-test due to the altered land surface scheme in
BCHAM4/SECHIBA, which appears to be reasonable.

4.2 Global model validation

In contrast to the standard BCHAM4 GCM, trCHAM4/IMPL and trCHAM4/SECHIBA
conserve energy at the interface between land surface and atmosphere and thus verify one

major observed fact.
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Table 4.1 : Cornparison of three estirnates of the annual mean world water balance and the calculations
of ECHAM4, ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA. AII moisture fluxes are given in nmf d. P,
ã and Y denote total precipitation, evaporation and total runoff, the subscripts L and O denote land
and ocean.

Pt Er Y Pr- Er Po Eo
Baumgartner and Reichel (1975)
Henning (1989)
Chahine (1992)

2.05
r,97
1.98

1.31

L.27

1.31

0.74
0.76
0.67

0.74

0.76
0.67

2.93
2.87
3.03

3.23
3.18
3.30

ECHAM4
BCHAM4/IMPL
ECHAM4/SECHIBA

2.07
1.95

1.87

1.40

1.33

7.26

0.626
0.577
0.628

0.669
0.620
0.616

3.09

3.08
3.07

3.37
3.34
3.33

4.2.1 World water balance

As a measure for the model performance regarding the simulation of the global water cycle
Table 4.1 compares the three GCM versions to three estimates of the annual mean world
water balance from different recent sources (Baumgartner and Reichel 1975, Henning 1989,
Chahine 1992). There is some spread between these estimates (Henning 1989) which is due
to an insufficient spatial sampling of the observed data, biases in the measurements and the
assumptions in the assimilations methods.

Generally all three model versions are within or close to the ranges of values which are
given by the estimates for the water fluxes over the global continents and oceans. Total
precipitation and evaporation over the continents are largest in BCHAM4 which tends to
overestimate these quantities when compared to the estimates. BCHAM4IIMPL simulates
slightly less continental precipitation and evaporation and gets fairly close to the estimates. In
ECHAM4/SECHIBA precipitation and evaporation over the continents are further reduced,
and the precipitation tends to be underestimated. Over the oceans? simulated precipita-
tion and evaporation are very similar and slightly overestimated in all three model versions,
which appears to be reasonable as they only differ in their land surface representations.
ECHAM4/SECHIBA shows the lowest values over the oceans and is close to the highest of
the three estimates (by Chahine 1992).

Table 4.1 reveals another difference between the land surface schemes BCHAM and SECH-
IBA. Generally, the hydrological balance at the land surface is governed by a continuity
equation. According to this equation the temporal evolution of the content of the surface
(or soil) moisture store is equal to the total precipitation minus evaporation and total runoff.
Averaged over long periods of time like one or a few years, the storage term in this equation
is small compared to the flux terms, when the system is in or close to equilibrium. Therefore,
the total precipitation minus evaporation over land is equal to total runoff, wirich is the case

in the three estimates presented in Table 4.1. The three models show small discrepancies
between these two values which are likely to be associated with snow accumulation over
glaciers or ice melt processes.
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4.2.2 Temporal and regional distributions

In this section the three GCM versions are validated against (climatological) observational
data sets on the global scale. Six data sets were available fol this purpose which include
observations of surface key variables like precipitation, surface air temperature or snow pack.

4.2.2.1, Observational data for GCM validation

For validating the precipitation simulations of the three models a climatology released by the
Global Precipitation Clim,atology Project (GPCP) is used that combines conventional rain
garlge observations from world-wide mole than 6700 stations with satellite measurements
(Huffman et al. 1995). It may be regarded as the most reliable precipitation climatology
available today (M. Stendel and K. Arpe 1998, pers. comm.). The GPCP has been estab-
lished by the World Meteorological Organizat'ion (WMO)to provide global data sets of area-
averaged and time-integrated precipitation based on all suitable observations (WMO/ICSU
1990, Rudolf et al. 1996). The data record used here has a spatial resolution of originally
2.5" x 2.5o and comprises monthly mean values covering the period from July 1987 to Decem-
ber 1995, with December 1987 unavailable. Highest uncertainties exist over mountains, in
regions with predominant solid precipitation and in deserts where rain fall is rare but heavy
(Stendel and Arpe 1997).

The cloud cover simulations of the three GCM versions are cornpared to observational
data of the International Satellite C:loud Clinzatology Project (ISCCP). Detailed descriptions
of the data processing algorithms and the available products are given by Rossow and Schiffer
(1991) and Rossow and Garder (1993). Cloud detection is performed using measurernents
of infrared and visible radiances by operational geostationary rveather satellites combined
with data of at least one polar-orbiting satellite to provide almost global coverage. Derived
quantities, that are used here for validation, are the total cloud cover and the high level cloud
cover. The latter includes clouds witli a top pressure of less than 440 hPa. The data record
utilized here (ISCCP-C2 data set) has a spatial resolution of originally 2.5o x2.5o and consists
of monthly mean values covering the period from July l-983 to December 1990. Compared
to surface observations the ISCCP total cloud cover was found to be lower by L0% over land
and 5To-25% in polar regions (Rossorv et al. 1993).

A global climatology of monthly mean surface air tempelature has been compiled by
Legates and Willmott (1990), using terrestrial observations of shelter-height air temperature
and shipboard measurements. Data from 17986 independent land station records and 6955
oceanic grid-point records have been taken into account. Most of the terrestrial data were
compiled between 1920 and 1980, the oceanic measurements are from the period 1950 - 1979.
These data were interpolated to a 0.5o x 0.5o global grid. Potential discrepancies in the data
set may be due to different instruments used in different countries. Some of them measure the
air temperature at aheight of L2 m, others at2m. Oceanic measurements are usually taken
at a shipboard height of 12 m. Possible discrepancies were believed to be small on a global
scale, therefore no correction was made by Legates and Willmott (1990) regarding this issue.
A dense spatial coverage with land stations is available in some regions, e. g. in Europe or
the USA. An extremely low covelage is apparent in Antarctica, Greenland and parts of north
Canada, tlie Himalaya and the Tibetan plateau. Over the oceans, much of the Southern and
Arctic Oceans are not covered. In these sparse data regions the climatology may contain
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considerable deflciencies. For instance, in the region of the Himalayas the temperatutes are
knorvn to be too warm by several degrees (K. Arpe 1997, pers. comm.).

A global monthly nÌean snow depth climatology is available from the U,S Air Force En-
uironmental Technical Appli,cati,ons Center (USAF/ETAC) (Foster and Davy 19BB). The
data set has been distributed on the Internat'ional Satellite Land Surface Cli,matology Project
(ISLSCP)Initiative I CD-ROM set (Meeson et al. 1995). For this compilation snow depth
data were obtained from as many sonlces as possible, worldwide. The cluality of the clima-
tology varies regionally and depends on the spatial density of the contributing stations. The
time periods covered by the input data sets vary across the globe. The spatial resolution
of the distributed data set is 1o x 1o rvith a global coverage. Each data source was rated
according to a 'high', 'fair' or 'low' confidence level. For instance, data from Canada, tlSA,
Scandinavia and the former Soviet Union were rated to be 'highly confident'. However, in
certain data sparse regions such as Antarctica, Greeniand, China and various mountain areas,
special procedures had to be developed to provide mean snow depths. These include e. g.

the estimation of snow depth from the precipitation assuming an average snow density value.
Most of these data sparse regions are rated r.vith 'lorv conf.dence'.

Another observational data set, used in this work for comparison rvith model simulations,
that is distributed on the ISLSCP CD-ROM (lVleeson et al. 1995), is the Earth Radiation
Budget Erperiment (ERBE) 54 clear-sky surface albedo (Barkstrom 1984, Barkstrom et al.
1990). The goal of ERBE is to understand the radiation balance between the sun, earth,
atmosphere and space, and to establish an accurate baseline data set for detection of cli-
mate changes. Identical ERBE instruments were flown on three different satellites providing
a global coverage of the measurements. As part of ERBE, measurements of broadband
shortwave radiation from scenes determined to be free of clouds were analysed and clear-sky
albedos were derived. The data are provided as monthly means, and they cover the period
from January 1987 to December 1988. Here, the average of the two years has been calcu-
lated. The spatial resolution is 1o x 1o. The BRBE clear-sky albedo values were validated by
comparison with data from other satellite and aircraft observations of clear scelles. Errors
may result from cloud contamination of the scene, instrument errors, sampling errors and
unceltainties in models used in the processing. The random error is estimated to be of the
order of 1%. Brrors in the polar regions may be larger than this due to the inability to
reliably distinguish between clouds and snow.

4.2.2.2 Comparison of the GCM simulations to observational data

Figure 4.14 shows the GPCP precipitation seasonal means for DJF (1988/Bg - 1994/95) and
JJA (1988 - 1995) and the differences between the three GCM versions and GPCP. In JJA
ECHAM4 underestimates the precipitation at the west coast of India, over the Bay of Bengal
and the western central Pacific in the ITCZ compared to GPCP. Overestimations occur in
trvo regions over the Indian Ocean directly south of the hidian peninsula, over Malaysia and
in the Sahel. All these biases are substantially improved in the implicitly coupled GCM
versions ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA.

As discussed in section 4.1, changes in evaporation over the northern Indian Ocean
(see Fig. 4.7) with subsecluent modifications of the precipitation in this region (Fig. a.9)
in trCHAM4|IMPL in JJA (compared to BCHAM4) are caused by a different (intensifred)
southeast Asian summer monsoon circulation. More details on this are given in section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.14: The top panels show DJF and JJA seasonal mearìs of the global total precipitation
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Furthermore, the ITCZ seems to be shifted northward and it shows an enhanced atmospheric
moisture convergence over the Paciflc Ocean in ECHAM4IIMPL in JJA which leads to a more
realistic precipitation rate over the eastern Pacifrc and a higher bias in the precipitation over
the western Pacific compared to GPCP. Overall, it can be concluded that the JJA tropical
precipitation rates and distributions in the implicitly coupled GCM versions are much more
realistic compared to the GPCP climatology than those of the trCHAM4 standard model.
Wether the ECHAM land surface scheme or the SBCHIBA parameterization yields better
results can not be decided from this comparison.

Figure 4.15 sliows the ISCCP multi-year averaged seasonal means of the total cloud cover
for DJF (1983/84 - 1989/90) and JJA (1984 - 1990). Maxima are related to tropical corìvec-

tion and extratropical cyclones. Minima occur over deserts and the subtropical subsidence
regions. All three GCM versions underestimate the total cloud cover over the north Paciflc
Ocean, in DJF more than in JJA, and over large parts of the oceans between about 20oS and
50oS troughout the year. Overestimations are seen over the Northern Hemisphere continents
in DJF. Similar results were found by Lohmann (1996) with the ECHAM4 standard GCM.
Also a modifled model version with more advanced cloud microphysics did not significantly
improve the probiem. A further analysis of these discrepancies is beyond the scope of this
work.

As discussed in section 4.1.1 the implicitly coupled GCM versions simulate a substantially
increased cloud cover over the Indian region (cf. Fig. 4.5) compared to the standard trCHAM4
which is associated with the southeast Asian summeï mollsoon. As shown by Fig. 4.15 this
leads to a considerably improved cloud cover representation in this region when compared
to ISCCP measurements. Furthermore, the simulated cloud cover over west North America
and the northeast Pacific Ocean is improved as well. However, over the northern subtropical
Atlantic Ocean the cloud cover is reduced and becomes a bit too lorv compared to ISCCP.

Beside the total cloud cover the ISCCP products include the high level cloud cover, which
is also used for validation here. For the GCMs the high level cloud cover is computed from the
upper ten atmospheric model levels that cover the pressure range from about 400 hPa to 10

hPa, which is best comparable to the ISCCP data. Two main changes in the simulated liigh
level clouds between the standard ECHAM4 GCM and the implicit versions are visible in
Fig. 4.16 in JJA: an increase over the Indian region and a decrease over the Central American
Oceans. Both are associated with changes in the circulation, as discussed in section 4.1.3,
and are clear improvements when compared to the ISCCP observations.

Figure 4.17 shows the DJF and JJA seasonal mean differences between the sirnulated
2-meter air temperature of the three GCM versions and the surface air temperature given
by Legates (short for Legates and Willmott (1990) climatology). Antarctica, Greenland, the
Himalaya and Tibet region and the Southern and Arctic Oceans shall be excluded from this
comparison because of the aforementioned uncertainties in the climatology in these regions.
As the figure shorvs, trCHAM4 tends to be to warm by more than 3oC in some continental
regions in JJA, namely mainly east- and northward of the Caspian Sea, in Saudi Arabia, in
the southwest llSA, in northeast Brazil and at the north rirn of Burasia. It tends to be too
cold in northeast Siberia and in Alaska. ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/SBCHIBA simulate
higher surface temperatures in JJA over large mainly northern hemispheric continental areas

due to different reasorìs that are disussed in detail in section 4.1.1. For the two aforementioned
areas, which are too cold in ECHAM4, this means an improvement, but for the regions which
are already too warm in BCHAM4 this bias is enhanced.
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Legotes/Willmott climotology (DJF) Legotes/Willmott climototogy (JJA)
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Figure 4.17: The top panels show DJF and JJA seasonal lnearÌs of the global surface air temperature

[oC] as given by the Legates/Wilhnott climatology. The other panels show the differences of the
2-meter air temperature simulated by the three GCNI versions and Legates/Wilhnott. The shadings
in the lower six panels indicate regions with absolute differences of more than 50C. Contours are at
0, +5, +10, +15, +20, +25, +30, +40oC (top panels) and t3, +6, *9, +i60C (lorver six panels).
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This points to a principal problem which arises when a complex system that consists of
many interacting components is tried to be modelled, using a set of simplifying equations and
assumptions: reasonable results of the modelling approach, compared to observed data, may
not necessarily mean that all processes are acculately represented, but it may very well be
the case that there are still errors in different components of the system which compensate
each other. When the ECHAM4 GCM was developed and calibrated for operational use,

the 2-meter surface air temperature was one of the key parameters to judge the performance
and calibration, and the model was adjusted accordingly (U. Schlese 1998, pers. comm.). As
shown in Fig. 4.77 a reasonable representation of the absolute values as well as the seasonal
cycle of the surface air temperature has been achieved in the BCHAM4 GCM (compared to
Legates), although the energy is not conserved at the land surface, as demonstrated in chapter
3 and in section 4.1.1. This means that there are systematic model errors in the GCM that
are revealed in the GCM version BCHAM4IIMPL which has a closed surface energy balance,
what is clearly physically more realistic. Thus a new adjustment is needed for the implicit
coupling scheme.

These systematic model errors may be embedded in the cloud parameterization, the rep-
resentation of cloud-radiation feedbacks or the convection scheme, all of them being sources

of major uncertainties in the ECHAM4 GCIVI and many other GCMs currently available.
Further uncertainties may be contained in the calculation of vertical turbulent exchanges
near the sutface, the representation of the planetary boundary layer or the land surface pro-
cesses, here especially in the global distributions of important parameter values that are used

in these parameterizations. For instance, the background albedo in large regions around the
Caspian and Black Sea, in North America and in large parts of South America, southern
Africa and Australia, which is used in the three GCM versions, is underestimated by 270-
4% and sometimes more, when compared to ERBE albedo values which were derived from
observed radiances at the top of the atmosphere utilizing the BCHAM3 radiation transfer
code (Claussen et al. 1994, U. Lohmann 1997, pers. comnÌ.). This is a likely reason which
contributes to the overestimation of the surface air temperature of the three GCMs in most
of these regions (cf. Fig. 4.77). Another parameter set which affects the surface temperature
by controlling the evaporative cooling is the global bucket size distribution, as discussed in
section 4.I.2. The surface air temperature in northeast South America is too high already
in ECHAM4 and ECHAM4/IMPL in JJA, compared to Legates, in ECHAM4/SECHIBA it
gets even higher due to the smaller SECHIBA bucket sizes in this region. This shows the
need for accurate estimates for global bucket size distributions or associated rooting depths,
respectively, for use in GCMs. This issue has recently started to draw special attention in
the GCM community (e. g. Kleidon and Heimann 1998, de Rosnay and Polcher 1998).

Figure 4.18 shows tliat ECHAM4 and trCHAM4/IMPL simulate too deep snow packs in
spring (MAM) in large parts of Eurasia, when compared to the USAF/trTAC snow climato-
logy. This concerns in particular the snow melt regions, which indicates that the snow melt is
simulated too late (by about one month). This is clearly improved in ECHAM4/SECHIBA,
mainly due to the different snow melt criterion in SECHIBA which allows an earlier melt-
ittg. However, in a region in Burasia poleward of about 60oN and eastward of g0oE and
in parts of Canada, all three GCM versions underestimate the snow depths in MAM which
is most pronounced in ECHAM4/StrCHIBA. These differences of the snow cover also af-
fect the albedo of the three models. Figure 4.19 indicates that ECHAM4/SBCHIBA shows

the lowest overestimation of the albedo in the snow melt region in Eurasia in MAM, but
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Figure 4.18: The top panels show MAM and JJA seasonal means of the global snow depth dis-

tribution fcm water equivalent] as given by the USAF/ETAC climatology. The other panels show

the diflerences ECHAM4 - USAF/ETAC, ECHAM4IIMPL - USAF/ETAC and ECHAM4/StrCHIBA
- USAF/ETAC. The shadings in the lower six panels indicate regions with absolute diflerences of
rnore than 5 cm water equivalent. Contours are at l, 2, 4, 10, 16 cm water equ. (top panels) and

tI,+.4, +7, +10 cm water equ. (lower six panels).
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the highest underestimation in north central Eurasia, when compared to ERBtr (altliough
the satellite measurements need to be taken with great care in these regions due to the
difficulties to reliably distinguish between clouds and snow). However, these results are con-
sistent with the sllow - albedo - solar radiation - surface temperature positive feedback,
that is discussed in section 4.1.1 as a mechanism that gradually increases the surface tem-
perature in ECHAM4/SECHIBA in northern Eurasia from spring to summer, compared to
ECHAM4/rMPL.

The earlier snow melt in BCHAM4/SECHIBA is clearly an improvement whicli may
provide better input for more realistic river discharge simulations as shown in section 4.3.2.
But as demonstrated, the snow palameterization is still not satisfactory. An improvement
would be expected from the use of a more sophisticated snow representation (e. g. Loth and
Graf 1998).

4.3 Regional studies

From the global intercomparison and validation of the GCM versions ECHAM 4, ECHAM4I-
IMPL and ECHAM4/SBCHIBA, presented in sections 4.1 and 4.2, certain key regions or
processes, respectively, have been identified where substantial differences occur between the
three models. In this section some of these regiolls are analysed in detail.

4.3.L Asian summer rnonsoon

The global model intercomparison shows that there are signifrcant differences in the represent-
ation of the southeast Asian summer monsoon in the three models regarding circulation, cloud
formation, precipitation distribution and associated processes. The two implicitly coupled
GCM versions generally simulate a more intense monsoorì circulation. This is investigated in
more detail in this section. For this reason the simulated atmospheric temperature and the
zonal wind speed are compared to reanalysis data from ECMWF (Gibson et al. 1997) and
the National Center for Enuironmento,I Prediction (NCEP) (Kalnay et al. 1996). Dümenil
and Bauer (1998) have demonstrated that the reanalyses ale a reasonable reference in this
data sparse region.

Figure 4.20 shows the atmospheric temperature at 500 hPa in southeast Asia in July as

given by the trCMWF and NCEP reanalyses and as simulated by the three GCM versions.
Both reanalyses show pronounced local maxima of the temperature between OoC and 1.5oC
over the Tibetan plateau. ECHAM4 simulates two temperature maxima, both below -0.5oC
and located too far southward or eastward, respectively. In ECHAM4/IMPL the local max-
imum temperature is increased by about 1oC, and in ECHAM4/SECHIBA by another 0.5oC,
and in both modified model versions the warm region is shifted in west or northwest dir-
ection, respectively. This is rnore similar to the reanalyses. The maximum temperature in
ÐCHAM4/IMPI is between OoC and 0.5oC, and in ECHAM4/SECHIBA it is about 0.5oC
higher. Both values are exactly in the range given by the reanalyses. The higher temperat-
ures in the implicit models are explained by the changed coupling technique between land
surface and atmosphere. The further increased temperature in ECHAM4/SECHIBA over
the Tibetan plateau and the Himalayas is due to a more efficient snow melt, which is in
good agreement with the USAF/ETAC snow climatology. Both effects are discussed in great
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Figure 4.22: A,s Fig. 4.21 but for the ECMWF and NCEP reanalyses
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detail in the previous sections. These changes lead to the enhanced 500 hPa atmospheric
temperatures, seen in the simulations, which is an only slightly higher level than the Tibetan
plateau.

The increased atmospheric temperature leads to a more pronounced high pressure system
in the upper troposphere and an enhanced pressure gradient to the Southern Hemisphere.
This intensifies the tropical easterly jet stream which is a component of the southeast Asian
sümmer monsoon circulation and returns the air rising over the heated continent to the
(Southern) winter hemisphere (e. g. Webster 1987). Figure 4.21 shows the zonal wind in the
monsoon region in July at the pressure levels 100 hPa, 150 hPa and 200 hPa for the three
model versions. In all three experiments the region of maximum wind speed at 100 hPa
is located over the Indian peninsula, and it is shifted in western direction over the Indian
Ocean at the lower levels. As expected, the two implicit models simulate higher wind speeds

than the standard ECHAM4. This is best seen at 150 hPa where the region of absolute
velocities exceeding 25 mf s in ECHAM4IIMPL has a larger extension than in ECHAM4,
while BCHAM4/SECHIBA even exceeds 30 m/s. This is an improvement when compared
to Jhe BCMWF and NCtrP reanalyses (Fig. a.22). They show zonal wind speeds which are
even slightly higher than the ECHAM4/SECHIBA results.

The lower branch of the Indian monsoon is represented by tlie Somali jet, advecting
moist air from the Indian Ocean toward the hidian subcontinent. Figure 4.23 shows the
circulation at 850 hPa in the Indian region in July as simulated by the tliree GCM versions.
In BCHAM4 the Somali jet has an about 5 m/s weaker maximum velocity and a southward
displaced position compared to the reanalyses. Consequently, the evaporation over the ocean
is too small, and a large portion of the low level circulation does not reach into the Indian
subcontinent (Dümenil and Bauer 1998). For these reasorìs, ECHAM4 simulates too little
rainfall at the west coast of India compared to the reanalyses and the GPCP climatology
(Fig. a.23).

Both implicitly coupled models, BCHAM4/IMPI and ECHAM4/SBCHIBA, much better
represent the low level circulation including the Somali jet than trCHAM4. Due to this and
the associated enhanced evaporation over the ocean (cf. Fig. 4.7), the precipitation patterns
are substantially improved by providing increased rainfall at the west coast of India and over
the northern Bay of Bengal, where it is too low in ECHAM4. An important aspect for the
increase over the northern Bay of Bengal is an enhanced near-surface convergellce in this
region in ECHAM4/IMPI and ECHAM4/SECHIBA (Dümenil and Bauer 1998). Beside the
two regions just mentioned, the two models additionally partly reproduce a rainfall maximum
at the south rim of the Himalaya, which is also seen in the reanalyses. Furthermore, the
erroneous rainfall maxima in BCHAM4, over the Indian Ocean westward of Indonesia, are

reduced.

It can be concluded that ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/StrCHIBA better represent the
atmospheric temperature distribution at 500 hPa in the southeast Asian summer monsoorì
region than ECHAM4, which contributes to an improved monsoon circulation and precipita-
tion compared to the ECMWF and NCEP reanalyses. It should be added that the modified
snow cover in northern Eurasia in ECHAM4/SECHIBA probably also has an impact on the
Asian summer monsoon (e. g. Douville et al. 1995).

Another possibility to assess the quality of the simulated hydrological cycle is to compare
the modelled river discharge to observations. This cluantity usually can easier be measured
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Figure 4.24: The shaded areas indicate the catchments of the rivers Ganges/Brahmaputra and

Kolyma.

with a higher accuracy than e. g. surface evaporation over a wide region. The data of the
measured discharges of various large rivers of the earth are available from the Global Runoff
Data Centre (GRDC)and are presented by Dümenil et al. (1993).

These data can not directly be compared to the GCM simulations because the ECHAM
land surface scheme only calculates local surface runoff and drainage, but the river discharge
is usually not computed by the atmospheric GCM (when not coupled to an ocean model).
Therefore, use is made of the Hydrological Discharge (HD) model by Hagemann and Dümenil
(1998). It uses the GCM calculated surface runoff and drainage as input and computes the
resulting river discharge, taking into account the different time constants for transfer and
retention of the water flow at the surface and in the deep soil, and of the river flow. The HD
model operates on a scale of 0.5o x 0.5o and can be applied to all rivers of the earth which
can be resolved on this scale. It has extensively been tested by Hagemann (1998) in the
catchments of most large rivers in the world. Only the simulations with the ECHAM scheme

are suitable for this because it calculates both surface runoff and drainage. The SECHIBA
model structure does not include a drainage term (cf. chapter 1), therefore the HD model
can not be applied to the ECHAM4/SECHIBA simulations.

Two large river systems were selected for a comparison of simulated and observed dis-
charges. The catchments of these rivers - Ganges/Brahmaputra and Kolyma - are shown

in Fig. 4.24. They are representative for different climate regions and are dominated by dif-
ferent discharge regimes. The results for Ganges/Brahmaputra are presented in this section,
those for the Kolyma in the next section.

The rivers Ganges and Brahmaputra provide a large portion of the discharge into the Bay

(= Kolyma

/
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of Bengal. As tlie rivers merge in their large delta, only the total catchment of both rivers will
be considered here, as suggested by Hagemann (1998). Figure 4.25 shows the catchment mean
total precipitation for Ganges/Brahmaputra as simulated by ECHAM4, ECHAM4/IMPL and
ECHAM4/SECHIBA compared to the GPCP observations. The catchment area is 1,659,812
km2 at the 0.5o resolution (Hagemann 1998). llsing this value, the moisture flux units can
be converted 

". 
g. to mm/d. As the figure shows, BCHAM4 considerably underestimates

the summer and autumn precipitation compared to the observation. BCHAM4/IMPL and
ECHAM4/SECHIBA much better agree with the observed summer monsoon precipitation
maximum. Other observations and also the BCNIWF and NCtrP reanalyses give even sub-
stantially higher rainfall values in summer (Hagemann 1998). This indicates that also the
implicit models may still underestimate the summel rainfall in this region.

Figure 4.25 also shows the total runoff as simulated by the three models. On the whole it
follows the simulated precipitation of each model, resulting in alow total runoffin trCHAM4
and much higher values in ECHAM4/SECHIBA and ECHAM4/IMPL. The third panel in
Fig. 4.25 compares the river discharge of Ganges/Brahmaputra as computed by the HD
model from the trCHAM4 and ECHAM4/IMPL simulations to the measurements given by
GRDC. BCHAM4 drastically underestimates the discharge of Ganges/Brahmaputra due to
a deficient representation of the summer monsoon precipitation in this region. Only 31% of
the observed annual mean total runoff are reproduced by BCHAM4 (cf. Hagemann 1998).
In ECHAM4IIMPL the discharge simulation is clearly improved compared to the GRDC
measutements. The uncertainty of the measurements is more than 25% in the months of
maximum discharge (Dümenil et al. 1993), which means that the trCHAiVI4/IMPt results
are close to or within the uncertainty interval of the measurements.

This result gives further evidence, beside the direct comparison to the rainfall observa-
tions, that ECHAM4/IMPI clearly better represents the monsoon precipitation and con-
sequently the entire hydrological cycle of the region.

4.3.2 Snow related processes in northeast Siberra

In the model intercomparison in section 4.1.1 several regions are identified in ECHAM4/IMPL
and BCHAM4/SECHIBA where a reduced cloud cover is found in JJA which is associated
with an increased surface temperature. The underlying mechanism shall be discussed here in
more detail.

Figure 4.26 shows the atmospheric profiles of temperature, specific and relative humidity
and cloud cover for a site in northeast Siberia at 65oN and 140oE. Both ECHAM4/IMPL and
ECHAM4/SECHIBA simulate a higher JJA surface air temperature and a reduced totai cloud
cover at this location as compared to ECHAM4 (cf. Figs. 4.1 and 4.5). The reasons for this
are discussed in section 4.1.1. The upper left panel in Fig.4.26 shows that ECHAM4/IMPL
simulates about 3"C higher temperatures near the surface than ECHAM4 at the selected site,
and ECHAM4/SECHIBA is even warmer by another 3oC. This warming is also seen in the
entire atmospheric column up to 200 hPa. At higher levels above 200 hPa the order of the
profrles is partly reversed. Here ECHAM4/SECHIBA shows the lowest temperatures.

Due to the higher surface temperatures the evaporation is increased in the implicit models
(cf. Fig. 4.7). This leads to an enhanced specific humidity in the entire troposphere in both
models (Fig. a.26). Although the specific humidity is increased, the atmospheric relative
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humidity is decreased in the implicit models up to a level of 300 hPa. At higher levels the
order of the profiles is reversed. As a consequence of this behaviour, ECHAM4 simulates the
largest cloud cover in the troposphere up to about 300 hPa and ECHAM4/SECHIBA the
smallest. The difference between them is up to 10%. The ECHAM4/IMPL proflle is between

tliem (with one exception at 700 hPa). At levels higher than about 300 hPa, again, the order
is reversed.

Hence, as a result of the enhanced land surface and tropospheric temperature the relative
air humidity is reduced which leads to a reduced total cloud cover, while cirrus clouds increase.

A similar mechanism has been found by Lohmann and Roeckner (1994), who tested the
sensitivity of the cloud cover to changes of the SST. This may be an important positive
feedback effect, amplifying the near-surface temperature raise in a global warming scenario.

On the other hand, this may be interpreted as an indication for a deficient representation of
the planetary boundary layer, as an increased evaporation does not lead to an increased cloud
cover. This would be a damping effect, compensating for too pronounced surface temperature
raises. If this compensation is missing, surface temperature biases may occru although the
surface scheme is rvorking accuratly.

The site just discussed is located very close to the catchment of the northeast Siberian
river Kolyma which flows into the Arctic Ocean (cf. Fig. 4.24). The upper panel of Fig.
4.27 shows the annual cycles of the catchment mean 2-meter air temperature for the three
GCM versions. ECHAM4 underestimates the temperature almost the entire year by up
to 6oC compared to the Legates observations (cf. section 4.2.2.1). The two other models
tend to simulate higher temperatures (except for ECHAM4IIMPL in October - December),
in particular in the summer months. In this period ECHAM4/IMPL exactly agrees with
Legates, rvhile ECHAM4/SBCHIBA overestimates it by about 3"C. ECHAM4 underestimates
Legates by about 3oC, thus the order and the amounts of the temperature differences between
tlre models are very similar to those seen in the profile plot (Fig. 4.26).

In BCHAM4IIMPL the higher temperature in JJA (compared to ECHAM4) is mainly
due to the numerical coupling (cf. section 4.1.1), whereas in trCHAM4/SBCHIBA it is as-

sociated with a different snow parameterization which allows for an earlier snow melt. This
can be seen in the second panel of Fig. 4.27 which shows the simulated snow depths. All
three models underestimate the snow pack during almost the entire snow period when com-
pared to the USAF/ETAC climatology, while there is sufficient precipitation. Snow melt
in ECHAM4 starts about one month too late rvhich is a known deficiency of the ECHAM4
model. A delayed snow melt is found in all catchments of the largest rivers in north Russia
and Canada (Hagemann 1998). trCHAM4/IMPL simulates the snow rnelt in the Kolyma
catchment slightly earlier than that, and in ECHAM4/SECHIBA the time of snow melt is in
very good agreement with USAF IETAC (Fig. a.27).

The simulated total runoff of all three models is predominated by the snow melt. The
earlier in the year the snow melt occurs, the earlier is the maximum of total runoff. The lower
panel of Fig. 4.27 shows the discharge computed by the HD model from the ECHA\tI4 and

ECHAM4/IMPL simulations compared to the GRDC data. Botli model discharges are too
high in summer which is partly due to a discrepancy between the catchment area at the 0.5o

resolution and the real area which is relevant for the discharge measurements (701,998 kmz
compared to the real area of 526,000 k-t). The reason is that the discharge station is not
directly located at the river mouth but a bit upstream, whereas only the total catchment area

is available in the 0.5o data set (S. Hagemann 1998, pers. comm.). Taking this into account
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BCHAM4 still overestimates the discharge by 18% (Hagemann 1998). This is consistent with
a too high simulated precipitation in spring and summer. Beside this, there is an uncertainty
in the GRDC data of more than 30% in the months of maximum discharge (Dümenil et
al. 1993), which means that both models are consistent with the observations except for
ECHAM4 in July.

Generally, ECHAM4/IMPL tends to produce an earlier discharge than ECHAM4 which
is due to an earlieÌ snow melt and agrees better with the GRDC data. Since BCHAM4I-
SECHIBA agrees very well with the USAF/ETAC snow observations regarding the melting
time an even better discharge simulation may be expected from that. Therefore, it would be
desirable to be able to apply the HD model to ECHAM4/StrCHIBA. This would recluire a
modification of the soil hydrology formulation to include a drainage term. This has been done
by Ducharne et al. (1998), and it is one of the future perspectives for BCHAM4/SECHIBA.

4.3.3 Evaporation over Europe

In this section observations of evaporation over land at seven Buropean sites are presented
that have been used by Wild et al. (1996) to test the accuracy of the simulated evaporation
in high resolution versions of the ECHAMS and BCHAM4 GCMs. The data are shortly
described by Wild et al. (1996). Shown are seasonal cycles of monthiy mean evaporation
which are based on multi-year station measurements for most of the sites. The Cabauw data
(Beljaars and Bosveld 1997) cover a period of one year, and they are presented in chapter 2.

Figure 4.28 compares the observed seasonal cycles of evaporation at the different sites and
the simulations of BCHAM4, trCHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA at the respective
grid points. The simulated seasonal atmospheric forcing in the European region is similar
in all three models (see section 4.1). Furthermore, there are only small diferences between
the bucket size distributions in ECHAM and SECHIBA in this region (cf. Fig. 1.7). Wild
et al. (1996) demonstrated that the simulated seasonal surface radiation in ECHAM4 is in
good agreement with observations in this region. This was found to be a major improvement
compared to the previous GCM version ECHAMS, which tends to overestimate the surface
radiation in summer and autumn in this region. The comparison of the different sites shows
that the two models with the ECHAM surface parameterization tend to compute higher
evaporation than ECHAM4/SECHIBA in winter and spring and/or lower in summer (Fig.
4.28). The latter model tends to better agree with the observations in the majority of tlie
sites, best seen at Rietholzbach, Gross Lüsewitz and Cabauw. Certainly, comparisons between
point measurements and GCM grid point simulations, especially at the relatively coarse T42
resolution, must be interpreted with caution. However, similar results for ECHAM4 were
found at the higher 1.1o x 1.1o resolution used by Wild et al. (1996). This indicates that this
behaviour is not specifically dependent on resolution but rather a consequence of the model
parameterization.

Figure 4.29 shows the contributions of snow sublimation, canopy evaporation, transpir-
ation and bare soil evaporation to the total evaporation for trCHAM4|IMPL at the seven

sites. The transpiration clearly follows the annual (solar) cycle with very low values in winter
and high values in summer at all sites. At near mountain sites and in Stockholm there is
some contribution by snow sublimation which appears to be reasonable. High total evapor-
ation values in the first half of the year are mainly caused by evaporation from the canopy
(especially at Rietholzbach and Zürich) or bare soil. In the second half of the year bare
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soil evaporation ceases due to a drying of the soil, since the model structure allows bare soil
evaporation only from the top 10 cm of the soil moisture reservoir.

In ECHAM4/SECHIBA (Fig. 4.30) transpiration and snow sublimation are roughly sim-
ilar as in BCHAM4IIMPL. The most striking differences are the reduced bare soil evaporation
in ECHAM4/SECHIBA in spring and the reduced canopy evaporation at Rietholzbach and
Zürich, also in spring. The former is attributed to the substantially higher vegetation cover
in ECHAM4/SBCHIBA in the European region. As shown in Pig. 1.4, ECHAM4/SECHIBA
specifies vegetation ratios in most parts of Burope of more than g0%, while in BCHAM4/-
IMPL they are mostiy between 40% and 50%. Consecluently, the latter model allows for a

higher bare soil contribution.

The results of ECHAM4IIMPL for the Cabauw point may be compared to the off-line
simulations with ECHAM using the observed atmospheric forcing and appropriate parameter
values for the site (chapter 2). Figure 2.20 shows that the bare soil contribution in the
off-line simulations in winter and spring is clearly lower than in ECHAM4/IMPI at the
Cabauw point (Fig. 4.29). This is due to the observed annual mean vegetation ratio of 95.6%
which is specified for the off-line experiment, representing the dense grass cover at the site.
Consequently, there is only very little overestimation of total evaporation in winter. At the
Cabaurv point in BCHAM4/IMPL a vegetation fraction of 42% is specified. Consistently, this
leads to the higher bare soil evaporation in winter and spring, which explains the difference
between the off-line and the GCM results. On the one hand this is an example for the
difficulties one faces when trying to compare measurements, representing a grass area of
the order of t ha, and GCM simulations, where one grid element covers large parts of The
Netherlands and Belgium, which can definitely not be treated like just a rather huge grassland.
On the other hand it emphazises the importance and the need for accurate global parameter
sets in GCMs. In particular, the use of annual mean values for parameters that obviously are
subject to high seasonal variations, like the vegetation cover in many regions of the world,
is a model simpliflcation which may induce large errors in the simulations. This is an issue
that should be addressed to as part of the very next efforts to improve the model.

Another difference between ECHAM and SECHIBA is tliat the latter uses a seasonally
varying LAI rather than an annual constant one (cf. section 1.2). This is one step in the
direction just mentioned. The temporal constant LAI was identified by Wild et al. (1996)
to cause problems in the simulations of evaporation in ECHAM at these European sites.
Here, the seasonally varying LAI prevents ECHAM4/SECHIBA from the high spring canopy
evaporation found in ECHAM4IIMPL (at Rietholzbach and Züricli, Figs. 4.29 and,4.30),
since the size of the interception reservoir is directly computed from the LAI. Furthermore,
the seasonal cycle of the LAI in BCHAM4/SECHIBA allows for a higher annual amplitude
of the simulated transpiration than in ECHAM4IIMPL, which appears to be intuitively
reasonable and also to be an improvement rvhen compared to the observations in Fig. 4.28.

This evaluation shows, that further efforts need to be made to improve the representation of
the vegetation in the ECHAM4IIMPL GCM and that SECHIBA provides some important
perspectives for this issue.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and future perspectives

Land surface processes have a significant impact on near-sllrface climate phenomena. They
determine, among other things, surface sensible and latent heat fluxes and the radiation
budget, and thus influence atmosphere and land characteristics, such as temperature and
humidity, cloud formation and the entire structure of the planetary boundary layer. It is
therefore important to include land surface processes in a realistic way in models for climate
simulations or numerical weather prediction. The component of an atmospheric general
circulation model that is responsible for the representation of these processes is the land
surface parameterization scheme, which essentially simulates the surface energy and moisture
cycles.

Another aspect of the meteorological models, beside the physical parameterization of
the relevant processes, is the numerical realization of the coupling betrveen land surface and
atmosphere and its possible influence on the simulations. It is reasonable to assume that it
has an impact, but very little attention has been paid to this in the past.

Therefore, to more substantially assess the role of the land surface in the entire climate
system, the questions of interest are:

o Which aspects of the land surface parameterization are rnost important for the simula-
tion of the atmosphere or the climate of the Earth in general?

o What is the impact of the numerical coupling between land surface and atmosphere on
the climate simulations?

o What is the relative importance of both the physical parameterization and the numerical
coupling for the global model performance?

These questions were the main focus of this thesis. A further general research topic of this
work was, wliat level of complexity of the land surface representation in GCMs is needed. In
order to address these items, the following methodology was chosen:

The results of the standard ECHAM4 GCM, in rvhich land surface and atmosphere are
coupled semi-implicitly in a way that the energy balance at the land surface-atmosphere in-
terface is not closed (which is a major deficiency), were compared to those of the two modifred
model versions BCHAM4/IMPL and trCHAM4/SECHIBA. These versions were developed
as part of this thesis. In contrast to tlie standard BCHAM4, they incorporate an implicit
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coupling technique which has as one major advantage: the conservation of energy at the land
surface. The implicit and semi-implicit coupling techniques are standard methodologies used

in current GCMs. ECHAM4 and ECHAM4/IMPL are identical rvith respect to all physical
parameterizations they apply, the only difference is the coupling. Therefore, they can be used

to investigate the impact of the coupling technique on the simulated climate. On the other
hand, the comparison of ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA reveals the influence of
different land surface parameterizations, both coupled to the atmosphere in the same way.

Therefore, this set of three different model versions allows a systematic analysis of the impact
of both the numerical coupling and the physical parameterization on the model climate.

The thesis was organized for a detailed evaluation of the land surface schemes in a hier-
archy of model set-ups, from off-line experiments, through one-dimensional to global three-
dimensional. In the off-line section, the three land surface schemes BCHAM, SECHIBA and
SSiB, which were developed for use in GCMs, were compared, mainly with respect to their
simulated energy and moisture budgets. SECHIBA was found to incorporate a thermody-
namic treatment of the soil which is more similar to that of ECHAM than to that of SSiB.
Furthermore, a somewhat peculiar behaviour was found in SSiB regarding its soil hydro-
logy, where the deep soil drainage obviously plays a dominant role. Therefore, SECHIBA
had been selected for the implementation in the ECHAM4 GCM, to make the new model
easier to compare to the standard one. The guiding principal was to avoid too many drastic
changes in the model architecture and probable additional uncertainties, which may have fur-
ther complicated the interpretation of the results. ECHAM and SBCHIBA still incorporate
a number of various different features which may allow one to regard them as representatives
of signifrcantly different approaches from the range of the large number of currently existing
land surface models.

Single point off-line simulations

In this thesis, results from off-line simulations, using ECHAM, SECHIBA and SSiB, have

been presented where the schemes weïe driven by identical atmospheric forcing, extracted
from the Cabauw observational dataset of 1987. The energy and water cycles of the models

were compared, and the quantities of the energy cycle were validated against the Cabauw
data. Differences in the components of energy and hydrological cycle as simulated by the
schemes were explained by characteristic differences in the model architectures. Additional
studies were performed with the schemes to test the sensitivities to certain parameters and
to improve the model behaviour.

The three models are different in their structures but, nevertheless, they simulate similar
annual cycles of surface temperature and total net radiation. These results are consistent
rvith the Cabauw observations. On a diurnal timescale the simulations reveal a principal
conceptual problem of the surface temperature calculation when using a finite difference
scheme for solving the the soil heat conduction equation. This can be seen for ECHAM which
shows deflciencies in modelling the diurnal variations of surface temperature and ground heat
flux. This is due to the fact that the temperature of the top soil layer, whicli has a depth of 6.5

cm, is used with two different meanings: firstly as part of the soil temperature finite difference
scheme, and secondly as surface value for computing the atmospheric surface energy fluxes
(in the absence of snow). This causes some inconsistencies. Using a finer discretization with
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a irigher number of thinner layers near the surface would reduce tire problern. It was found
that this rvould be computationally too expensive and would require shorter time steps for
accuracy reasons, rvhich is not acceptable for GCM applications.

SECHIBA applies a more sophisticated approach by solving the surface eneÌgy balance
equation with the soil properties obtained by an extrapolation of heat capacity and ground
lieat flux toward the surface. In SSiB, the surface radiative temperature is computed as an
average of the temperatures of the upper ground and the canopy of vegetation. The latter has
a much lower heat capacity than the ground. Due to these model formulations, SECHIBA
and SSiB capture more accurately the obselved diurnal variations of the surface temperature.
This may be even more improved by introducing a skin temperature formulation (see also
Viterbo and Beljaars (1995) who report on the improvement of the ECMWF land surface
scheme by the implementation of a skin ternperature).

Differences between the three models occur in the simulations of the turbulent heat fluxes
regarding amplitude as well as phase. All three models underestimate latent heat flux and
overestimate sensible heat flux in summer. In ECHAM and SECHIBA, evapotranspiration
is mainly determined by incoming solar radiation which appears to be realistic when com-
pared to the observations. In SSiB, evapotranspiration seems to follow the precipitation
rate. However, on an annual timescale the simulated evapotranspiration of all three models
is relatively similar in their Cabauw experiments. In contrast to this, the model simulations
for the other hydrological components, such as surface runoff, drainage and the variations of
root zone soil moisture, are cluite different. This is explained by the different philosophies
of the models, especially in SSiB, rvhere the root zone soil moisture appeals to be strongly
controlled by unexpected high upward and downward vertical rvater fluxes in the soil.

It has been shown that a model witli a relatively simple soil hydrology like ECHAM, only
using one soil moisture reservoir, can successfully reproduce the observed latent heat flux at
Cabauw. But this requires a careful choice of the appropriate parameter values characteristic
for the site to be used. It was found that the annual cycles of the turbulent heat fluxes in
BCHAM, SECHIBA and SSiB are vely sensitive to the surface resistance, for example. If a
value for the minimum stomatal resistance that is appropriate for the site is chosen, simulated
latent and sensible heat fluxes get close to the observations.

Single column model studies

A principal (intended) restriction in off-line simulations is the exclusion of feedback effects
between land surface and atmosphere, which is necessary if well-defined atmospheric condi-
tions imposed to the land surface scheme are desired. In order to also study the interactions
betrveen land surface and atmosphere, the one-dimensional versions of the standard ECHAM4
GCM and the two modifled models trCHAM4/IMPI and ECHAM4/SECHIBA were used.

The simulations of these three one-dimensional models were compared under different
climatic conditions. Their behaviours were analysed for a simulation of July at a central
European site under prevailing dry conditions and a simulation of May at a site in western
Russia during snow melt followed by wet soil conditions. For all three situations the behaviour
of the energy residual term in ECHAM4 was investigated, which is part of the semi-implicit
coupling and represents an error in the surface/atmosphere energy balance. It was found
not to be negligibly small, but rather to be of an order of magnitude similar to the physical
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fluxes of e. g. latent or sensible heat. This term serves as artiflcial (numerical) sink or soulce
of energy at the surface wliich may signifrcantly alter the surface enelgy balance. Due to
this, unrealistic high latent heat flux values of more than 1700 W l*' were found in the
July simulation. Only a very little portion of this energy may be provided by other physical
terms of the energy balance. For instance, in this particular case, more than 1300 W l*'
were compensated by the energy residual. This had also a negative effect for the convective
precipitation that was triggered by the evaporation, associated with the latent heat flux. This
model behaviour represents a clear deficiency in ECHAM4 and shorvs that great care needs

to be taken in the choice of numerical methods applied. In the case of a GCM, this means

that, beside other things, the numerical coupling between surface and atmosphere needs to
be properly designed to ensure that the surface energy balance can be realistically calculated.
As the enelgy and water cycles are coupled via the latent heat flux or evapotranspiration,
respectively, a proper numerical treatment has important implications also for the surface
moisture balance.

These results were compared to ECHAM4/IMPL which utilizes an implicit coupling tech-
nique with a closed land surface-atmosphere energy balance. Here, the energy, which was lost
to (or created by) the numerical scheme in ECHAM4, is conserved for the physical processes.

Similar to ECHAM4, a positive feedback between convective precipitation and canopy evap-
oration occurs in the July simulation, but here the energy available for the latent heat flux is
more realistically controlled. An extreme overestimation of latent heat flux (and associated
precipitation) peaks and an energy loss due the numerics, such as in ECHAM4, are avoided
in ECHAM4IIll{PL. This was found to result in a more pronounced diurnal cycle of surface
temperature and generally higher temperature maxima during a warming phase.

Furthermore, a coding error in the BCHAM parameterization was identified which allows
the removal of additional rvater from the soil rvhen required, which occurs whenever the cal-
culated canopy evaporation exceeds the available water in the interception reservoir. This
was found to lead to a reduction of the soil water content below the rvilting level by tran-
spiration, which should not be possible by defrnition of the wilting point. In SBCHIBA such

an effect is avoided by a predictor-corrector-method which reduces the canopy evaporation
accordingly to the available water on the canopy. Additionally, due to its soil hydrology and
stress formulations, SECHIBA was found to be generally more effective in keeping the water
stored in the soil under dry and medium-wet conditions than ECHAM. Therefore, SECHIBA
tends to simulate higher surface temperatures under these conditions. Besides that, SECH-
IBA additionally allorvs some bare soil evaporation even under prevailing dry conditions, as

a result of a different formulation of the soil moisture stress. This may occur as a response

to heavy rain showers when the upper soil moisture layer, which is part of the Choisnel soil
hydrology scheme, is filled. This was found to be a reasonable approach.

As mentioned above, both ECHAM4/IMPI and BCHAM4/SECHIBA tend to simulate
higher surface temperatures than ECHAM4 under dry conditions, for the reasons discussed.

This was actually found in the global experiments using these three models in arid regions.

Numerical instabilities in the calculation of the surface temperature, which. occur in
ECHAM4 in certain situations with associated rapid surface temperature changes, were found
not to be avoided by the implicit coupling. They occur to a similal extent, but one has to
keep in mind that the implicit models offer the important advantage of conserving energy at
the land surface-atmosphere interface.
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In SECHIBA the surface energy balance equation is solved using the soil properties ob-
tained by an extrapolation of heat capacity and ground heat flux toward the surface. It was

found that due to this in BCHANI4/SBCHIBA the diurnal cycle of the ground heat flux has
a higher amplitude and is earlier in phase than in ECHAM4/IMPL, whicli is desired. A com-
parison with the Cabauw observational data showed that solving the surface energy balance
equation with an implicit method, that prevents energy loss or creation by the numerics, in
combination with this particular model structure in SBCHIBA, yields more realistic surface
heat fluxes.

Global experiments

For a comparison of the three GCM versions ECHAM4, BCHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/-
SBCHIBA on the global scale, each of the three models was integrated for a 10-year period
after at least one year of spin-up. A T42 spatial resolution was chosen which is ecluivalent
to about 2.8o x 2.Bo on a latitude-longitude grid. In all simulations an annual cycle of
monthly mean climatological SST rvas used, and the land-sea-mask and glacier-mask and the
distributions of background albedo and roughness length were identical.

A signifrcant impact of the change of the coupling techniclue and the land surface scheme
on most surface variables and atmospheric surface flelds was found. For most variables the
change of the coupling scheme appeals to produce larger differences than tlie modifications
in the land surface parameterization. Generally mole pronounced differences appear in the
northern hemispheric summer season (JJA) than in the rvinter season (DJF).

The 2-meter air temperature over large continental areas in the Northern Hemisphere was
found to be generally higher by op to 3-5oC in JJA in the two modifled model versions than in
the standard ECHAM4. For ECHAM4/IMPL this rvas attributed to the model improvement
compared to the standard BCHAM4 regarding the energy conservation at the land surface-
atmosphere interface. Bnergy amounts of regionally more than 40 W l^' in the JJA seasonal
mealì, which are lost in BCHAM4 over rvide areas of Burasia and North America due to
the implementation of the semi-implicit coupling scheme, are conserved in ECHAM4/IMPI.
Therefore, here this elìergy can be used for physical processes, e. g. for heating the land
surface and lorver atmosphere.

In ECHAM4/SBCHIBA the increased surface air temperature of up to about 3"C in JJA
was found to be mainly due to a different snow parameterization which allows an earlier
snow melt. It induces a snow - albedo - solar radiation - surface temperature feedback. As
a result of the enhanced surface and also tropospheric temperatures the relative air humidity
is reduced which leads to a reduced cloud cover, further enhancing this feedback. The earlier
snow melt has been shown to be in good agreement with the USAF/ETAC snow climatology
and to be consistent with trRBE albedo measurements.

When comparing the model results to the Legates/Willmott climatology, ECHAM4 rvas

found to reasonably represent the absolute values as well as the seasonal cycle of the surface
air temperature (with some overestimations in Eurasia and the southwest USA in JJA),
although the energy is not conserved at the land surface. This means that there are systematic
model erÌors in the GCM which compensate the error at the surface. These were detected
by the GCM versions BCHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA which have closed surface
energy balances (which is clearly physically more realistic), resulting in higher surface air
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temperatures in many regions. Thus a new adjustment of the GCM is needed for the implicit
coupling scheme.

The chariged temperature distributions in ECHAM4IIMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA
were found to cause significant changes of the geopotential height. As indicated by changes

of the velocity potential, the southeast Asian summer morìsoon is intensified in ECHAM /-
IMPL. It appears to be further enhanced in ECHAM4/SECHIBA. This is confirmed by an

enlranced moisture convergence in the Indian region in ECHAIVI4IIMPL and ECHAM4/-
SECHIBA.

All three GCM versions were found to be in good agreement with the ranges of global
annual mean precipitation and evaporation over continents and oceans as given by three
different estimates of the world water balance.

The precipitation in the implicit models was found to be altered mainly in the tropics
and subtropics. In the Indian region, rain fall occurs that is locally enhanced by more than
6 mm/d in JJA, which is associated with an intensified Asian summer monsoon. In other
regions an increased precipitation was found due to a northward shifted and partly intensified
ITCZ. A comparison to the GPCP precipitation climatology indicated that the distribution
and the rates of the southeast Asian summer monsoon rain fall are considerably improved
in ECHAM4IIMPL and ECHAM4/SECHIBA. Furthermore, overestimated rain fall rates in
ECHAM4 over northern Africa in JJA are improved in the modified models as well. ISCCP
satellite data confirmed that the total and high cloud covers, which ale increased over India
in JJA by more than 2A% and 10% in the two implicit models, respectively, ate much more
realistic than tliose simulated by ECHAM4.

The evaporation in the two modifled GCM versions was found to change by np to 1 mm/d.
This is caused by an altered wind speed over the oceans, and a changed availability of energy
or soil water at the land surface. The latter shows the importance of accurate global data
sets of the soil water-holding capacity for realistic simulations of the global near-surface water
cycle. The same holds for global data sets of albedo, whicli determines the available energy
at the land surface, or certain vegetation parameters.

Regional studies

One focus of the regional studies conducted was the intercomparison of the representation
of the Asian summer monsoon in the three models, which was found to be generally more
intense in the two implicitly coupled GCM versions.

The trCMWF and NCEP reanalyses both show pronounced local maxima between OoC

and 1.5oC of the atmospheric temperature at 500 hPa over the Tibetan plateau in July. The
reanalyses have been shown to be a reasonable reference in this data sparse region (Dümenil
and Bauer 1998). The temperatures as simulated by ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/-
SECHIBA were found to be in this range. In contrast, ECHAM4 simulated two temperature
maxima, both displaced and too cold. The higher temperatures in the implicit models were

explained by the changed coupling technique between land surface and atmosphere. The
further increased temperature in ECHAM4/SECHIBA over the Tibetan plateau and the Hi-
malayas is due to a more eficient snow melt, which was found to be in good agreement with
the USAF/ETAC snow climatology. These changes lead to the enhanced 500 hPa atmo-
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spheric temperatures, seelì in the simulations, r,vhich is only slightly higher than the Tibetan
plateau.

The increased atmospheric temperatures in the implict models were found to lead to more
pronounced high pressure systems in the upper troposphere and enhanced pressure gradients
to the Southern Hemisphere. This intensified the tropical easterly jet stream, wliich is the
upper branch of the southeast Asian summer morìsoorì circulation, which was in better agree-
ment with the reanalyses. The lower branch of the Indian monsoon, advecting moist air from
the Indian Ocean toward the Indian subcontinent, was aiso found to be considerably improved
in the implicit models, with respect to both stream patterns and wind velocities. Due to this,
and the associated enhanced evaporation over the ocean, the precipitation patterns were sub-
stantially improved at the west coast of India and over the northern Bay of Bengal compared
to the reanalyses and the GPCP precipitation climatology. In these regions, rain fall was
found to be too low in ECHAM4. The improvement of the summer monsoon precipitation
in ECHAM 4IIMPL was also confirmed by comparison of the simulated river discharge of the
Ganges/Brahmaputra to observations.

For a site in northeast Siberia the mechanism was analysed, which leads to a reduced cloud
cover in JJA in BCHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/SBCHIBA as compared to ECHAM4. It was

found that, although the specifrc humidity is increased in the lower and middle troposhere by
enhanced surface evaporation, the atmospheric relative humidity is decreased in the implicit
models due to an increased temperature at the surface and almost in the entire troposhere.
This leads to a reduced cloud cover. This may be interpreted as an indication for a deficient
representation of the planetary boundary layer, as an increased evaporation does not lead to
an increased cloud cover.

For the Kolyma catchment in northeast Siberia ECHAIvI4 was found to simulate the snow
melt with a delay of about one month, which is also seen in all catchments of the largest
rivers in north Russia and Canada. ECHAM4/IMPL simulated the snow melt in the Kolyma
catchment slightly earlier than that, and in ECHAM4/SECHIBA the time of snow melt was

in very good agreement with USAF/ETAC. Therefore, ÐCHAM4/IMPI tended to produce
an earlier discharge than BCHAM4 which agrees better with the river discharge data. Since

ECHAM4/SECHIBA agreed very well with the USAF/ETAC snow observations regarding
the melting time, an even better discharge simulation would be expected from that.

As third regional study, the simulated annual cycles of evaporation of the three GCM ver-
sions were compared to measurements at seven different sites in Ðurope. Additionally, the dif-
ferent components of the total fluxes, such as snow sublimation, transpiration or evaporation
from the canopy or bare soil were analysed for BCHAM4IIMPL and ÐCHAM4/SECHIBA. It
was found that a seasonally varying LAI, as implemented in SECHIBA, appears to improve
the simulated seasonal cycles of transpiration and carìopy evaporation, when compared to
ECHAM which utilizes an annual constant LAI. This evaluation showed that further efforts
need to be made to improve the representation of the vegetation in the ECHAM4/IMPI
GCM and that SECHIBA provides some important perspectives for this issue.

Future perspectives and model development

An extension of the studies presented in this thesis would be the intercomparison of ECHAM4,
ECHAM4/IMPL and ECHAM4/StrCHIBA in an experimental set-up as used in the Atm,o-
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spheric fuIodel Intercom,parison Project (AfuIIP)(Gates 1992). In the AMIP simulations the
interannually varying SST, as observed over several years (1979-1988 in the original AMIP
experiments), is provided to the atmospheric models as lower boundary condition, rather
than a climatological mean SST as in the simulations presented in this work. It rvould be in-
teresting to study interannual variability in the implicit models, induced by the varying SST,
e. g. with respect to the simulated Asian summer rnonsoon circulation and precipitation and
its probable interactions with El Niño events.

A further possibility is the coupling of the implicit GCM versions to an ocean general
circulation model. The standard semi-implicit ECHAM4 has already been coupled to an
ocean model. It would be interesting to test if the implicit coupling has a positive effect on
the flux correction, needed in many ocean-atmosphere coupled GCMs to avoid drift. The
implicit coupling technique may have an important effect for the representation of the energy
balance on sea ice, since large variations of the temperature occur there. However, it is not
expected to have a pronounced effect at the ocean-atmosphere interface, since water has a
large heat capacity which causes diurnal sea surface temperature variations to be small. An
exception are the tropical oceans that receive high insolation. In a model set-up including an
ocean model, which resolves the diurnal temperature cycle in the upper layers, an implicit
coupling would be expected to be more important.

A general restriction of the presented studies and the available data sets was that the im-
pact of one important feature of SECHIBA, the sub-grid scale distribution of the vegetation
types, on the simulated climate in comparison to ECHAM, was very difficult to evaluate.
Global climatologies of surface air temperature or precipitation can genelally not serve as

criteria, whether the big leaf or the mosaic approach leads to more realistic results. For this
issue, a set of evaporation measurements would be needed, covering a region with heterogen-
eous vegetation distribution. Such a data set could help to demonstrate the advantages of
the mosaic approach.

Based on the results of this work some recommendations for the future development
of the ECHAM GCM rvill be given. The main result is that in future a model architec-
ture should be used which conserves energy at the land surface-atmosphere interface as in
the implicitly coupled BCHAM4/IIVIPL. The semi-implicit coupling techniclue in the current
standard ECHAM4 was found to induce too large errors in the surface-atmosphere energy
balance, significantly affecting both energy and water cycle variables, which is not accept-
able. ECHAM4/IMPL needs similar computer resources as ECHAM4 with respect to storage
capacity and CPU time (ECHAM4/SECHIBA needs slightly more).

A next step in (land surface) model development would be an interchange or combination
of those components of the compared models, which havebeen found toproduce best results.
This procedure leads to a model with a comparable complexity as the source models. These
components are:

o Discretization of the soil heat conduction equation and calculation of the surface tem-
perature, using tlie surface energy balance equation, using the soil properties obtained
by an extrapolation of heat capacity and ground heat flux toward the surface (from
SBCHTBA).

o Bucket soil liydrology utilizing the Choisnel scheme (from SBCHIBA). This could be
upgraded by the multi-colurnn soil moisture scheme (a column for each surface type
within one grid element) by de Rosnay and Polcher (1998).
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o Arno scheme for computing surface runoff and drainage (from ECHAM). This has
already implemented in the Clioisnel scheme by Ducharne et al. (1998). It allows an
application of the HD model for computing river discharge from the GCM output.

o Seasonally varying LAI (from SECHIBA).

o Sub-grid scale distribution of the vegetation types should be included, although ob-
servational evidence for the advantage of this approach is difficult to demonstrate due
to the aforementioned reasons (from SECHIBA). However, some advantageous aspects
of the mosaic approach in comparsion to observational data have been shown by de

Rosnay and Polcher (1998).

o Snow parameterization and melting criterion from SECHIBA.

Additionally, improved global parameter data sets are needed for LAI, vegetation cover and
background albedo, the two latter also rvith seasonal cycles. These may be provided from
measurements by a new generation of satellites which will begin within the next few years
(see e. g. Wanner et al. 1997 or Lucht 1998 for the retrieval of high-resolution albedo data
sets from satellite observations).

Furthermore, the specification of different soil bucket depths in ECHAM4/IMPL and
BCHAM4/SBCHIBA was found to lead to differences in the simulated evaporation and, con-
sequently, surface air temperature (e. g. in South America). A comparison with observations
revealed biases in the temperature simulation which may be attributed to an underestimated
evaporation. Kleidon and Heimann (1998) found that an increase of the BCHAM4 bucket
depths in large parts of the tropics reduced the simulated surface air temperature during the
dry season, in agreement with observations at certain Brazilian sites. They argued that the
existence of 18-meter root depths, which were found in the evergreen forest at the margin of
the Amazon basin, may give observational evidence for choosing corlespondingly large bucket
sizes (or soil water-holding capacities) in the ECHAM4 GCM at these places. This apploach
appears to be cluestionable since the bucket concept assumes a homogeneous distribution of
roots and available water in the bucket. This assumption may hold for one-meter deep roots
in a soil in the extratropics, but it can certainly not represent a soil with 18-meter deep roots
in Amazonia.

A more realistic approach is that of de Rosnay and Polcher (1998) who use root profiles,
which are known for many vegetation types on the whole globe. This concept is already
implicitly included in the Choisnel scheme. The scheme by de Rosnay and Polcher (1998) is
also available in combination with the Arno scheme.

Such a model set-up, including the components listed before, would be expected to pro-
duce more realistic simulations (after an adjustment to the other GCM components) than
the currently operational standard BCHAM4 GCM, while not substantially increasing the
degree of complexity of the model or the necessary computer resources.

Further improvement of the model would require significantly mole effort. Por instance,
a more realistic snow parameterization would be desirable, including snow aging and other
important processes. These could be represented by a multi-layered snow model, requiring
considerably more resources.

Furthermore, to stay compatible with the development of models concerning biogeochem-
ical processes, it appears to be necessary to provide soil hydrological models including several
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layers for soil moisture in the future. For instance, the methane emissions from natural wet-
lands depend significantly on the depth of the soil water table (e. g. Walter et al. 1996).

Therefore, accurate soil hydrological models will be a prerequisite for future coupled water-
carbon cycle modelling activities.

Finally, this thesis has shown that the accurate representation of land surface processes

is essential for realistic climate simulations in GCMs.



Appendix A

I{umerical scheme for the vertical
diffusion

The turbulent exchange of heat and humidity at the surface and their turbulent vertical
transport in the lower atmosphere is described as a diffusive plocess. The ecluation for the
vertical diffusion which is solved in the ECHAM4 model is:

0X (z,t)
At pQ,t) 0z

p(z,t)Ii(z,t) \ 1 0 Jy(z,t)
,l pQ.t) 0z '

7a 0 X (z,t)
ôz

(A.1)

rvhere X may be identifled rvith the dry static energy s or the specific humidity q. 1l is the
exchange coefficient and /x (positive downwards)is the vertical turbulent flux of X. p is the
air density, ú is time and z is the vertical coordinate.

In order to solve (A..1) over the entire atmospheric column, numerical boundary conditions
are needed. At the top of the planetary boundary layer azero flux condition is chosen. At the
surface, bulk formulae for the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes as given by (1.3), which
take into account the surface properties, are introduced for,/¡. Thus, the entire vertical
turbulent transport including the surface fluxes can be computed with (4.1). This shows

how closely linked the land surface and the vertical diffusion schemes are.

In BCHAM4 (4.1) is solved numerically using a discretization in the vertical and in time.
Figure 4.1 gives a schematic representation of the vertical discretization. It shall be assumed

that the computation is performed from the T-th atmospheric level (top) to the N-th level
(bottom). Variables are calculated at full levels (solid lines) and fluxes at intermediate levels
(dashed lines). Xs denotes the surface value of X. Equation (4.1) is solved implicitly using
a leapfrog time stepping scheme. The computation starts at the previous time step, denoted
as f - 1, when all variables are knpwn. The equation is solved with explicit coefrcients, that
means that the values of p and 1f at time f - 1 are used. The system is integrated over a2A,t
timestep(1Af atthefirsttimestep),yieldingthenewvaluesattimef*1. Thediscretization
of (,A.1) results in the following finite diference scheme for level k (k = T, T * 1,. . ., N):
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Figure A'.1: Schernatic representation of the full and intermediate levels used for the discretization
of the vertical diffusion equation.

g is the acceleration of gravity of the earth and Àp¡ is the pressure difference between trvo
adjacent intermediate levels, both are induced here through the hydrostatic ecluation. Xf is
given by

Xi = aXtn+t + (l - o)Xl-' with a = 1.5. (4.3)

Bquation (4.2) can be written as
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Rewriting of (A.a) leads to
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^t-r 
A!l\t,

v t¡t¡z = Lpk

This system of equations is solved using an algorithm proposed by Richtmyer and Morton
(1967). It allows to reduce the system (4.6) to a set of equations of the form

XI -,-, ,^ 
Xi+t 

+ ri:l ,^ (A.7)-n =Li+i¡z-;:+ri+ilz

which can be explicitly solved (see below). The coefficients E'r*'rtrand F|¡1,, are given by

At-'1.

E k+1./2 (A.B)k+7/2 Ê'r7t, p - c trl\,, atr -\ ¡ r'
nt_r Xl,-t lo + Ct*1!r,rrl. 1

r t +t/z = x-'n-t l" + !i7\t'rl-;t'. (A.9)
Ê'rl\ p - ô'ri\ n E'r _\ t r'

As the coefficients of (4.2) are explicit, this is also true for (A. ) and (4.6). Therefore, n'r|\t,
and F|¡!,, are calculated at time t - 1. From these equations together with the zero flux

condition at the top (i. e.Cr+t/z = 0), one can calculate the Et+t/z and F¡¡1¡2 iteratively
from top to bottom of the vertical column, that is in order of increasing k (k = T, T*1, . . . , N).
For k = N in (A..7), there is a value for Xfi*, needed. This is the surface value of X.
Depending on the type of coupling between land surface scheme and atmosphere, the value
at time ú-1 or ft1 will be used (see section 3.1). Using this boundary condition at the bottom,
tlre Xf; can be calculated iteratively from (4.7) in order of decreasing k (k = N, N - 1, . . ., T).
This back substitution yields the vertical profrle of X at the new time step.

t-7
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